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Manure.

Nantucket lanncr communicates to
I'c.-iw. Advertiser his
experience in
mg kelp as a fertilizer-—
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■.'ii*' ail
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Poultry items.
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peri. 1 ceil poultry
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11HV 1 :i would do
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rotitably Without an an a
ud i.a i. A lev*/ low Is may be put
a stuailci yard and they will lay well
i vv weeks, but aftei a while, with
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paper highly recommends
laii.-aii:.' turki vs, and says
that .i sh. a. I be pulverized and mixed
:l. masked potatoes and corn meal, as
as led to them in small lumps. Others
.1 should lie given only in lumps
beep have a competitor as to prolit to
tariiiei gives liis experience,
lariner
which it .stems that lie made thirty per
..I
| relit, while lie made 170 pet* cent.
.lit in six mouths from his poultry.
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tli*’ luiulon field states that
led will acquire all the
ul;n—< ti’ i’ileil i.ir marketing purposes in
I'.itiiighl in' three weens at most, I heir
Set -iiould be Indian, oat or barley meal,
a! led
ii
milk .o' water—the former is
5
.•»!. :*s it will expedite the fattening
J bey should be fed early in the
'ii'in.mg. at noon, and also in the evening
'i>l belore going to roost, and given a
ol pure fresh water,
in July supply
i
of gravel, sliced cabbage or turuip»• hi
il the fowls are required to lie very
pc
me trimming of fresh mutton suet
i; to
chopped up and scalded with their
tlicr Iced, or tliev may lie boiled in milk
inThis
ami poured over the meal.
iclei- tin- flesh lirmer than it otherwise
■» 'm l InWhen lit to kill, feeding should
1
stopped lor twelve hours or more, so
ii the intestines
may become compara\

>vnt'
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properly
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tively empty.
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Cassell's Magazine, j
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ttie necessity of exerto all sorts ot people, rushing into the presence ot big-wigs who
ought not to be approached yvithout introtion 1

bill there may an excuse for it
Hut what
can there he for unuired ones when
air
so cheap and free ?
There-is death
in sueh unuired chambers. Better a swarm
of flies or a cloud ol dust; better lio>t or
snow
in a l'uotn, Ilian these intolerable
'i lie lirst thing in the morning,
smells,
eseiiso

j
:

applied

and rebuffs in a morning. At last i I airly
broke down in the presence of a haughty
Vuuug admiralty clerk, yvlio was perturbed
and melted by my distress, yvlien on asking him how 1 could get into the navy lie

replied:

".Suppose you apply on a pwopper form
when von are ready to go down stairs, ; through the pwopper channel. Took here,”
throw open your windows, take apart the ( lie said, calling me back,“leave your name
clothing ol \ our bed-,, and let the air blow and address. Surgeons are wanted for
through ,L as hard as ii will. There i' | things sometimes in a hurry.”
Two days afterwards J received a letter
health, in such a policy
I informing me that a surgeon was required
I'he California imp crop this year promi- for the Aieeto, which yvas to sail for Sydney on the following Sunday yvitli a cargo
ses to pay better than almost any other deof
and that if I applied in perpartment ol agriculture. The San Fran- sonconvicts,
at. a place and hour named, and ancisco liulletin says there have been more
swered certain questions satisfactorily,
hops raised this season than in any previous there was little doubt
but what 1 should
of
the
State.
The
eounin
the
year
history
lu-sin which the business is most exten- get t!ic appointment.
There was no medical employment on
sively followed are San Joaquin, Santa earth that i would not have
jumped at
Clara, Sacramento and Napa
Hops are
also largely raised i:i l’nvallup Valley, blindfold just then, so 1 made my applicawas accepted without any dillieulty—
Washingloi I’erritory. One acre of Imps tion,
after the si cond year's planting produces with rather an ominous alacrity indeed
and after such poor preparations in the
m siiilalde soils about l’OOU pounds to the
1 to way ot outtii as my ignorance suggested
acre, The present price ranges from
and my slender means could afford, 1 went
•js cenls per pound.
Taking the lowest on
hoard the Alecto, which was lying off
figure one acre in hops this year should
But this is an tlreeuwich, and found myself in medical
reali :e the farmer ,*lso.
and the charge ot a captain, two mates, a lieutenseason for

--

—

--

j

—

price,

unusually good

expense ot cultivation is above that, of

dinary

articles ol

ant ot the

or-

eadily
Ohckkns. in hie OucilAKlt. The Scientific Fanner says: “The amount of good
(liii.i hv the chickens among fruit trees
We completely
an hardly be estimated.
conquered the canker worm in an orchard
..1 two hundred trees in two years'time
by i.oloni.’ing a (lock of till chickens or
so in the midst ot the lot, not to mention
the ceaseless miss! in ary work undertaken
by the bit idles in the, surrounding garden
and liehls
We always preserve all the
bird
too, not bcgindgiug them a few
''
cherries or her n -.

w.u n> Kiiki* Ai-pi ks (Lnk
l:i\< r ill’ sawdust sprinkled at
tile bottom of the box, and then a layer ol
apples placed in. so that they do not touch
each other
t’pon this place a layer of
sawdust, and so on till the box is filled.
The boxes, after being packed in tins
way, are placed on the wall in tin' cellar, |
up from the ground, where they keep perfectly, retaining their treshuess and flavor
until brought out.
[New York Herald
A

1

(hum
A

Atari, tile well-known Litchfield,
tanner, has a Jersey cow. two years
and a half old,at the centennial,which gave
during July and August ITotS l-T pounds
ot milk, when she weighed Too pounds.
t

11.

min

.ebraska fanners are

t

russing

the buf-

some

mysterious

amount ot time and labor, being
forte.
Both he and MacNab
were disappointed men ; but the Scotchman was the better
philosopher of the two.
We four supped together, and in due
time i went to my berth and found out how
1 felt like a toy put away
to get into it.
mense

falo of the prairies, with the native eattie
ol the State, and claim that the best butter
anil the richest milk is produced by tinhall and quarter bred bulfaloes, and that
several such lieilers yield lourtcen quarts
ol milk each per day for live months

his

im—i inn—ww—b—k:

Makki on. Young Toddleby was a true-hearted and promising
youth. He had graduated with honor at
Yale, and was studying law with Mr Loiter. it so happened that Toddleby became
acquainted with a beautiful young lady,
daughter of old Digby. He loved the. lair
maiden,and when lie had reasons to believe
that his love was returned, lie asked Mr.
Loiter to recommend him to the father.
Loiter being on terms ol close intimacy
with the family. The lawyer agreed, and
perfomed his mission ; tint old Digby, who
l ived money, asked what property the
voting man had. Loiter said he did not
know, but he would enquire. The next
time he saw his young student, ho asked
him if he had any property at all
Inly health, strength, and a determination to work,” replied the youth.
“Well,” said the lawyer, who believed
the student was in every way worthy, “let
us see : What will you take for your right
leg!* 1 will give you twenty thousand dollars for it.”
Of course Toddleby refused.
The next time the lawyer saw the young
lady’s father, he said,—
“1 have enquired about this young man’s
circumstances, lie has no money in bank,
but, he owns a piece of property for which
to my certain knowledge he has been offered, and lias refused, twenty thousand
dollars.”
This led old Digby to consent to the marriage, which shortly afterward took place.
In the end he had reasons, and good ones,
to be proud of his son-in-lflw, though he
was once heard to remark, touching that
rare piece of property upon the strength
ot which he had consented to the match,
“II it could not take wings, it was liable
at any time to walk iff!"

navy, in

and his men ; 260 convicts.
the naval lieutenant was the only man
on the. quarter-deck when 1 went up the
side.
"1 am the surgeon,” 1 began, advancing
toward him ; but before I could say another
word ho asked abruptly :
"Can you play at chess i”’
"Vos—a little,” 1 replied.
"I’m thankful, vera thankful, for that.
Shake hands, sir. The marine body, Mr
1’hipps, no cares for the game; and how
should «c snrveeve sich a protracted and
tedious voyage without chess? My name
is MacXab, and I hope wo shall be friends,
sir.”
1 said that i hoped so loo, and we engaged in a conversation which was the reverse ol
inspiring. 1 gathered from Mr.
MuoNab that the skipper had been untorUiyate in iornier voyages; that his mates
were ruffians; that the crew were very
poor types indeed of the British sailor;
that the ship herself was a rotten old hulk
that ought to have been broken up years
before.
1 went down to my cabin, which seemed
absurdly small and low and dark got my
portmanteau there, anil tried to make arrangements for luture comfort. Then 1
studied the printed instructions i had received as to hovv often I was to inspect the
convicts, etc., and wondered what was to
be done if they were refractory, and who
had authority over me to prevent me shirking my duties; for I had sole command, it
seemed, in my particular department,
When i returned on deck 1 found the
captain and Mr. Phipps there. The former
had a red nose and watery eyes, which explained, perhaps, why he had been ttnfornute with Ids ships the latter was a gentlemanly fellow enough, but desponding
and taciturn, his silence being of the less
importance, that when he did talk, he generally grumbled, which lid not add to the
cheerfulness of so small a party. J (is only
solace was in making pen and ink sketches
at which lie was very clever; landscapes,
with chiafo.seuro effects, involving an im-

Mr. Arnold gives the following ciiaraeteristi'-s of properly ripened cheese “Well
ripened cheese has no elasticity when pressed with the lingers ; it feels as if breaking
under the piestire. and the dent remains;
it lias a salvy, oily appearance when worked between the thumb and linger.and melts
on the longue like a ripe pear ; the cut surface remains salt and oily for a longtime,
I nripc cheese, on
not readily drying up.
the contrary, is elastic when pressed, hard
or tough when worked between the thumb
ami linger ; soon dries and cracks when exposed to the aii vv hen tasted by the tongue
is delieieiii in fat and does not dissolve

'll.al

royal

■

su.mi:itij.noto

principal

on a

shelf in

lirst

experience

a

cupboard,
ot

for it

was

my

ship accommodation.

When you have learned to lie on your back
and not want to move all night—to take
enough oxygen into the lungs while on
deck to last for the time you arc below,
ami to be indifferent to cockroaches running over you, you get on a great deal
better.
On reaching the deck next morning, 1
found that we were under ail sail and dropping down the river, which had grown
very wide.

|

It was u it long before we were
fairly in
the Channel, and the pilot got into his boat
and left us.
1 here was a nice breeze, but the sea
was perfectly smooth, ami the ship
glided
through the water with delightful glibness
so that I felt that 1 ought to be
doing

towards learning my duties
while 1 was able, and confided to MacNab
that 1 should like to hold an inspection of
the convicts, who were all gathered on the
main deck in charge ot their wardens and
the marines, who mounted sentry over
them with loaded muskets and fixed bayo-

something

nets.
1 found that I had made an official

appli-

cation in the right quarter by accident, for
MacNab immediately said:
“At what time ? at once ?”
And when 1 replied in the affirmative,
gave certain sharp, short orders, the result ol which was that in less than ten
minutes a warden came up to me, touched his cap, and reported :
“All ready, sir.”
Ami iollowing him, 1 found the convicts
drawn up in lines, barefooted. My inspection of them was a mere form, for, of
course, they were sent on board sound and
clean, but 1 made certain suggestions with
regard to the sanitary arrangements between decks, where their hammocks were
slung, and these were promptly attended
When 1 had done
to where practicable.
MacNab challenged me to a game of chess,

*•

*•

capacity that I never rightly comprehended
twenty sailors, an ollicer of marines

agriculture.

•'

1

peeiatlv cabbage and union-:, which, as
tiie weeks go b\, literally reek in their
hiding-places, i ne very garments id the duction,and outraging them with demandchildren tell (lie tamo story ot uncleanli- for surgical employment. 1 should saj i
liess.
i' is htt.l to have unwashed clothes,
sometimes received as many as five snubs

I lie l’ortlaiid Tress
says the total potato
fop of this state for this year, probably7
icaches l’.oOU.imiii bushels. In Aroostook
county the product of potatoes has been
unusually large. There are half a dozen
or
more starch factories in that
county
"hich will convert into starch some 300," hi
to .iOO.OOO bushels of tubers.
Large
quantities are also being shipped to banger fur exportation
In Aroostook the
farmers gel about .'ill cents
per bushel,
w hile at
iiangor, the great potato mart of An editor sat down and wrote, “white pique
the slate, the
prices range from oO to GO costumes are now popular,” and the composicents The
potato crop of Maine this year tor set it up “white pine coffins are not popua
probably worth one million of dollars. lar,” which of course tliev are not.
■

*.

reeling desperately

■

..

■

with
exceptional disadvantages My parents
were dead, and 1 had not a relative willing or aide to help me; i w7as cast entirely upon my own resources, which yvere a
diploma,a respectable yvardrobe and twenty pounds in cash—the balance of the capita! which tiad sulliced tor my education,

burnt leather,

or

on

FLORIDA.
New York, Nov. _■•*. A special despatch
from Tall ah a.-see gives further particulars of
the exciting scene in the session of the Board
Tuesday evening. The despatch states that
the expose gave the Democrats the most brilliant victory that cither side has yet scored,
and put the Republican managers in a very
had light. As -non ns the session oj cued Mr.
Pa-c arose and inquired of the Secretary of
State, the Chairman of the Board, if he had
not received another return from Baker county
besides tin* one he had read. The Chairman
objected to the question and would not reply.
Mr. Pasco then charged openly and positively
that such a return had been sent to the Board*.
He <1 scribed thi- return—-a certified copy of
which In* had in hi* hand—a* being older in
date than the one read by the Secretary; as
having been legally attested, and as having
been signed by th- Clerk and Justice o: the
Peace, as the law requires, lie then demanded to know why it had been suppressed, and
insisted on its being produced at once. The
Chairman, though much contused, still refused
to say whether be had received any such return or nut. Mr. < handler came to his defence
with lii-* numerous objections and technical
point-., and all flavored’ smartly with bluster.
-Mr. Pasco refused to be put oil, however, and
called attention 1** ’he rules, which said that
all returns slmni 1 be presented to the Board,
and that the Board should deride which were
tin regular and | roper return:—tirst by a look
it their lace and afterward upon a emisidera
tion of their meritli then charge 1 that, in
utter violation of thi s,* plain rules, the Secretary of Slate, having received tyvo returns from
one * unity, had do ided tin* question betyveen
them liinself by suppressing one and presenting t,n other. He then renewed his demand
for the presentation of the suppressed return.
In* chairman then coiif ---ed that he had received another return, and going to hi* desk
produced it. It was a return dated three days
before tin* oiIn
signed as described by Mr.
Pasco, and gave the Democrats ninety-five ma-

and fortunately we proved to be very even- | weariness drowning the sense of danger. were
towing, and when the ship had THE EIsECTIGEJ,
flow long I slept, or what happened in forged far
ly matched. 11c was quite right in rely- I
enough ahead to prevent the
so
much
it
as
n
how
the
1
time. du not know. When 1 awoke, phosphorescence ot the oar-dips attracting
upon
resource;
!
THE PUBLIC PULSE.
should we have got through the weeks the ship was rolling heavily, and there ing attention,
to row in the direcbegan
Nkw Yokk, Nov. dh The Evening 1'ost,
without it I cannot imagine : we played at j was a continuous, ominous sound, thud, tion ot the headhunt.
(Republican) editorially protest- against the
least, six hours daily out of the twenty-four. thud, thud, accompanied with the pouring
In two hours’ time wo turned it, and armed oeeupation of the Stab* House in Sooth
When we got into the broad swell of the of water, which caused me to hurry on saw the
It says:—
lights of the frigate, against the Carolina.
We protest against this proceeding, not only
Atlantic I had a week's seasickness, dur- deck, where a scene of terrible contusion sides of which, in another hour, the boat
m the name of liberty and justice, but in behalf
ing which MaeXab had the best of me at met my eyes, iur it was broad daylight. A grated.
j of the Republican party, whose good name and
chess, ami alter i was well 1 began to mast had gone, the deck was littered with
■\\ ho goes there ?"
challenged tin; sen- worthy record are brought in question by this
have some trouble with the convicts. What cordage and broken woodwork.
All was try.
resort to military force in a question purely poschemers they were ! Their one great ob- confusion,authority in abeyance ; convicts,
"Medical officer escaped from a convict litical, Here is already incorporated into the
was
history ot our Republic a precedent of as arbito
a
of
or
ject
wine, sailors, marines, were mixed up together, ship which lias mutinied
get
glass
grog
j trarv a nature as ut the u- r of < romwell when
which could only be done by my order,
i will not dwell on the je\ with which
hurrying to and fro. or working at the
he turned the British Parliament out of doors.
j
and they regularly studied the complaints pumps
1 iie gale had abated, was <ly
iug t stood upon ihc deck, or on the hearti- Tiie rule of all represeinative bodies that they
lor which i prescribed such medical comout. in fact, h it there was a leak which ness ot mv reception when ! had made are judges ot the election and qualifications of
their member- i- summarily set aside, and Afr.
forts, and either simulated or managed to Gould not be discovered, though, in conse- my report.
ICnnis. the furniture dealer, with the Federal
produce them artificially.
ihc fiigatc weighed and stood out to
quence of the number ot hands to relieve
it his back, usurps that ortiee.
Even
troops
(Ireenhom as I was, they imposed upon one anottiei in
the
water
did
not
sea
at once, and in the early morning the excuse that disturbance and bloodshed |
pumping,
I
me rarely at first, and just as I was getting
us
I
was
not
wanted enure up with the convict ship. Hoarded were dreaded, and an insurrection -o formid- !
Finding
| gain upon
able that
Chamberlain would lack means
up to their dodges we passed the 1 quator, there, J wt at below again to attend upon and took her vv.Lhout resistoic.v.
and there was a good deal of real sickness Phipps, who had been left 1 know not how
evidence sufficed to clear the -e t- to quell it, does tint appear to have been made.
I
My
Tie u-mpatiou i- not marked with any
which gave them the advantage again. ! long, and who was too weak to help l»im- nieu and marines who had been forced inplausible pretext. It sweeps away every reAs time went on i became familiarised i sell much. I he lever hud left him, but he to a
with
the
straint
of u-age and precedent and .aw, and
pretended compliance
prowith the rogues, and learned to look upon I was low and
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the wo events ami niIll tlii*
lie I 'll- c,.;, -111
[.! IV- lint loll passthose \\ ho will
sink at once, flien l’hipps took the lever,
Ought l to have refused to tend his ship, when, rounding a hummock, we un- ter their minds compan*
-rein
l»e-t.
to
them
as may
ed yc‘si< rdav i<\ In ! 1
>
idin# lor a eanand though it. was a mild attack, he was wound ? Was it my duty to beatd and up- expectedly discovered a short distance
\ i'> ul
What it heroines u- as public journalists toreturns for
nor ami Lit utenantso feeble as to ue untit tor duty
< iov.-riMi* io•.i:i\ at
w 'ill perl's cl calmness and
: I’. M. w as aineiuh-d, nautto
a
braid him? I did not know life is sweet, trom us a large bear, quietly feeding. We day to do
that this hu-iuc*- o| ili# 1*J M. I ndav, to w hi Ii t ini tin* Senate adSuch of the convicts as escaped the le- and I wished and tried to preserve it, ex- would leave returned to the
ship without with perfect eleann-s
ending the troop- of the t nited States le*re and journed.
vel began I" hold their heads erect and
cusing my pusillanimity at the time by disturbing it, as we were armed with only there
The follow'invr proh st. ^itrut-d by all the Deto -reinv legi-lative majori le- and conlook you full m the eye as they passed, us the thought that my tes imony, if 1 sur- one ritle and a few spears carried by tne
i.t«-red upon the re
trol legislative action in one or another State, inoeratie Senators, was
felt
that
death
was
the
who
ot
hud
not
one
of
the
several
It
liaon
thrthough they
body
bringing vived, might bring
natives,
eords of tin
gone
In aecordar.ee with tin
dogs lei- gone on long enough.
a
half
in
us all to an equality.
and
a
'.ear
went
w
to
were
with
us
our
it
notice
aiven
that
announced
ago
rascals
e, the undersigned,
yestenlav,
justice.
presence iller than
Loiti-iaua. I1 ha- gone on as lar as if can l>e .''•eiialofs o! tin- Stain ,.| .south < arolina, be#
The sixtli day was the most, oppressive
I quite understood the tenure upon
by a loud bark-.
to go hv Ire* m< n who prop.*-** to releave
to place upon record llii our solemn proemitted
pi
of all—it was literally dillieult to draw a which my life was held, in spite ol >\ ilThe bear, as soon as it saw Hie intrudThe Unti e of Represen- test a#ainst the proet < dill#s by thi- body which
main five'l II.
breath, and though 1 escaped the fever, I liaufs plausible speeches.
There were ers, began to advance slowly toward us.
tatives, fortunately, is about to assemble. in any de#n e reeo#nizes I lie legality of the body
was knocked up for the first time.
To do many sick and several wounded, both by but was met by tiie dogs, who attacked Charges against the President mu-t forthwith railin'.*; itself the Ibui e of Representative* ot
my work amongst the dying and the dead Hie storm and in the light when the ves- the animal vigorously, but with little ci- be prrpar* ’l ami pre-ented by the llou.-e to the South ( arolina over which L. W. Mackey
and hi- oath <>l oi- claims to preside as Speaker, which met on the
was a physical impossibility for me; 1
sel was seized, and they needed my ser- fect. lie shook them oil', and after injur- Senate, for \ iolalmg the law
ordering his War M ercian. Mr. < une- •Jsili inst.atid elaiim d to organize in the Hall
threw myseli dow n under the awning on vices.
Wlien they thought, they could do ing three of them so badly licit they had lier by
of Reprrst ntatiws.
The ( on-titution of South
roii, to send troops to South! arolina for .he
the quarter-deck and lust all conscious- without me I should be silenced bovver, to lie killed, lie continued to advance
e
With 11
< arolina makes each I louse tin- jnd#o of elecpurpose -peeitied in iiis order.
other
and
with
wit
be
ness, probably remaining in a stateoi torWe
also
tion
returns
and
presented
prepaivil
probable
eveiy
qualification* ot it* ,>w n memtogether
discharged the rille and then lied to lhere mu
Meanwnile the ship Hie ship, where we armed ourselves and charges again*l S,-eretar\ < ameruu tor cv- tit- bers. I In* supreme « >urt of the State lias hv
ness against them.
por lor hours.
formal indumeiit derided that the members
an order again-t winch it was Ids duty to
i was roused by the most tremendous was kept on her course towards the Friend- Came out m look for Ids
bearship. who ing
protest, and which it v. a- his duty to ha\e iv- from the counties ,.f Ld#elieUl and Laurens
crash 1 have ever heard, and found mysell
ly Islands, under Lloyd’s management, had disappeared behind one ol the nu- sign* d ratlicr than execute. Similar charge- who received tin- hi In *t number ot votes were
in darkness but only for a moment; the and on Hie third day laud was sighted.
hummocks by which we were should d-ii be prepared and presented again*! entitled t<» sea!
merous
Tie -r members have been
can be prosed to
refused admission to the ball and all \ artieipanext, sea. sky and ship were lit up by a
That evening, a sailor who had |oined surrounded. \\ e had searched for some everv < ahinet Minister who
in
the
ord
or
aid
tion
in
tin*
have counselled
preparing
violent glare, while a zigzag line of tire. I the mutineers on
or#:iniza ion by armed soldier* ot
compulsion, and had time, when, as one ol the Esquimaux der.
tin* l niled State-, who barred with b:i\uiie|s
so intense that the eyes ached at it, Hashed, !
corner
of
a
lie
the
hummock
came
]Hissed
been hurt, came to me and said :
the door .»t 11,
11 ill of Represent at i\
It it call be proved that neither President
and
and lett the gloom more profound than
"1 beg pardon, sir, but would you dress lace to face with the infuriated animal. (brant nor an\ inetnher ol hi- 'ahinet gav. ol- acted as iud—s of the election returns and
ever. And again came that awlnl thunder,
tinto
s
which
a
Icarful
list
t
its
He
as
the
brute
the
troop* qualifications
der- justifying
members.
We have
gave
cry just
my wound on deck where every one can
s
,,|
oltuuhia, then every otli r re- seen aiued |..i
tin* I'nited Slates
struck him with one id ils immense paws. were tut at
compared with which the loudest evil' see us
the
dr<
on the spot tor the conduct ot tin*
of the < oiistioverridin#
larutiou
plain
heard in Kurope is a whisper. That mosponsible
The rest ol us heard the cry and rapidly
1 saw lie liatl a reason ami consented
We have witnessed the
troops mti-r be pul on trial by court-martial. liou of the State.
ment of iieree light revealed to me men
••I've something to say sir, and don’t surrounded the brute, which stood per- Jt under existing legislation it can be shown solemn moeken of a corporal of the #uard rein the rigging, taking ia sail which had want to lie
seen talking to von in a private
fectly still over the body of the Esqui- that the President has power, in the judgment viewing and reversing the judgment of the
been spread to catch the slightest breeze;
We tired sixteen shots, twelve of of tin: Senate, to do what lie lias dune, the highest Court. \\ have seen the spectacle humaux.
way, lor fear of making them suspicious
and a spar hanging awkward and all awry ; Hill llicks was at the mast head on the which entered its body. Indore it received country must he solemnly informed of the fact, miliating in the last degree to every right-minded Aiihti- an the halls of legislation oeciipi-d
may he intelligently made upon
also MacNab and the mate, who now act- look out last
l'lie native was insen- that an issue laws,
watch, and he saw something its deatli wound,
it is the belief, we venture
at the hour *•!'midnight and held against the inchanging our
ed as captain standing near me
sible
wlieii
him
and
we
badlie did not report, and that’s a British
picked
up
to say. of nine met: out of ten of all parties, that
gress of the law-making powers, and this at a
the
shoulder
the
to
torn
about
bear's
as
he
have
no
lie
lias
no
such
time of the profoundc-t peace, when n--t a sinought
AVe shall never lie ableto manage with- frigate, round the headland of that there ly
power,
by
out help,we are so terribly under-handed,”
Island. Don’t start, sir, there's only us of claws, but was not seriously hurt. We such power. Rut the country must be formal- gle act of violence furnished the slightest prely, detinitelv and decisively brought to front text for usurpation. We have seen a still more
said tiie latter.
the old crew knows if; and we’ve had a took tiie body of the hear on a sledge to this matter, and to front it at
once, before anhumiliating spectacle. United Slates troops
the ship; it. weighed laTo pounds and other
‘•Wee!, then, replied MacNab, "we will boat ready to lower for some days.
step can lx* taken or so much as meditat- placed under the immediate control, and reWe mean to lower that quickly at night- was ten feet one inch from nose to tail, ed in thi- pathway, upon whieh just as much ceiving orders from a eitizen without authorpick half a dozen of the devils nae more.
One 1 ken has been a sailor, and—”
tall, and let it tow behind; and then later and eight feet four inches around the progress has now been made as in any way ity, and a partizaii of party power. We have
Another Hash and deafening roar, which such as can will get into it, cast oil', ami thickest part of the body. [Norwich liul- consists with our institutions, with our honor seen this citizen assuming absolute control of
and with our prosperity as a people.
the Capitol of the Commonwealth, and admitdrowned his voice.
row for the frigate.
If you like, sir; you letin.
ting through the lines of armed sentinels of his
York
Herald
New
Nov.
I
(Editorial),
1
Mr.
‘■Kh,
Glover, lad,” lie said, when had better lie down in the boat and be
own partisans upon his own edict, or written
Iron
a
to
the
or
the
We
that
the
the lull came, are ye there ? Ye had bet- lowered with it. Say you want a quiet
excitcongratulate
According
country
Age,
wedge
pass from one Jones, another citizen who was
<
ter just go below. Your work is done and read or sleep or something, if you’re seen. plate of iron lias been found imbedded ing day at tin* apitulof South Carolina yester- selected bv these partisans to organize the
passed without any breach of the peace. House ol Representatives. We have seen this
ours is beginning.
There will he breeze There’s a risk, of course, but not a big in the masonry of the great Pyramid, the day
Whatever there may he of shame or reproach body of partisans, tints admitted, claiming to
indications being that it must have been connected with the
enow to blaw the lever
without a quorum in violation of tin*
away presently, one. Lloyd’s halt drunk now, and will be
extraordinary proceedings
in the age of Cheops, placed by at Columbia does not li<* at tlie do. of Wade organize
and ye will he in the way.
law and in defiance of the Supreme Court, and
quite after a bit, and so will most of the wrought
1 had often determined, if there was a others, for now they have got to the is- some authorities as far back as .1,-too years Hampton and his supporters. We doubt if the under the protection of United States troop-.
or Massachusetts would
We therefore enter this our protest against anv
storm to remain on deck and see it; the lands they think it’s all right.
I’here’s ago. This makes the use of iron about citizens of New York
have
through a similar trial with e<pial recognition ol said body pretending to he the
-,.000 years more ancient than it is sup- credit.gone
treshness of the air too, was delightful to only that Williams.”
The hearing of South Carolina citizens House of Representatives of the State of South
"I can manage him,” said I, anil we posed to be, and affords opportunity for in the great trial to which thev w *re subjected Carolina. :md for the following reasons : Said
breathe; hut fatigue overcame all else and
1 was glad to take MacNab’s advice. Im- parted.
explaining the cutting of the sharp and yesterday was admirable. There has never body having organized without a constitutional
quorum, there being but f>s members present
William’s wound was painful and his well defined hioroglyphies or porphyry, been t more critical and dangerous conjunctagine what 1 had gone through that week
*
*
as shown by its own
journal, whereas a majorin such a climate, with patients dying by pulse feverish; so ho gladly swallowed a granite and other hard stones employed in ure in the history ot American politico.
by his (President Grant's) own decla- ity of the entire representation i- requisite to a
dozens in my youthful hands, many of soporific which would keep him quiet for tile construction of Egyptian pyramids, Judged
rations the military interference yesterday was quorum, to wit,members, us set forth in the
whom 1 felt could have been saved with some hours.
temples, and tombs, llow these could utterly without warrant or justiliealion. For journal of the House during the past eight
better nursing, and you will not wonder
v ears, and as confirmed by immemorial pracAt the proper time I got into the boat have been cut before the age of iron lias him to repeat his former plea of ignorance in
this ease would be ridiculous. If he ordered tice in legislative bodies in every American
at my prostration.
indicated, the only men who could pos- been a puzzling question to many.
this plain violation of law. or if, with se many State; and we do further allege, on our own
As I reached the cabin stairs the rain sibly see me being those at the wheel,
reasons for supposing it would take place, he
responsibility as Senators, that said body still
Captain Harry Scott, of the British navy, did not prevent
came down in sheets; there was a boomwho were both old members of the crew,
it, he must shoulder the whole is without a constitutional quorum, and there
lias
thrice
saved
his
down
his
own
ship by digging
declarations tore wanting in organic character of the House
responsibility. Judged by
ing, roaring sound; the ship heeled over and were prepared, when they knew that
and raced through the water as the storm Lloyd was quite overpowered by drink, to to the coal ignited by spontaneous combus- to Congress (in the Louisiana ease) it is a mon- of Representatives of South Carolina, and
strous violation of law and of the spirit of our ought not to he recognized as such.
tion,
He
sank
a
shaft
to
the
lower
came down upon her.
A Hash of light- alter the course of the ship and steer for
strata,
constitutions. With that message on record we
Con .\ini.v, S. C., Nov. 28.
The United
ning showed me that the sea was already the headland where the frigate had been and the men could only work by standing do not see how lie can escape on a plea of igno- Staten troops are in possessisu of the State
while with foam.
If the law is such as he described it lie House, along the corridors and around the staseen.
All went easier, even, than had in pails containing water.
rance.
lias clearly made himself liable to impeachment tue of Washington, with all the doors bolted
I went below, made a hearty meal of been anticipated. When 1 had been stowOf a miserly man who died of softening of by this new interference with a State Legisla- except one. Across this door are soldiers with
some salt beef and biscuit i found on the ed away half an hour the boat was lowerthe brain, a local paper said : “His head gave ture. Unfortunately for him the impeachment sentinels, who receive their instructions from
table, drank a stiff glass of rum and water, ed, and in a very little while three men way, but hi9 hand never did. His brain soft- power is now in the hands of his enemies, and a Mr. Dennis known here as the furniture man.
and turned into mv berth to renew my nap, stole into it, cut the rope by which we ened, but his heart couldn't."
there is no reason why they should not exercise 1 myself accompanied several Democratic mem1
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1 commenced my medical career

sir h
hamhers when t see him in llie
street ; there i- such a smell about his
eh,thin.' ! always wish lor a sniff el
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it is long since we two nailed,
With kisses, upon the shore,
And louely and broken hearted,
1 knew you would come no mm
1 inn- has brought tender healing
For the bitter grief gone by.
Willi a gradual sweet revealing
Of love that was not a lie.
et none the less J remember,
And still a wind from the sea
Rekindle* the smouldering ember
of passionate pam in me.

and wlm -i. lit the winter it is cold; in
tlit summer the flies get in or, if they are
netted the dust -ot- through the nets.
t
an tell a
person who inhabit-,

(.'nlogue

Sea.

You sailed away in the morning,
And your heart was light aa air,
was full of a merry scorning
For my unconcealed despaii.
Fasy for you to kiss me—
To swear that my fears were vainAnd your fond desire would miss me
dill the hour when you came again
But I perfectly comprehended
l he things that you never said,
And i knew tiie story was ended
As surely as if you were dead

Rooms.

are two er

the

BKADLEY.

it

in every tmvu whose
| a-- some iiuu-it
v. i.niow :
might as well he sealed with the
walls lor any purpose they hue hut to let

light

E.

I knew that your heart wras leaping,
bike the flame of a kindling lire,
Bat mine, in its depths, was keeping
One passionate dumb desire
O tiiat a boit from heaven
lWo at a blow would smite;
0 that the earth were riven,
To bury us both out of sight!
For what was the light ana splendor
of summer skies to me?
And what could the green earth render
lu recompense for the sea

I

m

from

MAKY

The wind iYcsa the sea w as blowing,
My face was wet w ith the spray ;
It kept the tears from showing,
So I let them have their way.
Oh! they were salt and bitter,
tint it mattered nothing to you !
When the foam, with its rainbow' glitter.
Crested the hills of blue,
Ami the w'hite sails, spread for living.
Beckoned your restless mind—
What was the idle crying
Of a girl that must stay behind?

—
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iw has been found
to
lung-persiauled
do tar more good fy tlie ast quantity of
grulis and insects he devours Ilian the lit
tic harm he does in a tew grains of corn
he pull
lie is one ot the formers'
up
best friends

get here

pi.
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eivport this autumn.
aiming this tame
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by Birds.

l'lio swallow, swil't anti nighthawk are
the guardians of the atmosphere. They
check the increase of insects that otherwise would overload it.
Woodpeckers,
creepers and chickadees are the guardians
ot the trunks ot trees.
Warblers and flycatchers protect the foliage. Blackbirds, j
thrushes, crows and larks protect the stir- 1
lace of the soil, snipe and woodcock the !
soil under the surface. Kach tribe has its
j
respective duties to perform in the economy of nature ; and it is an undoubted tact
that, u the birds were all swept oil' lrom
the earth, man could not live
upon it.
vegetation would wither and die, insects
would become, so numerous that no living
1
thing could withstand their attacks. T he
wholesale destruction occasioned by tin*
grasshoppers,which have lately devastated
the *\ est, is undoubtedly caused by the
thinning out of the birds, such as grouse,
prairie lions, etc winch led upon them
I. he great and inestimable service done to
the firmer, gardener, and florist by the
birds is only becoming known Iw sad exSpare the birds and save your
perience
licit ; the little corn and fruit taken In
tli-ru is more than compensated.
The
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it. W'e presume the hrsi LutdoAss of the House
of Representatives, when it assembles next
week, will be to vote his impeachment and appoint a Committee to draw up the articles. It
will easily be made to appear that President
Grant has not only violated the Constitution
’out s.nned against knowledge.
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ber& of the Legislature to the btate House, who
presented their certitieates lrotu the Clerk of
ilie Supreme Court, with the great seal of the
Court, ihai thev were entitled to scat> in the
Legislature. They were refused by tin* guard,
when tin* following colloquy took place:

to ou

heard

the If ayes elector.-.

MORE

Both cases

are

be

to

!
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MESSAGE.

Tlit* Annual Message of President Grant to ConBEicLALNS FACTION.
New York, Dee. 3. James L. On* telegraphs gress was read to the two Houses to-day. M e make
that sever- j e \ t rac t s a. fo 1 lows
Members—“We arc members from luion j t<> tin* Herald l'rom Columbia, S. <
;d more Bepubiican members of the legislature j i o tlie Senate and House of Representatives :
mn-y ami wish to go to the hall.”
have declared their determination to come over I
in submitting my eighth and last annual message
<
rpo: a! of (i uard—“You can’t go in without j
t = Congress, it seem proper that I should refer to
to the Democratic House. lie says the number
« p.!>< from Mr. done-, or Mr. Dennis."
and in some degree recapitulate the events and offiwill
six
reach
or
The
Herald*eight.
probably
Mr. Join* is tli'* old Clerk, who i*> by the Kccial acts ol the past eight years.
publi -an | ro;.* ram me !<• organize the House and Columbia special says that one of the members A
It Vl'l! K It Ml' IHM.K I >.
PKKSoVAI. i;\l*I.AN AT I ON
of the Ib'pubiivan House from Barnwell
who*.
county
pi" w i* to ad.mil whom he plcasod.
It was my fortune or misfortune to he called to
M
D ntii* U the c-*mraetor f »r the Slate l'ur- ha> been sworn in and answered to the name of j
nifur. a
referred to and is a partisan of Daily lc. proxy for the name of Silas Cave. The j the office of Chief Executive without any previous
training. From the age of seventeen I had i
h »\
< '■imberlaiii, under
whose immediate I <!cvji;»teh says that Cave i quieth pi« King cot- ! political
inner even
witnessed the excitement attending u!
order*, tiie military air now acting. Mi*. Den- Ion at home, unconscious that lie lias been elect- l Presidential
campaign but twice antecedent to my
e !
the
House
to
a -cal.
1
by
nis was m m n r, and c uni out of an
.Mackey
own oamlidacv. and at but one of them was 1 eligible
a- a voter.
Under such circumstances it is lmt rea
r"Ouj, wli. a ;:!*• corporal was asked i*i his pres- Tin: sm ation mohk eurut m. rn w
\
n.
-unable to suppose that errors of judgment must
*‘.v if tip- soldiers lln-re received their orders
(’oli mbia s. <
Dec. 3. it is reported to- bate
occurred, even had they not differences of
loon Mi. looms; if Mr. Dennis wai an army
night that preparations are being made- by the j opinion between the Executive, hound by an oath
otli-i-r
la.* corporal replied that he was tin
State ( onstuhulary or Militia to remove the
jo the strict performance iff his duties, and writers
d r
ordej nf Mr. I > ;mi-.. toil Mr. Dennis i>emocra!ie
Speaker Irom the chair he occupies, and debater- must have arisen. It is not necessari"'as not a
>oldier.
Dennis was asked upon and eject the Democratic members of
Kdgeiieid ly evidence of blunder on the part of the Executive,
u bo*.he
was
refused
all
ai
he
authority
ling;
and Laurens county delegations, whom the Ke- because there are these differences of views.
Mistakes lutve been
as all can see, and I ad
iuiorni.itiou except that he was acting under
publieaus claim were not legally elected. The mil, but it seems to made,
me oftener in the selections
orders.
report states that they will be sustained hv the made of the assistants
appointed to aid in carrying
I wish to bring these startling facts, which l idled States
troops.' Owing to these reports out the various duties of administering the Govern< ame under mv
observation to your attention, the Democrats are
premiring for the worst. It ment, in nearly every case selected without a personbecause two years ago you del me the honor to is feared that
they will resist the State Constab- al acquaintance with the appointee but upon reconi
commend mv eiloK* in tlie i'uited States Sen- ulary. but not the
of the Representatives chosen directly
troops.
Large numbers of mendations
ate in reference to the dispersion of the Louisithe people. It is impossible, where so many trusts
people are expected to arrive to-morrow to by
are to be allotted, that the right parties should be
ana Legislature, and because you have sained
visit the State Fair, in anticipation of Hampchosen in every instance. History shows tliat no adtiie confidence of tiie whole country by your ton’s
inauguration. The situation to-night is ministration from the time
of Washington to the
refusal to sanction the iutinitely less objection- critical.
present has been free from these mistakes; but J
able proceeding** in New Orleans two years
Due. -i.
l’o avoid collision and bloodshed leave compari-on to history, claiming only that i
tvo.
there the judgment of Judge Durell seem- tin* Democrats w ithdrew in a
body and met in have acted in every instance from a con scientious
ed to aiiotion tiie procedure. Here, sixty-four
Carolina Hall. They lack three oi a quorum, desire to do what was right and constitutional withof the
ll members clem who are Democratic
while the bayonet House lacks seveu. The .Su- in the law and for the very best interests of the
whole people.
Pailure have been errors of judgwere reported by the Board of Canvassers to
preme Court i< hearing arguments on the ap- ment, not
ol intent.
the .Supreme Court as receiving the highest
plication for a mandamus, requiring the Seere- l
1N Si 'L IN G NON: i;.\ i..
muiibei of votes, and the Secretary of State
tary ot State to deliver the returns lor Governordered by tins Republican Court to issue < er- or and Lieut. Governor to
Mv civil earner commenced, too, at a most critical
Wallace, the Demotiticates to those thus reported. Among these cratic
and difficult time.
Less than four years before, the
Speaker.
mv the member** Irotn ldgetield and Laureus
country had emerged from a conflict such as no other
Columbia. Dec.
The Democratic House nation had ever survived. -Nearly one half of the
counties. 1 ldgetield gave the largest Democratic
.'Hate-: had revolt' d against the Government, and of
majority in tiie Slate, and was garrisoned by hi gained two more from the Hepuhliean those
remaining faithful to the Union a large per
House w ith certificates of the Board ..i' < ’anvas'•ven companies of troops, almost one-fourth
of the population sympathized with the reventage
of all tin* companies in tin emire Slate.
Lau- ser making (12 and lacking oniv one oi a Con- bellion, and made an enemy in the rear almost as
ren*; was al-o garrisoned by
troops, and carried stitutional quorum.
dangerous us the more honorable enemj in the front.
I tn latter committed errors of judgment, but they
by Democrat*; t»v a majority of over 1100. Thimaintained them openly and courageously; the fori* in a
county wlio*e Republican nn **enger rcThe Louisiana it-eturn,.
mer received the protection of the Government tin y
l*i•*«• 1 to surrender tin* return* untibarrested
would -ee destroyed and reaped all the pecuniary
under warrant. It
l'he 1 h*iin). r if ii- (\untiiil.lee Imiii (In*
literally true that the
advantage to be gained out of the then existing late
1 »cm<»i
it-> received their largest
majorities
of them by obtaining contract- and
XMrlli, hi attendance upon the Hour-mina b,<f affair-1, many
"here the Iroop. wore stationed. MM * i i* tie
-wilulling the Government in the ileliverv of their
nation at thi* hour, lo A. M.
i: i
a
d ennui, leave
<>n the ces-ution of hostilities
published the i, ] I«»w i! 1 ad- lie i,In n immediately
1
•t
noble J're; ideal, u ho had carried the eoun
lien, linger will«not permit Mich procedress
tn
"tar through its perils fell a martyr to his pa
dure. The people «<l oiitli Carolina arc p.-ac.
motional Hie hand- of an us.-.a sill. The iutervou
i’i *
ill
oil, mnl will content fli.-m-clw with protest,
Hk«• o
ii i:
I vi i.i* Si v
time to my first inauguration was tilled up with
ic
< >n <uii
mi tip- laW-abidine, libei t\ -loviltg spirit of
arrival lu re, in easting about l u uj*- ing
between Congress and the new Execuwranglingthe American people.
.!. I!, (inniiox.
t<» Hie Olli-ia1' Who eoiltl'o) tie rke|'i'".i 1*
tive as to til*- best mode ot reconstruction, or, to
in
tions
this
we discovered that they
to whether t he control of the Go\Stale,
peak
plainly,
LOUISIANA.
eiumeni
hi'iild he thrown immediately into Hie
were
ili of om* political parly: that Iln* dovNt-W < »!<-. .11- D'-Sputcll -\ o\
to N
World.!
hand >1 line .* who had so recently and per si-tent l\
•-rnor had appointed none but 1! ‘publican Sulie Rflnrinu*’, Hoard fixed thi das !<<r 11.« « a.-, ot
ti e d to dr-.ti y it, or whether the victor should eon
I»e; \ Sui ol' Hi* < lion •. and that tin* Ib-lurnin
:
t Raton Rouge, but according to custom tricked
i" ha.' an equal voice v, i: 11 them in Ihi- cun
otiieer- constituting tin .'■'late Hoard W ere ol' the tinue
t!:«- 1 »eino.'Tatic c..tinsel by taking up Ouachita.
It
trcil.
a a- here
une political school.
that tie-, expected to make their grand
Inlhn neulby these iumi i.nr.i
Miit.
Hi-re ihey had something which, in its tin at
m-pieious -wiToiunliug-. our thoughts and
*:<•( «>n.-miction
a
finally agreed upon, mean thi
<i
al and dramatic aspects, was to overshadow al!
W
el'e
turned
toward
lh<
eminent
hopes
gentle- and only thi ', except that the late -lave wa.; enlran
li.iud <d the Returning Hoard, audio divert
men who have been .-elected b\ the iTe-ideill
chi d, giving an iuciva-e, as wa- -apposed, to the
public attention lrom the inlamou practices !
!o In* pia -eiil and see llial the Hoard of < ’anI niun by loving and 1 ninu
'in li 1 hey have r. solved to reverse the vole of t
-importing voter-. It
v
a
tree
in the Mil sense of the word, they would not
asset's made
lair count ol the v oresa* dual I v I
late.
lie
11
.in- of
east, and on tin* llthot November we invited disappoint thi » xpertatiou. lleneeat the beginning
the ea-e, .Mix Kliza Pink-ton, a
tu id die-aged iiegress, was brought in on h chair and
these gentlemen to meet mid < outer with u-. «d‘my fii1 Administration the work of reconstrue
hod on .i sola, in which position, another negress
Tliis co-operation was declined, but wv. in ver- tion much embarrassed by the lung delay virtually
commenced. It was the work of the legislative
-iitinc 1 iv her, she gave the testimony in which -he
theless. liaVe reason to belnve that to tliis eor- branch of the < iovermnent.
My province was wliollv
lias been drilled bv tin* Republican conspirators,
re-pondeinmay be attributed tin* invitation in sipproving their acts, which i did most heartilv,
Ray, .More) and Durham. Her story, as told bv hei
u- on the 1 "dli nil., by the Returning Hoard,
to
the
<>f
the
State that had not yet
urging
Legislatures
-••If, is thi- Oil the night of Nov. I a large crowd of
to attend and be present at its meet iugs as
mi u. thirty
or forty, came to her house, whore she
spec- ‘loin- -o to ratify the fifteenth amendment to the
('onstitalion.
and
tators
wiine-se- of its proceedings. Through
•v a
with her husband and child. Si \ of hem came
nto Tlie house and took Pinkston outside, mutilatthis courtesy and the services of a competent
i:i:rrui.i» wa\ii> inih siisir.s m m aiii,
ed him in a shocking manner, arid then cut the child’s
w e became po-.-e.-.-ed ol all essenstenographer
1 he country was laboring under an enormous debt
> hroat.
After this lour ot tln-m seized and outraged
tial facts developed on the face of tin* ollieial contracted in the suppression of the rebellion, and
•■.and others assaulted and cut her with knives.
papers. We have been furnished with a eerli- taxation was so oppres.-ive as to discourage producI he leaders of tin* party she declared to he l>r. Young
lied cop;, of the duplicate >taiemeul- of vote- tion. Another danger also threatened us, a foreign
am! .Mr. Kogan, residents of Ouachita parish, whip
made by the < 'oinmissioners of Hleelion at each war. The last dilttcully had to be adjusted, and w as
••'li, :.ud Willy Parks, colored.
adjusted without a war, ami in a manner highly
W hen this testimony had been given, Kelley,
p ace of voting in the Slate; and from these honorable to all
parties concerned, taxes have been
-loughton and Hall expressed amazement and mani- statement- i! appears that the Tildeu electors reduced within the last seven
years nearly three hun:•
ted deep ti ling, as if tie whole thing was new,
received the following voir-., to wit .—
dred millions of dollars, and the national debt has
w le reas all three of them hud been with the woman
been
reduced
in
the
same
time
over four hundred
DelUnin
McKnerv.s'.,:!.*
.-:;.or.7
and aided her to get up her -taiernent. When the
and thirty-live million of dollars, liv refunding tinWickliib-.s:.—o .Seay.s::t-ej
Democrats' counsel proposed to cross-examine tlu*
six per cent, bonded debt for bonds bearing live and
St. Marlin.puleh.
witness a desperate ellort was made to prevent it.
four and one-half per cent, interest respectively, tinRoche..s
"ro- -.s,
lohu Ray, Prank Morey and Den. White ot Pennsylannual interest has been reduced from over one hunvania suggested that tlu* Courts were the proper
And the Have- electors received the follow ilig dred and
thirty millions of dollars in ls<kt to but litplace to investigate these cases. Wells adopted thi- votes, to wit :—
iie uu roiie hundred millions of dollars in lv*h
mew, and said that the mission of

!
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per-on brought into

»rlea«,

1 he first

to

N«-w

ork

■

nil.]

the room wa-5 l .iiza
Pinkston, a person held in terror Kv her own race.
^he killed a iok negro woman in bed twelve months
ago, and li e the reputation of destroying her olfpriiig. She was requested by the Hoard to unb.Id
h• r talc of intimidation to t lie National Committees.
Eliza lagan by partly disrobing and disclosing two
deep gashes iu her side. She testified that her husband was killed and her new-born infant kidnapped
by tinknow u white men, w ho lmd emen d her hoii-<
few nights before the election. Everybody in tinroom was justly horrified by this recital'of rime.
After the woman got through and was about to go
awzy, a member of the National Committee suggest
ed a cross-examination. Wells-aid that this thing
was against the rules and could not be
permitted!
tough ton, Hale and White .supported. Wells in -hurt,
excited speeches. Senator .Sherman said it was rontrary to al! law not to permit cross-examination,
oov. Palmer denounced Wi ll’s
ruling in indignant
Knits and, turning to the Stale Committee w how. ;e
iu the room, said
Dknti.kmi.x ..I RurisiANA—In behalf of my own
people at the North, 1 here inform you t lint' t In
men
referring to Kale, .Stoughton and While :,n
not representatives of Northern sentiment.
I here wa- much excitement in the room, and the
"‘»e
]i:c- nted by .Stoughton with his shock of gray
hair standing on end, the several statesmen siliiii;around, and the semi-disrobed African a a centre
I he result was that
!-‘ece, was highly dramatic.
••!!:- was driven lrom hi- rulingI In cros< examination by inemia.*r of the National
•
mi mi t tee at once elicited the fact that lna husband
Pmkston wa; a Democrat; that two negroes hud
made t h« gashe- in her side with axe
-; that she did
n-it know the color of the men who killed Pinkston
a -r what became of her infant.
1 lie night these atrocities wen- committed a
party
■t gent him n in
Miachita hearing of them hastened
t*. Piiik-uuf. house, found the wounded
woman, and
! linking In
dying, procured medical assistance and,
.ii-ed f..r her in every way. She made to them w hat
be 'Uppo-ed a dying declaration that her house wa"bbed by a crowd of negroes, who killed her hus
band, wouinled her, ami left her for dead. Measures
•aere taken to discover the murderer.-.
Kind alteii1 n from
the whites brought the woman through,
and the white men w ho saved her life are in the
<dty
now to testify in her case before the
Hoard, which
excludes their testimony.
.Stoughton and Jlale were disappointed when the
woman said two negroes and not white men had
wounded her in the side. If the Hoard refused to
fake iurtlier cognizance ot this horrible case, which
it proposed to do now that it is found to he
damaging to the Republicans, it i- likely tliat the Democrats will force it into the Court- to show the brutal
atrocities practised against their race by negro Re.
-.-

Kellogg.Mark-

Burch.!.■••.

.:

y
i-.-ee.i

m:

lias been changed from over one hundred andthirtv
million- again.-t the I nited .States in
to more
than one hundred and twenty millions of dollars in
our favor in 1
It i- confidently believed that the
balance ol trade in favor of the i’nitcil States will
ilicita-e and noi diminish, and that the pledge of
t 'ongress to resume specie payments in l.-O.i will be
easjiv accomplished, even in the absence of much
de-in d further legislation on the subject.

Joseph.I,s-m Brewsier.p,;
Sheldon.74,sH .JeltVion.;
fhe result of the Vote for iVesideii:; .I eh" lor> a- disclosed on tin- face o(
the returnopened by tin- Returning Hoard ie .-ur presence :—
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)n most ea-es the returns opened by the Returning Hoard corresponded with the eertiiied
copies of the. statements of ('oinmissiimer- of
Kleeiton furnished

t he most material diftin* lailure of the Supervisors t-1 Hast Haiou Rouge,
Tangipahoa and iirleaus to lor Ward the statement ol votes troui
'm
their
noting placerespective parkin -.
in the thirty-live out of the thirtv-eiglii States
ill Hu* l llioll ihese ligui es would he cone! usive,
and no one would claim that Til.leii and Hendricks were not entitled to the electoral vote of
the State: bui in Houi-iaiia a tribunal has been
a-ion- h i- overup which on former
thrown tin* Will of t h people, a e\- pr<*- <ed a l
the | oil-, and for whieii the power ; now
claimed at its direction to change Hu- result of
tin- popular vote of the ivc.-nr election.
In
view, however. <»I the return and the law ami
fact which should control the Returning Hoard,
with which we have made our-ehc' familiar,
we have no hesitation in saying that tin* result
-lmw n by vote- actually c:wt < annul be changed
w it hunt a p ilpable atm e of the Idler and
spirit
< f the law
governimr the Returning Hoard and
a manifest perversion <>i the fact
before it.
I rreguiaritie- have been committed in some iu-tam-e- by otheers conducting; election
ami in
making return but tin > are about a- imieli on
one side
the other, and a
intimidation
and violence, or other illegal acts preventing a
free ami fair election, there i evidence on both
'ddes but not of -in'll a character a- I.i ( ife.-t
II e genera! rests!:, in most instance- R,.*
of \ iolem-e proceeded from mere lawb -sne-s.
as in the ease of Henry and I Ii -a ibnl.-ton. and
had no eonm-etion with pnlide*.
it ’- a
"ignilieanr fact thal in the parishes
where ii i- alleged that Voter- were kept from
the poll by intimidation, tin- total vote of such
pin-lie was a- large a- at :*uv lime heretofore,
and iu tin- whole State i- l.'no above any vole
h.-reioiore ea.-t. An honest and fair canvass of
Hie returns, even under tin* Houisiana I tw, eannot materially reduce TildenN
maiorilv, as
dmwii on tin fad of tin* returns.
Mil IN M. HAH.MHIH
HVMA N TiU Aim I.i.
WJHHIAM niHJJ-.R,
HORt.i: H. SMJTJI
HKORHI W. .Il l,I \ N
il. H. WATSON.
l' leiiee

arose

Washington Matters.

U \
io\. | »e(*.
sensation here lets been a long interview
which Congressman \brain S. Hewitt, bad today with President Grant. < >! that meeting
Mr. Hewitt, in an interview with votir com*>l'ondi*nt at a late hour to-night. aid a< follow :
I did have n. long interview with the President
to-day. Jt was an interview between two pri\ ate gentlemen, which neither intended to make
public. | have no right to make ir public willion! the President's permission, and I have not
that permission. I am tree to say, however,
that the interview was a very satisfactory one
so me.
1 feel tree to say that the President reiterated what he has before said publicly, that
he was anxious simply In do his duty, that In*
j did not think anv man who was
tit to be President would take the oiliee under a cloud; that
it was no part of his duty to decide who had
been elected, but only his duty to preserve tie*
peace and see that the laws w«*re enforced: that
those who said he was plotting to remain in office himself after his term expired or to stir
publicans.
up
Two more witnesses from Ouachita were sum:ny commotion whi ii should force him to hold
moned. They testified to general intimidation of
iVer did him cruel injustice; that he
|
longed to
voters, hut forgot their preliminary training and
back to private life, and was counting the
could not say how, where or when intimidation was get
to
the time when he might lay down the
practised in a single instance. They were therefore hours
cares of oflice.”
almost immediately discharged.
The Conservative counsel have ready in this city
Corresspondenl—I> it your own individual
hundreds of witnesses to prove all that the Demoopinion, Mr. Hewitt, that tin* President was in
crats maintain with reference to the election.
genuine earnest and meant just what he said’/
Mr. Hewitt—I am free to say that i have no
SOUTH CAROLINA.
Con'MiiiA, I ><•<•. 2. The Democratic and Re- words but words of praise for the attitude of
publican Legislatures have occupied the House the President as he declared it tome. Of course
lie will have sooner or later to decide in some
of
Representatives since Xov.Si.lth, and both are
working to secure an advantage. Worn out bv measure who has been legally elected, of
the incessant tatigue of the past forty-eight course he views the situation from a liepiibliean
hours, they slept soundly last night. The Dem- standpoint. Xo one can blame him for that. Of
ocratic members could be recognized by the course he may do wrong through an error ot
large white blankets that had been bought for judgment, but I am free to say for myself that
them, and in which they were wrapped. The I do not believe lie is intentionally plotting to
do any wrong. 1 think that mucli ought to la*
nt gro members snored in their everv-dav clothing. This morning, as yesterday, the adjourn- said in justice to the President.
Correspondent—J shall he very glad to say it.
ment of both Houses a moment before 12 and
Mr. Hewitt's manner was earnest, and it was
the calling to order by the two Speakers at that
hour again took place. The lower portion of evident that he believed fully that the Presitlic building is occupied by the troops. The t idi- dent meant what he said. There is a rumor
culous and farcical scenes of yesterday are be- that Grant has issued an order to Huger to supginning again. A concurrent resolution was port Chamberlain, hut no basis for the rumor
adopted by the Senate and the Mackey House cun he found.
postponing the special order for to-day, with It I N' W York Correspondence of the
Springfield Rewas the counting of the vote for Governor and
publican. |
Lieutenant-Governor until 2 I’. .M. .Monday.
it is the settled and growing oovictiou in the
This indicates hesitation and weakness among
the Republicans, or tlmt they are waiting in- best circles that Tilden is honestly elected, that
it
he impossible to count him out or prevent
will
structions from Washington.
Two of the most prominent Republican mem- his inauguration, and that the action of (Irani
bers,Myers and Hamilton of Rcaufort, (colored) and Chandler, Chamberlain and Kellogg has irthis afternoon deserted Mackey's side of the retrievably demoralized and disgraced the ReII is sutlieiently intimated
House and were sworn in by the Democratic publican party.
Sneaker. Wallace, others are expected to fol- here, among those who ought to know, that
Senator Conklin is thoroughly disgusted with
low their example. The Republicans are straining'every nerve to save themselves. The Dem- the party managers.thatHi* has the utmost conruns (.rant now.
He
ocrats are more cheerful.
There has been no tempt for the ring
interference by the military as yet. The Senate has not said that Tilden is elected, hut would
much sooner see Tilden in the While House
has adjourned till Monday.
The Republicans to-night seated four more than have the Presidency tilled with a piece of
members from Abbeville county without bear- putty which Blaine, ('handler Jc Co. can mould
ing the protests or contests, and while the Dem- at will. And, as the leader of the Senate and
far the ablest man in it. In* will not risk his fuocratic members were in the ball holding certificates of election from tbe Hoard of Canvas- ture by sanctioning the recent unpopular outsers.
Mackey, in the House, this evening, told rages on the spirit of our institutions, and will
Wallace he intended lo remove the Edgefield do nothing toward crowding in or counting in
men with State constables.
Wallace said the a candidate who allowed his canvass to be conHouse was the, conservator of its own order, trolled by the worst elements of the party, and
and could not legally he interfered with by con- whose elevation through the measures that
stables or any outside force, and he would resist have been resorted to to compass it would
them with all the power at bis command and bury the Republican party where it. would
You may he
not yield except to Euitcd States troops under stay till the day of judgment.
command of Gen. Huger. Matters are now ap- pretty sure that Iioscoe Conklin will not lift
his
to
hand
make
Biaine
a
Secretary of State.
crisis. If Gen. Huger sustains
proaching
Mackey the Democrats will be expelled, and if And it is confidently asserted that he is not the
he declines to do so they will remain.
only Republican Senator who will protest
A motion was made to-dav in the ° tpreme against making a President by force and fraud.
Court in behalf of Wallace, the Speaker of the
Democratic House, for a mandamus on Mackey,
It is said that the grave at Thomaston of
Speaker of the Republican House to compel him John Holmes, who was Representative and
to deliver the returns for Governor in Mackey’s
Senator in Congress during the administrations
possession to Wallace as the legal Speaker of of Monroe, Adams and Jackson, has! been so
the legul House; also a motion for quo warran- long neglected that it cannot now be identified.
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Situation.

'lay sill’ll report cntleil
present
Iroiii various sources, a, will serve l.o give
M

In

r

eorrert idea "I the pulitieal situation.
While it is perplexing, unfortunate, and

a

threatening,

there

is

probability

small

that it will endanger tin* peace of the
country. Local disturbances may occur;

indeed,

it will be wonderful if the conser-

vatives of Smith (darnlina shah peacefully
submit to all the insults and wrongs that
have been perpetrated and threated. They
have borne much, very much, and there
is a limit to human endurance.
The protestations of President 'Irani, as
made to the Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, .Mr. Hewitt, during
personal interview, we prefer to believe
were uttered in sincerity, and disclose the

a

real purposes ot the chief magistrate.
The leading members of the Republican

originated

spirits through

grades

beyond

party,

regard

permsilent
They
permitcontempt

designs

law,

disregard
peril
representative
present leader,
retary

believing
will,

people of the country ? The most
charitable supposition is that the President has been overtaken bv one of his pet here is a

great

Ol'i; M

i-

fin attention of Congress cannot be too arne: tlv
called to the lieu -~iiy of throwing some greater
safeguard <>\ er the method of choosing and declining the election of a President. ! nder the present
system there seems to be no provided remedy for
contesting the election in any one State. The remedy lies partially, no doubt, in the enlightenment of
■lectors. The compulsory support of the free schools
and the disfranchisement of all who cannot read and
writ.- the English language after a lixed probation,
would meet my hearty approval. I would not make
this apply, however,'to those already voter-, but
j
would to all beeominglso after the expiration of the
probation lixed upon. Foreigners coining to thicountry to become cit izens who are educated in their
own language would acquire tin* requisite knowledge of our during the necessary residence to obtain naturalization. If they did’not lake interest
enough in our language to acquire such knowledge
ol it t*. enable them to study the im-titutious and
laws of th.- country intelligently, 1 would not confer
upon them the right to make such law nor to select
those \\ ho do.
oi:mi.it

’•

!-;•

ivi.

in.. <»\ikm.nda

i*»ns.

I append to this message lor convenient reference
sym.ysis ol administrate e e\ ents and of all recoin
memlations t.. Congress made by me during the last

a

l ime may show some of these recomyears,
mendations not to have been wisely conceived. 1 believe the larger part will be no discredit to the Administration. One of these recommendations met
with tie- united opposition of one political party in
the Senate and with a strong opposition from the
other -namely, the treaty for the annexation of
Santo Domingo to the United States, to which I
shall specially refer, maintaining as i do that it mv
view s had been concurred in the country would be ill
a more prosperous condition to-day, both
politically
and financially. Santo Domingo is fertile, and
upon
its soil may la* grown just those
products of
which the United States use so much and which are
produced or prepared for market now by slave labor
almost exclusively, namely sugar, cofl'ee, dye-woods,
mahogany, tropical fruits, tobacco, etc., etc.
About
per cent, of the exports of Cuba are consumed in the United States; a large percentage of
the exports of Brazil also liud tlie same market.
These are paid for almost exclusively in coin, legislation, particularly in Cuba, being unfavorable to a
mutual exchange of the products of eacli country.
Hour slopped from the Mississippi river to Havana
can pass by the very entrance to the
city on its way
to a port in Spain, then pays a
duty lixe’d upon articles to be re-exported, transferred'to a
Spanish vessel and brought back almost to the point of
starting,
paying a second duty, and still leave a protit over
what would be received by direct shipment.
All that is produced in Cuba could be produced in
San Domingo. Being a part of the United States
Commence between the island and mainland would
be free, there would be no export duties on her
ship
meats nor import duties on those coming there.
There would he no import duties upon the supplies, machinery, &c. going from the States. The
‘‘fleet that would have been produced upon Cuban
commerce with these advantages to a rival is observable at a glance. The Cuban question would
have been settled long ago in favor of “free Cuba.*’
hundreds of American vessels would be advantage
ously used in transporting the valuable woods and
other products of the soil of the Island to a market,
and in carrying supplies and emigrants to it.
The island is but sparsely settled, while it has an
area sufficient for the profitable employment of several millions of people. The soil would have soon
fallen into the hands of United States
capitalists,
the products are so valuable in commerce that emigration there would have been encouraged, the
emancipated race of the South would have tound
there a congenial home where their civil rights
would not he disputed and where their labor w ould
be so much sought after that the poorest
among
them could have tound the means to go. Thus in
cases of great oppression and
cruelty, such as has
been practiced upon them in may places within the
l o t eleven years, whole communities would have
sought refuge in Santo Domingo.
I do not suppose the whole race would have gone,
nor is it desirable that they should
go. Their labor
i
desirable, indispensible almost where they now
are, but the possession of this territory would have
)• !t the negro master of the situation by enabling
him to demand his rights at home on pain of
finding
them «Isewhere. 1 do not present these views now
a a recommendation for a renewal of the
subject of
annexation, but I do refer to if to vindicate rnypr.*
viou action in regard to it.
With the present Congress my official life terminates. It is not probable that public affairs will ever
again receive attention from me further than as a
citizen of the Republic, taking a deep interest in the
honor, integrity and prosperity of the w hole land.
U. S. GRANT.
(Signed)
U.xecutive Mam ion, Dec.
lsid.
seven

tropical

named Dudley in Riddeford has been
burning gas be didn’t pay for. He bad attached
a pipe above the metre, so that none passed
through the regulator, and consequently no
bills could be made out. It will probably cost
him dearly now.
A

mail

to

culties.

if Ids excellency talks
matters as remote

know

only

en

the still

01

the nation

foolishly

so

rebellion, Ile.u

the

a

about

what he would have said

darning

the

of

till further disgraced

not

was

excitement

l et us lie thankful that

contest,

present

in that state paper
1 he exploded scheme for the annexaI mining.i
again broached,
better pi" pert, let us hope, of
that maggot ot the Presi-

tion ot

with

tit

tm

its -niece

dential brain will never hatch,
A weaker message was never sent, to
I,i. 1. ii "ivc thanks 1 hat we arc
(.'oiigrc
t,:

111,- la I iit it-' author,

i-

ntficiallv.

Ii i
ainii ,iue; tu wiliiess tie1 stiildi'ii fliiinge
wlti'-li has (ii'ninrul in Mm iletiiiii'vatic party
tin it at tin* nurili siin-e tin' election. Fur t lit*
pa I 1 i-ii V'-ars their erv has heen, ‘•hands oil' I he
•uiilhiTU Slates, |«-1 eai-h Stale manage it- own
aliairs in IN own way. Down with centrali/aIiuh ; up with local self-government. Federal
i iihu'lt-rcnec with Stale euVonmn'lit.-. and State
laws is iisnrpation.” 'I'liis hit '- hern their senlihieiit l:\er silll'e the lT-adlllis.-ioll of those
Slates, tint what do we hear nowV They anituiiin e Miat if SuuMi Carolina. l.uiiisiana and
Florida, iii'l in;' in pnrsiianee of heir state lau s.
return their electoral voles for Hayes, they will
nut •iilnnil to the eoiml, lull \\ ill lake an appeal
loculi' .re

I lie

[Progressive

is.

Demoeraey

A

track, and if my coat collar had given way
when that gate keeper grabbed hold of it, I
should probably have been put in the bureau
of unclaimed articles. It looked queer to see
the doctors round there pulling the turnstiles
out of the visitors, and trying to repair their
bodies so their friends would recognize them

Probably

favor ol

slate

Inil mil, of state wrongs.
The Age
very well knows that the carpet hag state

during the last
governments
ten years, propped by federal bayonets,
have borne no semblance of justice, right
of the south,

They have been

decency.

or

boroughs,

rotten

mere

vote as the index

in

linger

in

the. White House might direct. When such
late wrongs as these are perpetrated the

Democracy

to take

prepared

are

appeals

lo any proper tribunal that cam right thorn.
Appeals to Congress would have at least

the support ot
authority. In

precedent by Republican
counting the Presidential

enough

were

which will take alarm at.
schemes
There is

revoluli.'ir.try

in the history ol Gen.
Grant that allows him to In*
man who
originates and carries out his own ideas.

Despite

greater

no

nothing

obstinacy, in* is and always
has been, to a large degree, under the influence .of others, and it. is no secret at
ins

Washington

that

Mr.

lisli

ha

lid:

at

Tin* mi lake

ptthlie policy.

by which the commander

of the

South Carolina undertook
of member

has

in

to

decide upon

Legislature

through
the threatening shadow
east before the

troop

of the

been

probably
influence.

his

IL

may he

of in

coming event,

that

peaehnient,
had

some-

There is, therefore, strung reason to believe, even though the disputed states are

fraudulently counted in for Hayes, that
the conspiracy against right, and justice,
and decency, cannot bo consummated.
The first steps have so shocked the moral
sense of the country, that there will lie a
revolt

the outrage of the remaining ones, even aiming those counted upon
to support them.

against

of

Effect

Republican “Victory.'’

a

“We will,” says the New York Herald,
“grant everything to the republican leaders;

grant

that

they observe every parti-

cle ol the bad laws that

electoral

1 lie

gress; grant
they actually install Mr.
Hayes in the White House on the Hli ol
that

March; and, alter all, if they have not
completely satisfied the intelligent public
opinion ol the country that the count is
just and honest, nothing they can do will
either content

nence

security
permainterests of the counAll industries and commerce will lie
or

or

general

to the

try.
struck with

paralysis.

No

capitalist will

venture on

enterprise;

no

merchant will

lay in a stock of goods, because
prudent consumer will buy more than
dare to

no

he

needs from week to week ; no sensible
man will buy our bonds or hold them ; no
manufacturer will venture to produce beyond Ids actual cash orders; credit between
man and man will be gone; the number
of tlie

unemployed

poverty
country."

and

want

will increase tenfold ;
will overwhelm the

We regret to learn ol the death of
Moody K. Thnrlow of Rockland, brother
of Postmaster Thurlow of tills city. He
was a good citizen, a well known and
successful business mail, and a leading
Democrat of that

great sufferer
ful disorder.

crtaiu states, and then

of

votes

receiving those

votes tor its candidate.

Republican: declare Unit

the dimin-

ished vote liir their party in certain precincts el Louisiana i evidence o! intimidation and •utlicient
them out.
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happen that Renus\ lva-
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Republicans
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iniir
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idle wires

are

one

down, and Florida

lias

not been heard from.
d in.-

publishers ot

announce

that the

v

the Rennel.ii.-e Journal
will furnish their daily

edition during the session id the Legisla1 lie Journal has
ture tor two dobars
very full and accurate reports of the proceedings, and ii-• one who desires to keep

fully advised of doings at. the
afford to lie w itlioul it.

capital

I he Leila 1 .Icnmial rtdi dual it
lliere wasn’t Inainli enuiir'li in il
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•‘Ilf
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l/mut
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1
who a'S.iiiUft 1 Hi*1
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1. 1* r<*<i Kraut.
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s

was
:i

arrested in

sailltin^

loo l»»11«I s.

:i

re

Ilis dad,

whole state of South

(’aroliua, with Mu* army, is not yet in
tody.

cus-

Tin* (lovrnior ami (\»um*il counted tin*

votes, and issued eertilieai.es to IVeMdenThe troops
tial electors last Thursday.
were

not called in.

plain talk which that able Republipaper, the Nation, makes to (low

It is
can

Hayes.

The article will be tound in

this

paper.

The (V.ar of Russia talks peace; but it
is generally thought that his remarks art*
('/.ar-ca-tT-.
Some of the Rorllamlers have excellent

they have enacted sport in shooting
down there ; grant that they not only count
steeples.
in Hayes but carry the count through Con-

give

rules

dangerous see-saw game, by which
the federal administration shall sustain by
the army a set ot scoundrels in stealing the

corrected

to do w itli the counter march.

thing

the

by

and

soned

seats,

abide

and precedents that they have themselves
made
They are opposed to the illegal

in matters ot

to

shall

Republicans

derstand it

right

justice

for discarding them then than now—nor so
much.
The Democrats ask only that the

time umtouhted control id the IYc..-.idenl

the

in law or

reasons

Letter

from

every visitor to tin* Centennial
an idea of it before he arrived

thought he had

there, and it is still more probable that he
found how terribly mistaken he had been when
lie did arrive. It would take the conceit out of
a man quicker than to have a girl refuse him.
when he had fully made up his mind that he
would own a mother-in-law within a month.
There are some things that can't be described

tight boots, toothache, strong butter and hotel hash—and its sale enough to tie the t milennial up in this bouquet.
1 strolled into the main building. I had been
told that there was a vial in there valued at a
thousand dollars. Now if there was one thing
that l was yearning to see. it was a thousand
dollar bottle. In less than a minute I found
that I hail been sold, shamefully sold. There
it was right before my eyes, a violin there, valued at

I intended to say
something strong, but a« there were laditm near
I modified my remark-, and said—•*<»h liddii .'*
and departed.
a

thousand dollars!

In tin* Persian, Turki-h and Oriental
ment-.

I

liad

a

good chum•«-

t«»

see

depart-

the cilizeim

those far-oil

of

good

ouutrie' and observe their
and di-toms and I learned with a

deal *»l

horn in

gue-'id
Were

them.

surprise that many of them \uov
Ireland ami New 'l ork. t partially
this by their aeeeut.
The Chinese

the pure article, tlu-iv i- lio counterfeiting
Their faces are as e\prossinnle
as a

ti-h ball, and look very much like one, fried
not too brown, and stuck on a fork.
Hut when
it eoines to taking a jack knife and cutting

lightning' bugs and alligator-

on a pa ce of ivowood, all the rest of creation •want to
keep their seats till they gel through. There
wa
a bedstead of ebonv, that would be invalu-

ry

or

owls from the church

able to any person routined to bis bed. There
was
ear\ing: enough on tin* head and foot
boards, of everything in tin* earth, and on the
earth, and under the varlli, besides a very gencreation of the brain, to keep him looking at long enough for him to get up from a
slow lever; but there was one disadvantage
erous

about it, it would take at ira<t live lively
vants to keep it clean.

President

Lincoln.

at this time.
II shows what the late
president thought, of the mode adopted by the
(Iran! Administration of electing State and
Federal otimers at the point of tin* hayone4 :
Kxkci’tivf. Mansion,
f
Wanuinoton, Nov. Zl, 181V*.
)
Ufa it Si i: -Ur. Kennedy, bearer of this, has some
that
Federal
not
citizens
of
oliie(*rs,
apprehensions
Louisiana, may be set up for Congress in that state,
to my view, there could be no possible object in
such an election. We do not particularly need members of Congress from those states to enable us to
get along with legislation here. Wlmt we do want
i~ conclusive evidence that respectable citizens of
Louisiana are willing to be members of Congress,
and to swear to support the constitution, and that
oilier respectable citizens art- willing to vote for
terest

them and send them. To send a parcel of northern
men here us representatives, elected, as would be
understood (and perhaps really so), at the point of
lie* bayonet, would be disgraceful and outrageous,
and were I a member of Congress here, 1 would v ote
against admitting any such man to a seat.
Yours very truly,
A. Lincoln.
Hon. <i. F. Shepley.

hand-ear of novel eonstiuetion, and a hag
a monkey wrench, cold-ehizel ami
other burglar's tools were found in the woods
at Topsham, Saturday, near the Lewiston
branch of the Maine Central. Thee we re coveved with brush to conceal them. The section
men saw a stranger lurking about tlie place
yesterday, and kept watch of him, hut he eluded them and disappeared.
A

containing

It is announced that Tweed has dismissed all
his counsel and will let the law take its course.

SENATE.

Washing n!>**«■. j
Messrs. Plume of Main**, Chatfee ami |,
of Colorado, and l’rice from West \' irmii;
were sworn and Chatfee and ]>n*w for th.
term ending March l, 1*0, and after am».
ing a committee t<» notify th* President .* 1
took a recess.
Mr. Kdmuuds pres*m> 1
rr.-oliition an*,
i/.ing iu*(uiry into th*,* recent elections in
three contested States, and also as to «• 1 i_•
of electors from tho.-e States.
Mr. Ingalls presented a resolution
mending a convention at * olumbus, old
May next, to revise ami amend the i >
stitutiou. Both ordered t.o he I aid on tie
At 1J o'clock the Senate adjourn. •!.

>

pass

over

the lace of the left bower.

fly noticeable was a youug mail
going "out on the fly,” with

The next

about my si/e,
his interest in

mosaics somewhat, crushed.
There was an observatory near the grounds,
from the top of which one could obtain a view
of the city and surrounding country. In the
main building was an elevator, which carried
the visitor up in the air some distance. 1 in-

going up in one of these places, but
instead into the Vienna bakery, and ordered a cup of coffee. It was brought and 1
tended

house ur kevkesen

went

■

,.

»

■

..

.•

<

>

»< ♦

■■■

<

vague, so terrible, that I colild only liken it, in
its indiserihableiiess, to one of Sidney ! 111 i•
and—but 1

j

this sketch has alia ad\
reached undue proportion, and I now declare
in> < Vnteanial hitters dose.l.

cantatas

see

Grant's

action until alter next Wednesday. t >u
that day the Electoral Congress meet, and
the Hayes electors will assemble in (
mmbiu, and east and certify the vote ot'
the State for Hayes.
It is said that the
ffasped out—“It ain't a she, it's a building.” republican leaders here suspected the demThen 1 learned that an annex was some more ocrats in South Carolina of an iuteutiou,
of the same kind, another chapter of the same if they could organize the Legislature, to
the law giving the people the
story, a second volume of the same book. To ! repeal
choice of electors, and returning to the
simplify, a calf is an annex to a cow.
old system in use in South Carolina betore
A person to see the most of things exhibited
the war, when the Legislature chose the
ought to have had as many eyes as an old fash- electors
To prevent this at all hazards
ion, long, red potato, livci v person you met
it is said, was the main object ot the rehad a note book and pencil in baud, and it took cent act ol interference, and the
purpose
them all the time to lake notes, with no time i is now to keep the Legislature aL a deadto see the curiosities.
2.000 boys wanted to \ lock until alter Wednesday, this 1 iciit:r
i- also asserted, that Gen. rai
sell me one of the little books. 1 asked one of done, it
them what J wanted a book for, and lie said to Huger will receive orders on no account
take notes to carry home. Said 1. “my young to interfere except to prev enf bloodshed,
to let the Legislature organize a it elioo
elector, do 1 look like a pawn broker's shop or
and manage its own affairs, allowing tinI came not here lo lend
a banking institution?
disputed democratic luembcts to be admoney, but to see tin* >ho\v.”
mitted and the democrats to have the a
I learned something every minute, and one
enndency if they can get it It L expected
of the tirst things that 1 learned was how to ael
that they will do so ; that they will cam e
where there is a big crowd. Never go singly the State vote and declare
Hampton t. o
if 1 he crowd is very thick. Ho sure and tnl e a
ernor, and, having a majority on joint, ballady on cmh arm. if you can get them; then lot, will choose a democratic I 'idled Alai, -•
haw* each Jai.lv hold a small boy by the hand. Senator.
This story come >>n sulU-. 'euit\
This makes a platoon of five, and you have no good authority to make it at lea l podia
If it correctly describes the poli< \ I
idea how easilv you can -dip through when peo- tile.
ple are thick. Don't by any means let go ot the Republican leader: here il ettle tineach other. Remember that this is free Amer- fate of Chamberlain and hi trend M
ica, and tick up for your right-. The 111i• I;-• r Whipper and Elliot, who will b.- n ih.it
to private life to the great alel odi .n ot
the crowd, the more you want to stretch out
hone I men everywhere
line.
If
b\
au\
means
must
your
you
go alone,
It i ; taken tin granted here that the
;rrasp well with the left band a large valise, Louisiana
ltetmning Hoard will give the
(set one with as many iron lad square corner»
md prej.aralioii lia\ e al
State to ilaye
as possible, a: it will take the
dan from a
ready been made tor curing certain d.-te a
man's legs quicker when it hits him, as you
in the electors
Two of them are federal
wing it along, in the other hand have a e me office-holders, l!rov.-ter being I
Suror an umbrella.
Grasp the cane lirmly near veyor General and Lev Lee Comm!--daier
the middle, then keep time with your arm to
in the t nited State
court.
They have
hcpti ordered to resign and then to ah ent
your step, and every time the arm goes ba. 1.
themselves next Wednesday from the
you will have tin- satisfaction ot punching -ome
one in the pit of the stomach with the end of
meeting of the i lector al College, wherej
the can*'. Winn you stop, slip your hand up upon the two vacancies will be tiib-d a
State
law
the
Rethe
other
provides—by
to the top ot the
ane and hold the handle,
i he action ot the IV I
electorwhich should be of ivory, and it right annles publican
Hoard in -udder,1 throwing out
turning
with the «muc, loosely in tin* band, and como.OOti uatiirali -t-d voters in New Oilcan
mence swinging it, so that it will de-vrihe a
was rendered ln-ee :.-ary by tile la. t. but
circle in the air, ami you will seldom swing it
recently developed, that Tildcn' niaj-'i
more than twice before it will come down on
Sty in the .'date could not be over. .-ne- in
some person's head behind you.
Don't neglect
any other way. The other device hirinjf
the cane bv any means; for when you are in
siipervi-mr ol election to keep the return
doubt a< to what you call do with it. it
al- out of the way can- iug the destruction <-1
ways handv to poke some picture or piece of
lclnrii ; and records by e.-ia l agent
uni
latii ti \ w iih.
(iccasioiiallv stop and set down
making charge of mlimi-lalion, l.a\e
\onr valise.
N mi will not more than let go <•!
proved insutlieient to iiltkc a sure tiling
of it, and so this last card held in re .-rye,
it before -oine one hying to pass by you will
and which it is here said the Hoard them
ttih bis toe nil the \alisc, and you will ba\c
to play
mu-1 he play ed.
the pleasure of seeing him pile o\or it, and lie selves Imped not
II. has become necessary', they -a. here,
Hide while a score or more of people Hep on
because in mine parish.": all the Have j
him.
There i> I• »tof information to be got by
electors were not voted lor, and tic deli
studying a crowd, if one is not too bigoted to
eicney thus caused is found to lie lar-ci
h-arn.
and less coiiccalable than wa al br-l I"-All n\cr tin* grounds wer* Bazaar'. 1 don't lieved.
Know what a IJazaar is, hut there were lots of
Senator ,Morton i credit, d with a cut i
them 1 here. There were the Japanese, (’him-*c, oils discovery concerning Nebraska
A
Persian, and Turkish. The\ sold all manner of law of that State makes the Legislature
had heard the remark about going to “see Ann
next,” and if she was on exhibition l wanted
to see her myself.
And then the guard looked
like a lien choking with dry dough, and he

olives must have been heavilx timbered. 'There
have been ornaments enough sold in Philadelphia this summer, made of wood grown on the
Mount of olives, to furnish railroad ties t.» lay
a

track from here to Jerusalem.
of the salesmen were

zaars some

At these BaW ho

women.

has not read of the beautiful women ot the
harem, and who amongst us has not wanted to
have one or two harems of our own? “Beauty
is only skin deep,” ami it is my opinion that
these women had been skinned before they
I have given up the harem
came over here.
business and shall remain in America.
If there is one thing l dote on, it is coffee.
Crossing the grounds one day I saw a'Turkish
restaurant. Here, thought I. is the place for
coffee, t will go in and drink a cup, and then as

living

for, I

never came

doing a thing, than I did in carrying out
this programme. Turkish coffee! Amber .Mocha! No more in my cup if you please. I wonder no more at the Turkish atrocities and the
Bulgarian horrors! A people that will drink
nearer

such coffee as that, are capable of any crime
however fiendish. 1 didn’t like it. I had good
grounds for my dislike, a cup halt full of
grounds. The coffee was as thick as a London

Sugar? yes, but no milk—but then, don’t
let’s talk of it any more, it almost makes me

log.

cry.
of

course 1 saw the famous butler head.
It
while looking at it, that 1 tried to perpetrate my only joke while on the grounds. As
was

the crowd stood gazing at the head, a lady ejaculated from the bottom of her heart “how
sweet!” (meaning the head not the butter), and
I added, “yes but it has a strii/nj expression,”
the butter, not flu* head.) “L don’t
think so,M she snapped out, and that joke was
lost and trodden under foot. But I fetched her

(meaning

a minute later, when she incautiously said,
“and how natural the hair looks!” 1 put an
“annex” on this remark by saying, “well I’ve
seen hair in butter that looked more natural
than that!” and the regular boarders standing
round all smiled, and i knew that l was elected

by

a

large

majority,

without

waiting

to

hear

from Louisiana.

There are few things more natural than life,
except mosaics. On a marble table
top, was beautifully inlaid a hand, holding five
good euchre cards, while on one corner of the
if we

s.

>

play an impor-

articles at these Bazaars, and 1 noticed that the
article most frequently sold was the purchaser.
Talk about shrewness rtf a Yankee! A Yankee
i> not worthy to open and sweep out the Ba'The .Mount of
zaar of one of these people.

11\

t a

Poth houses of Congress met at noon,
immense crowd was in attendance tit th*
drank it, and enquired of an elegant upholster- j of
Representatives.
cd Austrian, how much it w a> In the coin of j
I'he House wu.- called to order at n
Mr. Adams, the clerk. After an atfem;
our realm: "Fifty cents!” I paid it and hurried
the part of several Republicans t<» ha\
into tlie open air and tiled to get the coffee to
member tr»mi < olorado and one from .M
come out. too, for l felt that it was too expenin place of Plain*.- admitted before the tsive for me to keep. While j was struggling. I ot speaker, a resolution 1»\ Holman. Hein,
adopted by a vote of 10*2 to S4, that the 11
saw an acquaintance, who
suggested that we proceed to ballot for .Speaker viva voce.
No j
go up to the top of the main building.
sauiuel ■). Randall of Pa., was elected
thank you,” said i, "I've just had a cup of *-r bv a vote of lUi. Garfield received
speaker Randall, on assuming the
coffee which cost me titty cent-, and that N as
made a brief spec* h.
Jle urged that til
high as 1 want logo to-day.” one oi the great- trv must be maintain* d at all ha aid-, tu
alt attempts to u*e troop-* for nmon-titi
est curiosities of the exhibition was the pi a. e
of that coffee: it run from litte.-u to liflx-iiw l>iu pose- inut be irowm l down. H
lndv ict.-ned to .Mr. Ken'; death, ai
cents, but it was good coffee.
liar:*, ter. He -aid Unit the
y i -,t In
to l»o -ub;c( t«*d to the severest -<rr.ur.
f’very visitor lias been a-ked w !• ai urpi • .d w
that if all hazards tin*
iii-torv.
and
him most
1 have had that qitc tion -hot into
; must lie piv-er\ed. U hilmmgiu-t...
me tiftceu hundred times by ... tual count, and
li-htsot 1'ii‘iv in mUr. he should uni.
• <)ii-tituta>n:d
some eount-ies yet to hear from. On.- would
riyliG **f the Hou-e. i b*
In*
aid. look confident I\ r*. tin model .iti-.n
say, it was the painting, another the laluan,
fair judgm nt *■! fin lb..,
t.«
-i t ito?
wdiilo the main building and inuhim-n hall dll. a
claimed a large-hare ot tin1 public' a ■i,.ni li
l ie* oath i.i orii*,«*w'as the n aiiunn:*»u
the sneaker by Uulm.tn
Indian -, in
ment.
J wa -dniggling with two problem
as
member pr» -**nt in <on-c. ul>\<• -«j-v,
to what could be done With all the -e.oi.d hand
«»ath «»l ortice wa aduiim-t* --t bv th.*
;
Ifa-li that would he lor vile at the close (»f the t«i t«• P1 It 11 •: U1 < u | ;'_ 1 I. w !. 1 11. d m
aii I
I.
liilii-clt
la-t
.i\-.
ill.
exhibition, au«l why it w a
that
no
matter I
members tdrcl.-d !•> till \ a ima
\
M
where an\ one «-.iin from, or when* he or
In
-I
j
onnecii. ii*. \p
..i Mmu
h
Went to. that the Water ill the 1*1:..
«
\\ here l.e
n
..!
1 ndi a. i. u.d
.m
plirey and
ani
oi she Went, w a-> '/ti'l, oi<i
mint h in •;
mil -1
I'riiiisyl\
111 a >l.» 1 11
w
iii,
abject iuli
he ‘trunk, ami thi- somethin1' usually
>n i-ted
Mr. Pul! /. *>i -.n, n * _u
\|
ait.
of lager or some of the many \ arieties of I rinks
of < olorado.
Ill relation to tin
i!::
M *
that abound in this land. I'.ul it w.e not
,i t
pi.
iiois, otfei*. d a n-oiut e »n in-l m tin ’:
went into the Woman*. l*a\ilion, that my a
« ommittce h»
ary
imjuirc ami i. j r r -ti
toiii-lmient became e. ntere.l oil one thine. Il
a *l:tv as possible. wlmtIan « uli.rudo
then seeme*I I had been tool.in:' at e\er\lhinr in tin* I’ni'iii. a ml dir»* ting urn i -a
that no pci ->n claiming l<>
else through the inwotcd end of a -j»y -la—, received
eiilat ivo P »m * .!• u a d >, Si
till I gazed on the invention oi that ‘'real. bene- im*in!" r.
A drink ell-lied. ill W hull H. a
factress of tie* female sex.
m :
I refer to Mr-.
•d
W
Mu.-11uiTIaiit "i |,
i’’l> nt's rhemiloons! I liat ehrysalis from wbi- h •leaks
ol I’m., and Spring.-r mi,.
lovely women must emerge, before she an ••<*
Alter some preliminary ,-a
Mi
to bed with any degree of eoinfort. As I a/, d rr>olijlion i'rI, rring thr ird'-n i.d- : •!,
-unir1
at it. it seemed so inv teriou-.
weird. •■* mdo member to !!r■ indicia:

Reason for Interfering,
Washington, Her. 1, l.sVil. Il is -aid
tant part in the exhibition. At tirst 1 misun- here, l»y high republican authority, that
derstood what every one seemed to be talking the object ot preventing the regular a*ol the South G.iroiina Legislaabout, and l enquired of one of the guards when seinblage
ture by the mterlerciice ol troops ami the
Ann could be seen. “Ann who?" said he.
I
action ol Judge lioml was to create a deadtold him that I didn't know what her other
lock which should prevent any legislative
name was, but ever since I bad been there I
The word “annex” seemed to

there will he nothing else worth
will come out and kill myself. 1

The following letter liom the late President
Lincoln to Lcorge I'. Shepley of .Maine, written while Shepley was in New Orleans in the
latter part of lst;2, will he read with some in-

ser-

Congress.

the card when the hand was dealt out. A
1 made a swoop at the fly, I noticed a smile
on

at the Centennial Grounds was the turnstile. It struck me
in the stomach with a considerable familiarity. A fat party just behind me attempted to
“take the pole” from me on the inside of the
me

■-

in

are

rights,

opposition

m.

conspicuous absence of any
the pending Presidential diffiH e are glad of the omission, for

allusion

conspirator-

pushed

diamonds, a largo fly had alighted. Instinctively I attempted to brush off the fly, but
it didn’t brush, it belonged there and was put

GEORGE.

The lirst thing that struck

of the

Christianey done their tvm'K 'i lie Hayes electors are
i:.r Govdeclared elected, Packard (Rep

strong

DM L'C i'• vO

a

sympathix-

Michigan,

—

at

Why

15Y OUR

nine of

the Journal.

time go out ot his way to utter a
harraugue calling up the dead hatreds of again. I think the turnstile will supersede the
of the war, and to insult a large portion gallows as an instrument of death.

Congress,

i'nlUL SV'.STi-

to make

?

war

vote of ls7d. Congress, then overwhelmparty, as we have before had occasion to
ingly Republican in cacti brunch, threw
remark, are divided into two classes. Of out
the electoral votes ot Arkansas and
one poiliou the types arc Z.ielc Chandler.
Louisiana. It was a cheap concession to
Morton and Cameron—cunning, reckless
decency and fairness, because < 1 rant had
and unscrupulous politicians, whose motvotes
without them. Rut there

party
element, composed

nitl siDUNTlM. i-'i.ilC 1 IONS

the late

to

Written lor

muiimi

public
Republican

i

special pains

lake

such allusions

oon

‘N,
to is rule or ruin.
With them
held in Philadelphia this year, in commemoration of
the Mm* Hundredth Anniversary of American indethe scheme of
Mr Tilden of
pendence, has proven a great success, and will no
his election
the
doubt be of enduring advantage to the country.
boards
It
ha> shown tin- great progress in the arts, sciences
ot the three rotten
at the Smith
and mechanical .'kill made in a single centun, and
demonstrated that we are but little behind older natheir influence were
sent,
tions in any one branch, while in some we
scarcely
have a rival. It has served, too, not only to bring
and the states in
money
and
of
'kill
and
labor
from all part s
products
people
overrun with
>»f tbe world together, but in bringing together peorepeaters and
ple from all sections of our own country, which must strikers.
have an extensive billowprove a great benelit in the inlormation imparted,
and pride of country engendered.
of kindred
ail
It has been suggested by scientists interested in
and connected with the Smithsonian institution, in
of' the
service, 't heir purpo-e is
a communication herewith, that the government e\
a
administration to succeed
hi bit be removed to the Capital and a suitable build
ing be erected 01 purchased for its accommodation (Irani s, at all costs and In ai ds.
Hut
as a permanent exhibit.
1 earnestly recommend
this, and believing that Congress would second this j within that
there is another and a
view, I directed that all government exhibits at tin*
Centennial Exhibition should remain wh. re they
different
ol' nit u who
.lie, except such as might be injured by remaining in
look
the
a building not intended as a
temporary demands of
protection in inclenmnt
weather, or such a-may be wanted bv the Depart
and
the real and
ment tarnishing them, till the question of
permanent exhibition is acted on.
interests of the country.
-e.- that
tie
Although
moneys appropriated l>\ < ongre- to
♦ liable tto*
ol the e\tremi-t- if
participation of the several Executive the
Departments in the International Exhibit ot
ted to be carried out, will be In
were not sufficient to carry out the
undertaking to
the full extent at lirst contemplated, it
ot
in
of honor and decenpleasure to refer to the very efficient and creditable
manner in which the Hoard appointed from tlm-e
and to the
ot the government.
cy,
several Departments to provide an exhibition on the I
ol this, da
part ot the Government have discharged theirduties The best
and
with funds placed at their command, without a
prei; Hamilton ]
its
cedent to guide them in the preparation of such a
h, Secdisplay. 1 lie uceess of their labors was amply at.
ol Stale
It has many
tested by the sustained attention which the contents
of the Government Huilding attracted during tin*
eis in
among whom may be
period..!'the Exhibition from”both foreign and native
I am strongly impressed with the value of
irotors.
mentioned the new Senators
the collection made by the Government for tin* purot
and Cameron of Wisconsin.
poses ot the Exhibition, illustrating as it does the !
mineral resources of the country, the statistical and I
There are
reasons for
evidences
of
our
practical
growth as a nation, and
the uses of the mechanical arts and the applications
that Senator Conklin id New full:
ol applied science in the administi ution of the atfairs
ol government.
if tin; schemes of the
are
.Many nations have vohinfarily contributed their
too far, denounce them and take
exhibits to the L'nited States to increase the intere>t
in any permanent exhibition that Congress
may pro
the lead m
within the part*
»ii!" f"«- i’or this act of generosity they should re
e.-ive the thank' of the people,1*aud 1
respectfully And back ..f all this will lie found the
resolution oi Congress to that effect
suggest that
business interests ol the country,
be adopted.

give-fine

in his cups—foolish, maudlin and

incoherent. This may sound harsh, but
would a sober man in that high office, in
this centennial year of reconciliation and

riodical Ills of intoxication.

^*GEO. i*. KOWKI.L & CO., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements lor this paper, at
the lowest rate*. T heir orders will receive prompt

ing
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the opening portion is, or what its meanIt roads like the talk of an
ing may bo.

WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. egotist
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defrauding
through
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Through
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dispute
Republican
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Inside the Centennial Fince.

In another column will Ijo found so
much of the President’s message as is of
special interest. It is difficult to say what

>

■

tin* Hoard was to
decide political questions and not Togo into the ex
animation ot criminal charges. Eugene Hale, Den.
White and Mr. Kelley concurred in I his \ ie w. and
tried to av ert cross-examination and to prevent am
introduction of contradictory t< -timony.
Senator
Sherman di* entcd.and finally Wells reluctautl. pm
mitted tlu cross-examination to proceed.
Mi being cross-examined tin woman a Knitted that
t her
were colon d men among the assailants, ami
that she heard those outside -bout •Hurrah for
Hrew.-ter''' Brewster being a well-known and lead
mg Republican in the Parish, she aDo admitted
that a lew days afterwards she had told several whim
gentlemen who came to visit and attend her that the
whole affair was the work of colored men; that no
w bite men wen- concerned iu it and that it lmd
noth
to do with politics.
When asked it -he had not
■•■••li accused of some crime, allusion
being made to
an indictment for murder now
hanging over her, he
'aid, "Crime; what dat? Oh, you’menus dat Ko-e
Hill: I didn't kill dat gal.”
fin ea <• will come up
again to-morrow.
Dr. ^ ouug ami Mr. Kogan, w ho are in.-w hei e, w ill
then appear with their witnesse.-.
p.otli of tin in
will provi tliat tin* charge is u>i infamous lie. Or.
t oung will show that lie was fifteen miles
away at
the time of the occurrence.
Both ot" these are'rej.ectuble gentlemen. \\ i 11 v Parks, the colored man
named by Eliza Pinkston, has been dead for three
monthThe truth of thi- case, as it will he con
elii-iv eiy proved, is that Pinkston wa- a Demuciat
and had voted the Democratic ticket at the hot election. A -hurt time before his death hi had a deeper
ate light at
Miachita City with a negro named Alex.
Brook-, m which both were much injured.
Brooks w.i
afterwards heard to declare that he
would be revenged on Pink-don. He was seen lnu.r
Pinkston's house on the evening of the murder,
liomas I void, a colored Democrat ami a witness on
the Demo, ratie -ide, came to tliD cif y with tIn Oua
••hita del. -ation of colored men. He wa- am-ted
this evening on a warrant sworn out by Eii a Pink
'ton, charging him with complicity in the murder.
Kvons i one nf the persons to whom she made the
statement 1 bar the murder was committed by ,••>)•.i l
men and li.it no connection with
politic-.

Message.

Tho

REPUBLICAN'S 11KSOI.VU TO <,>1*11’ CHAM-

I he Govmeet to proclaim tho electors
and other lb-publicans forgot there
was
such a law, and S.-nalor Morton is
said to have reminded them of it by triegraph. The Governor telegraphed this
evening that In* has summoned the Legisernor

lature.

adopted.

^
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n

a

s
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M r. Hr Witt o I New A o'U nih 1
which provide- ;or lie appointment
1'-••onuniltrr-, <•:,
lilfeen m< nibe>
• ■red
l-> Klorida, nil-1 i » pro.-.
| r| ....
and one of nine member- to pro,I !
( arolina to inve-t irate the a. .on ot
!ir k
mg or < ar.\a-.-mg Hoards, as to tin
tions in those Ska!"-, and l■> report
.wessential 1 * an hom-i
lurn of
tors for President and \ i<
Pr. -id- n:.
lair understanding
thereof b> tie
whether the electoral van.
,u
:h.
hould
counted. I Ur «‘Olllt:u! to
power to-end tor person- .mdp.poi
lestinionv and i; p out a -,i
emu.;i.
bio power and to ,-mplos
t-n. m!e
and me-* n rM r. Hr ,-.'ll ! .1 \ A
i-lo d whet her■ i.
not mo\. r -ii- rud thr t ul<
in,I ad
l'r -ohlt ioll.
1 lie Weaker reop. ,1 (|| ,[ |,.
...
||,,f
wva ha l tli
!•■ -i
gentleman fro in
iion of pri\ilrg".
Air. Hamilton of Indiana, .,-ke 1 ‘uvield for a resolution appointing -aluidi.
lor eulogies on I),.* lat" Speaker K -rr. <
sive of hi- * mineiit .-ervin-• am* In-inn
a.- pr -iding utli.
r.
Air. Mri rary declined t
t un
> t.
mil phrase was idded to tin- resolution::
a further mark of t -t< mi the ll
n-. do n
Mr. Hamilton derlm. i to mm.
.iouni.
modilii ati..ii.
i'll,
b
upon tin* Ik i-r p:..
at ion of t hr >|Ue-tiun ol mini it ting Hufi -e.
< arolina to ui- -rat, tie*
point a. am-, i,
mission bring I hitr h,- had been
-mu. d
t he returning hoard.
Mr. Moi rison oi Illinois, pi, I a n
d and pi'ofe-i -!gi -d by ili. n- .u tin- i»
thr
;idllli--ion
of
IJutl/
and
lie’,
agaill-t
"lire of till* .plr-tion to llir romniiitrt* a
I he i:i"l ion w a- ad -pted—t
I ion.
to
Mr. 11,-welt ot New A urk. then a-kmou- consent to otfer his r. -ojiiiant
I,*.-; ,-.mmi,n,
poiuimen! ot thr,
<
d,je,Mi..Il Wa- prompt!) Iliad. i.
• ■an -id" of 11,,- Hon-.
Ml. I lew.
thro lllo\ .1 I
-Il-p
and adopt the iv-ollll on. I urtln I oh
N'v r|-r made aiid
P 'illI ot order 111 I". I
Mr. ilewett*- ||J",
»■ 1
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The preamble
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was

then
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I min. dialely ailf r till’ ivadili .'1 i:>
11
Mr. 1'laistrd ol" Maine, rose p» a .pie-ti
lie as-erled ttial on tie* \olc \
da\ on 1 lew ill's f-olulinn ir.r lliif -.-i ri
mitlers in
ar.dina
Loui-iaiu, 'oiith
1- iorida, to- iiad di-l hr ! I v
*t« d in
•..
n
and had slibse.|Uen! l\ Ii ai d In- ham.
hut tie HOW fulmd in- Wa- llol -o u. md
t In* journa I.
Inasmuch a- th.■ .minting ..f hi-\ot. w
have defeated die resolution. a- the two-!!,

privilege.

-■>

One need not be here long to discover
that all the power of the federal adminis- majority wa- l.arely gained l»\ I An in
tration is bent toward the election of ehaiigf of tin* journal which would alter'
Governor Hayes, livery loophole or de- result w as opposed hy the I >em<>erats. I *n
report of the clerk it wa- stated b\ the Sp«
lect is searched for by government ollieei s,
that the journal wa- eorreet and that
and nothing is omitted which can help I’laisted had
not been heard.
toward this end.
At the salmi time there
After a sharp debate Mr. I’laisted's \<>i>
is good ground tor the suspicion that
orreeted on the journal, w hen Kulier. of 1
lliat this vote had heell recorded W'l
Hayes once counted in the administration claimed
Iv and that being the
it -hould hr
means to leave the carpet baggers and
I
wa- a g.
taken.
this proposition tin
and
to
in
Carolina
Louisiana
South
rogues
assent on the Republican -id
tf tin lionshift for themselves.
It nee 1 occasion no only exception being on the part ol Mr. I
surprise it the returning boaids, having of Mass., who objected, but iminedi.it<• I>
done their dirty work so far as giving the w ards w ithdrew the objection.
At tin same time the Speaker .haui/.i
two States to Hayes is concerned, the adview’and annouu. ed that he would now
ministration will thereafter, namely, uf.cr rise his right to vole. II- supposed tin
next Wednesday, declare that it lias no Menial! from Ma-sueliusett- bank-' w oiii
constitutional power to interfere, licit the lint his ight to do -o.
I In-re
Mr. bank-—1 do.
m l».
n>>
Legislatures, which in both States cam ass about it.
the votes for governor, must constitute
speaker—Then I exercise that right and
and organize themselves without federal my vote in the atlirmative.
Loud applati-.
the
heiuoeralie side ami corresponding d-*|
interference, and that the result they may
si.m
on
the
side.)
Republican
declare must be acceplod as filial. In this
lb
Mr. Conger, of Midi.— Not auolln
ease both South Carolina and Louisiana
limn agrees with the genMemun from M
for
honest
(or
w
government,
may yet hope
ith the hail. N
chusetts Hanks) or
the Legislature will have hut a narrow
I'lie speaker—1 lie chair is ver> sorr>
with
from Mi»• h»g
the
on
gentleman
and
disagree
joint ballot,
republican majority
Mr. l’inchbaok is believed to hold a force (Laughter.) The result is that the re-olm
of
tin*
for tlie
committees rem.n
ot republicans under his control who will in force.appointment
follow his directions even into the demoMr. Hamilton, ol lud.. then om*r-d in*
cratic camp. It is very well known that lotion assigning Saturday, tin* It»tU ot I >«
I’inohbaok is tired ot local misrule in his I«t, lor tin- presentation of -uitable ivsolm
on tin* death of Hie lat«* Speaker Kerr.
State, lie denounced it sharply in CinThe Speaker announced tin* following '*■ •
cinnati, and he cares more for the happi- rommiftee
On Louisiana. Morrison, Jem
ness of the colored people and for his own
McMahon, i.yiuie, IHaekhurn. Meade, II
fortunes than for Packard ami Kellogg. Phelps, New and I.*"* •, Democrats, and I
send, Dunlbrd. Ilnrlhut, < rapo and .loyec. I
[Cor. \ V. Herald.
publican*-.
on Florida. Thompson, Debidt, Wallin.:1
The Centennial buildings, valued at >
Hopkins, Democrats, and (Jartiold and I Mum
500,000, were sold at auction, Friday, tor Republican'.
Mr. Lawrence ashed leave to offer a rec$31)0,100. The Main building was sold to tum to secure
equal school privileges for wli
John S, Morton tor the Permanent Exhi- and colored chihlrcn. but objection w a- ni d
bition Company for $350,000. Among tin* 'The House at '.40 adjourned!
other buildings disposed ot were the carriage building for $4100; Photographic
-i. \\ Humpbrcv, an old'and respected
hall, $1000; Art Gallery annex, $3050; zen of Bangor, died suddenly in his carm
hall,
Saturday.
.Judges hall, $1500; Agricultural
$13,100; Pomological building, $1350;
Tin* Peoria Democrat says that Bob lnger» 11
etc., etc. The Grand American restaurant has lapsed, and that he was steaming drunk
sold for $1100 to Win. E. Baker of Boston, when he sent that disgraceful dispatch to o.
and will be taken to Kidge Hill farm, Wel- ernor Kellogg.
The superiority of American firearms is sc
lesley, Mass.
fullv acknowledged throughout the world tinHon. C. R. Whidden, a prominent politician, in case of a European war our manufacturer*
expect to be overrun with orders.
formerly collector of Calais, died on Sunday.
■
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appearance at the January term. II* is
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Mrs. Hunt testi/ied that sin was iu
.•ar- old
that
lie met this man on the road in
B*dmont last Wednesday, when lie assaulted her by
throwing her down, tearing her clothes and person,
and partial!', succeeded in outraging her. That she
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■.ii ! never make it known, A
Stone is a man Tj
at
old, and but lor hi- old clothe- and seedy appearance would be a very good looking man. He
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Collars & Cults!

nuoiiL fanners ami others
par!
in- doing a
thriving business shipping; everv
ii' to New York for Christmas decoral ions.
The -ea-oi] has been very favorable lor this
kind ol work, and the absence of heavy frosts
tin*
v rgr< < n
mills udlv
hi iglil and
fresh.
In

nt \

some

a

have them

hi-

their way to
New York from Bulfalo. on the I'.rie Bailway
ears om* night last
week, when the husband
took from his pocket a roll of brown paper,
which the bride snatched and threw out of the
window, remarking: “You said you'd quit
chewing tobacco when 1 married you." As
gently as lie could under the circumstances the
husband remarked that the brown paper was
not tuba
o. but #100 in bills.
A

newly-married pair

Au

Appeal

to

were on

Gov.

Hayes.

1'lie following is the unanswerable present ut on of the situation by tin* Nation (rep.) whicu
wi 1 be carefully weight'd, not only by (iov.
Hayes, but by thousands of true men who will

-chr Abbv Dale

<

him
Alicante and Valencia f.s, Ad and *. 1
d
Amy A. Fane, ot ‘'tar port, ',-lon bid- reiined
New sink to tin-Mediterranean H lid; brig Albei
ta, of .lone.--port, New A’ork to Bristol < liaunel, a,
,'.i»0 qi’s grain ;iy in
'd; schr Lizzie B Dregg, of
Portiand. lumber iivm Pensacola to New A oi k, #..
.0 per .M ; brig Herman, of Stoekton. New A ork to
Malaga, basis, #»;o f(.r *-\.tru le-avy pipe; skip ( baiter Oak, of Searsport, *.»«•-! tons, New A ork to A oko
liama, general cargo, priwite terms; brig Alary I
Pennell, of Harrington, New A ork to Caibarien,
private rates; sebr Adam l.owlby, of FUsworth,
danmica to New A ork, logwood # t under and .yd..So
F Dmiglass, of Boothbay, la I
on deck; -ob Mar;.
tons. New Aorkt' Cape H aviien, #1,-1 no sih er : brig
Aim Fii/abetb, ol Bella-, from Areceibo, I*. IF, to
>>■. per loo lbs
and molas-sy;
New A'ork, sugar
per bin I, -cii;' A ddie (i. B vaiit, of Bangui from .1 a
muica to Ne w A *.i k, logwood

common herbs and root:; of the field-.
best* pills open the bowels and correct all
bilious derangements without salivation or an\
ot lbi injurious clfecls of calomel or other poi-

1

sons.

j

l/trsons
their

perfect substitute for Castor
< *il, without
any of its objections, for it is pleasant to take, and docs not nauseate or "ripe.
For Costiveness at any a ire. hut especially for
Sour Stomach, Wind Colie, Worms and I)is-

advantage

caster, Mass.
’Idle distance l.y water from .New A'4irk city to l.i.
poid is :i, Jlo miles, to < ab iuta P’, I miles, to Pekin
la.dga miles, to the <;tndn ieu Islands, l.A,:too miles.
Belfast is distant from Liverpool
miles, or
about om -ninth the entile distance round the glob*
Schr H P 1 aylor, recently n ported ashore at Seal
Harbor, has be* towed to Kocklaml ami eomiemned.
(\kn

Tin-

alue of copper
«*s<el.s’ bottoms lias bo n

in'#

v

sheathing a- a protection to
proved beyond dispute by many
was.

first

tried, but the

years of trial. Zinc
of this was a failure and
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ports this js taken for granted and owners
accordingly, vhile at others, and in this section
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particularly,

the idea
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expense would be merely
Therefore it is, that with
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to

prevail

that such

an

useless waste of money.
scarcely an exception the

a

fleet of West India and .Southern coasters bail

ing lrom tills port

or

instance,

are

will suppose a large three-masted
_••><> tons to be in the Southern
little, if any Northern coasting. At

we

some

business, doing

hauled out and

w

ill convince the incredulous.

Think

for

Yourself.

producing biliousness, heartburn, eostiveuess,
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after eating and often ending in fatal
attacks of fever. They know they are sick,

yet get little sympathy. The unfailing remedy,
which is yearly restoring thousands, Is Dat'osta’s Radical ( lire sold by W. U. Poor & Son,
side agents for Belfast. A. .1. Jordan, agent
for Orland. R. B. Stover, agent for Bucksport.

A 25c. bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don’t delay another hour alter reading this,
but go and get a bottle, and vour relief is as
certain as you live. Will you do it, or will you
continue to suffer? Think for yourself.
Professcr Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No
physic required. Costs 25 cents. Try it. tf4b
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hirty Days
obtained

Paper.
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rare

on
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can

be
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Striped

A.t

SMALL WARES,
We keep u complete assortment of these goods
in LACK and SILK TIE.S, COLLARS and
Cl l’I S, HDK’KS, HOSIKRY, GLOCKS
LACK KDG1NGS, TRIMMINGS,
KRINOKS, (11 MTS, R1 BliO.\’>,
CORD and TASSl'.I.S and
RCTTONS, and a thousand and one things
belonging to this
depart ment.

Paisley Shawls.

$12.00

cull

i examine iny

un

For Men and

df*4

Williamson

T

G O FL S E T S I

Boys

i’leuse call and examine

Wear.

Shirting

T()( l% of
am
11
•«

and Flannel 10c per

S

l'(

'*11

K before pur

K

T. W. PITCHER & CO.,

tlunn at less cost, than can be had
elsewhere in this city.

Block.

our

nearly

miiv object to you the^'
chasing, ami if E.COXOMY
hard times, \ou will he WORK I N't
Ft til YOl'R
OWN I.N'TE'.i’K*'TS hv !'•living vour Goods at

Haying bought these goods in Job Lots
lor CASH, wo mio prepared to show

imosVj

i.> Kuy will lind it lor

x-

Of these goods we have a LARGE. LOT in every
Size and Quality, and our prices we honestly
believe will average LoWE.R than the
tan
goods can be bought in any
other store in the place.

Remnants.

Wo have purchased largely in Sliawis,
and make them our leading article
Examine our Double Paisley Shawls

!

10

E

immensely LAUGH STOCK at
tremely Low l'rices.

Ladies. Gents and Children's

Counter,

SHAWLS!!

No.

a

yi;rs, and oil. for one thou-and dollar pay
hie in live v, arc fill with inter, t ; said mortgages
ing recorded iu tii-' Waldo Registry of Deeds, \ ol.
14 -. Page Ho, and, Wln-r.-.i
aid l'e n ild did on the
fourth day ol October, A. D. 1NM, a.-sign said inort
gage to me Together with aid two last described
note-, -aid
-ignni.-nt hi ing legist ei e,t in said regitry. \ ol. n',;, Rage 1. Now he i'. known that the
eonditii.ii ol -aid mortgage has bee
broken, b\
reason whereof I claim a foreclosure of the same.
ADELINE At. Cl.'AN I
Winterpori, Dec. L ls.it.

LECTX7RES
ANl ID
Conroe of l.eettires, to I..-delivered in Pierce’-*
Hall during the coming a inter, will he opened

at

present

Tickets for the Course,
To be obtained

rates,
owners

in

four

years

time

thO

some

with the second suit of copper which will
hardly reach one-halt the cost of the first, the own
ers start with $000 on the right side of the ledger, in

comparison with the above statement. Further than

danger of worms is always open to vessels
protection, and masters are obliged to be
over cautious about lying in Southern harbors. Circumstances often make it impossible to stay the pro-

this the
with

no

gress of these pests into the wood, and their influx
is generally the cause of much uneasiness and expense, besides making the vessel practically unseaworthy for the time. Then oftentimes it chances

that extra freights

busy

worm

oflered to ports where the
is known to lie in ambush, and which

must be declined

on

are

that account and for

no

other

than that the vessel is uncoppered. Thus it
would seem than even from an economical view, the
number of moderate sized crafts remaining unmetailed should be lew, and till this shall be so, the
proceeds must undergo a considerable reduction before reaching the owners’ hands.
reason

at

Belfast, Mo.

81 Main Street,
.t

yd.

W.

JAS.

'■ Committee.
K.

BOOK.

<

the AMERICAN

valuable and authentic hi-tory oi tIt.* heroism.
ad\ uliin**, trials, privations, captivities, >nd noble
live-; and dr aths of the pioneer MOTHERS 11
the Republic. Illustrated with full pay*
n

CLARK

graving

An

)

Intensely Interesting

Book.

A good opportunity i- here
MEN or WOMEN wle

o tie red to mrel
\vant a good paying
home.
Senu
for our Illustrated
right
Descriptive Circular. containing full particular'

business

at

Address

b. S. SCRANTON & CO

Hartford, Conn.

1ST otioe.

\\ Idle fraud hold- cnrniv il in public plac.
And voter-growl like artlujuake’s niuilh d hock,
1 in* ladies congregate w ,th placid faces.
At the New Bool and Shoe Store, 11 a\lord’- Block,
fi- Boots not Ballots- claiming their attention
\\ ilh little l;e«*d to politics or new
I hey pay their cash, and get, u itlumt di--en mm,
*•/ f'uir J.‘> titi u" in w ell made hoots and shoe-..
At llayford’s Block, in line t < uracoa,
french l\ id. Serge, Satin.- .-ale or ee.stom !■>•..!.
1'liey lind the style t*» suit the hall room Hour,
The parlor, or the public promenade.
In thick solo,, hoots their hoys may brave then at In r
Their girls in safety face tin* wintry storm
In Kip, Calf, Cowhide, an*, sort of leather
Their husbands toes may nestle snug and warm.
Hence though tin**, have no electoral College
of lies and frauds no underhanded stock,
l ln*y show both common sense and knowledge
By buying boots at No. in Huyford’s Block.
~

ANDREWS BROTHERS
Barge and

«

Koadv Malta

Only

a

Few More Left.
Five

At

Suits

Dollars?.

rpiIIS

at

us a

call.

ANDREWS
No. iJO Plienix

BROTHERS,

Kow,

BELFAST.

nit.

Haytord Block
Piano

give

Shoo Store.

New

England House,

Belfast, Me.
B. F. TUCKER, Proprietor.

High Street,

I

Tuning.

leased, te-opemd, painted, and
HAVING
furnished the above house through-

UnOPPR twell known first class
n.
nuumn piano tuner is in the city,
and orders h it at Caldwell’s Bookstore will be faith
fully attended to.
Tuning $2.00. Pipe Organs
tuned and regulated in a skillful manner.

out, it will be our aim to please all who may
favor us with their patronage.

A FORTUNE FOR ONLY ONE DOLLAR.
JL FIRST DOLLAR QUARTERLY DRAW IXG,

Tide-Sample Booms Free to Guest.8.-547
Hack, Livery and Boarding Stable connected with

Ru

at

New Orleans, Tuesday, January 2, 18?.

LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMPANYThis Institution was regularly incorporated by the
of the State for Educational purposes in
a Capital of $1,000,000, to which it has
since added a reserve fund of $370,000. It* 4-nnnl
Htngrle Wunilier lira w ing-* will take
monthly. The season of 187? opens with the follow
ing scheme

Legslature

1808, with

place

CAPITAL PRIZE, $15,000.
1 Prize $5,000.
1898 Prizes, Amounting to $66,525.
100,000 TICKETS AT

1 Prize $10,000.

ONLY ONE DOLLAR EACH.
Write for

Circulars

CHAS. T.

or

WATERPROOFS!

New Orleans,La.
Co., 317 Broadway, N. V.

REGULAR QUARTERLY
ing

on

Prize

February 4,

$30,000.

1877.

DRAW-

Tickets $10 each.
4w23

Capital

Bnbbcr Bouts A Shoes

Wc pre-unit to each purchaser of a Waterproof une of our Celebrated Domestic

this house.
Belfast, Nov. go,

1*75.—tf:

Important

to Ladies

French and American

Always a Large Supply mi hand.
Hernnant Prinls G Cts. per

HLid Boots
A Good Assortment.

yd.

Misses’ and

BLANKETS!
in

nil
—

First-class in every respect.
Finally Everything

<^nal it

—><w

■*-

particular

town, I feel justified in warrant-

New and Fashionable Cloak Patterns.
Cloak Making a Specialty.
Stamping done with neatness ami [dispatch.

In the

Boot and Shoe Line

r—

Can be found at

It <) S I K K V

Undervests, fancy

.

No. 13 Plienix Row.

Goods k,

Cloaks.

A FULL

Extra

LINE OF

Supers, Superliues

Oil Olotlis,
Oil 3VEa,ts,

wn.l,

Tin;

We have still made another reduction
on these goods, and are offering
them Less than Boston prices.

Look at our Double Warns at 50c. per yd.
Tapestries at $1.25 per yd.

Cloaks.
FIND

AT

IS. II. .1011 \ SO \ & €o.

iCARPETINGS

best

1.1 ni:

of

Ever seen in Belfast. We have them at prices
to suit all.
fo-rf*Please call and examine them.

j

INTEW

Wood

Working Shop!

F. H. Durham and C. B. Hall
Have taken charge of the New Shop lately built in
connection with the Belfast Shoe Factory, where
they are prepared to do all kinds of

Straw Ivla/t tings

Jot Wort Jig anil Band Sawing.
And all kinds of Light and Heavy Sawing. Window
and Door Frames, Bracket.> and Fancy Work

Booking,
P^elting,
Enamel Cloths,
Constantly on Hand.

u

specialty.

They will also contract and build houses, jobbing

und outside repair work.
Mr. Durham has large experience in building, and
with his extra facilities, feels confident that he can
meet the public demand.

DURHAM & HALL.

Belfast, Nov. 0,

F.
We guarantee our Goods and Prices to
every customer, and will give you as large
a bundle ol choice goods, for as little money, as can be obtained in this State.

lOtf

XX.

MOSES,

FLORIST,
Cut Flowers and Floral
PLANTS

AND

Designs.

BULBS.

Rustic Work and Wipe Stands,
street, nrcksroRT, ME.
^'Orders by mail promptly attended

Fancy Pots,
MAI S'

more

ing perfect satisfaction.

Children’s

SCHOOL BOOTS!

short cloaks who wish them

experience

I

Shapes and Sizes,

lengthened
to the present fashionable style. Having
HAVING
in that
branch of the business

than any person in

i

-A

Paper FashionS:

Our tables will be furnished with the best
the market alfords.

Agents for

Domestic

:hnos JJ*

the Celebrated

Paper

Fashions.

The

best assortment of

send orders to

HOWARD,

Or to Williamson &

re

BOOTS

HEAVY CALF. KIP. & COWHIDE

|

Cotton

C. O. CLARK, Clerk.

ot

I N

Custom Made

to

lull line

STOGA

vor

Goods!

Sale,

|

Cloths, Flannels, Hats, Caps, and

Furnishing*

for

MEN’S

Sell at 25 Cts.

Clothing,

certifies that I have this day given to my
J.. minor son, James B. Hatch, the remainder of i We have the best trade in Overcoats, Ulsters and
his time during his minority. 1 shall claim none of
Keefers in the city. Don’t forget, we are selling the
his wages nor pay any debts of his contracting after
best trades in suits for $s.oo and $10.U0 per -uit;
This date.
former prices *10 ami $11; a large assortment ot
A. I*. HA 1'Cll.
Bine Dress Suits, Diagonals and Worsteds. Boy's
II. M. HATCH.
Witness,
suits, Overcoats ami Ulsters, irom youths upward-,
Burniium, Nov. Du, l^.o.— >wv,'
at very low price.
Custom Tailoring—Garments Cut and Made to
Order, and Warranted to tit. Also, a Barge stock
ot Woolens for Men and Boy’s wear.
Wo would respectfully invite your examination ot
our Stock, and think it would be to your advantage

Thick Boots!

we

All tiie novelties nl the season have
been obtained
Hon’t fail to look
at our Hosiery A Undervests

omplete Stock of

•6-*-

Freedom Notice.

ers

i fori.di any and ali
whom tin- may conn
persons jiurcha-ing a note given to me by Wm
Drown, of Palermo. pavuLle to me or bearer, forumhundred dollars, payable on demand and interest,
dated in Maxell, l-.l, and aid note has gone out oi
my possessif.il unjust b and -aid \\ m. Drown hapaid me for said note an.I interest
DI. VI AMI \ DID *\\ \.
N itlie
JOHN tJli 1-.KD1 A
:
No\.
n.
wv
o,
Palermo,

2.

l's

Look at the Shirts & Draw-

rjlo
JL.

Hayfonl Block, No.

Mil

Gents Underwear!

A

*1.50

the Bookstores.

A. 11. Ki.i.i
D. E. Esri:a,
E. •
TllOUNDlK

vessel must needs be
a year, and this at

$7,600 poorer. So
in place of $1,700 which is estimated as being
sufficient to metal a vessel of this si/e, the owners
lose $3,400 cr $2,200 above the estimate; in extra
times the difference would be much greater. < >1
would make the

S. GUODKNOUGH,

MONDAY Evenin';, Dee. l-;h. Subject tube
hereafter announced.
file services of the following named lecturers uav e
been secured
hon. w.m. c. ( Rosin,
HON. W M. r. M ARS II A 1.1.
W M. li. SIM 1’SON,
HON. SETH L. Ml I.LIKEN,
RF\ J. T. Rl\BY.
HON. JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
WM. M. RUST KSR).,
PHILO llLRSLY, lihiw».,
RKV. J. A. ROSS,
UK. LEWIS \V. PENDLETON,
WM. H. LOGLLR, !•>(*.,
DIE ELMER SMALL,
REV. DAVID E. ESTES.

On

$10h which is not far from the (average expense ol‘
such an undertaking in New York, would amount in
four years to $mo. Now by detention in painting
and loss ot time on passages caused by the fouling
of the vessel, at least cue trip a year is lost*
and

on

FRONTIER,

I

\

NEW

WOMAN

Foreclosure.

ot

two

painted twice

course

Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering
from dyspoosia, a discorded stomach ami liver,

s-

As, Bonin on Crant, formerly of Win
ferport in the County of AS :tklo, and state <•(
Maine, now of Suffolk in the State of Virginia, did
on lie
ninth day ol November, A. D. lvfN, by bis
deed of mortgage of that date, convey to El bridge
Fernald of said Winterpori, the following >!< -,'ribed
premises, i ;. A certain parcel of land with the
buildings thereon standing, situate in said Winter
port, and bounded
milows, v: \ Northerly b\
land of I'hoi iu
Johnson, Albert A. Doc, Elbriiige
Kernaid an 1 Jam*
Haley; Easterly by the (Anility
Road leading from Winteiport t<« Bangor, Souther1 ;• by land of Cliarlc- Tre\ittand Hannah Merrill,
,n 1
We-teriy bv land of Tyler I lia cr and Danii l
Cariton, containing tliirtv acres inoi,* or less. Said
deed of mortgage being given to secure payment of
three -cveral prnmi-sorv notes of hand, to wit, one
for two hunched :u,.i dry dollars payable iu one
year, one for two hundred and lift’, dollar- payable

vessels which go into Southern waters where worms
thrive, would not be benefit ted fully us: much by it.

the least calculation such

he absolutely cured. There are two kinds.
The White Centaur Liniment is for family use,
tin* Yellow for horses and animals. One trial

to

Notice

A coating of copper is as much a
requisite for u nevviy launched ship us her rigging.
The policy ot coppering vessels of large si/e being
undoubted, the query will arisi why snialler-duss

schooner of

Burns and Scalds are
taur Liniment is used.
healed without a scar. Bheumatism, Sprains,
and most Jlesh, bone and muscle ailments can

our

Cannot be Beat! FLVNNMs & WimlJ-lNS

o|

'll ru l.iil

of short duration.

1

pain where Cen-

\>sDU1N1!N l

A penny saved i' as good us a penny earned. Give
call ai 51 Main Street. Sign on the window,

REV.

uncoppered. We have talked
ordered Bowels of Children, it is the most ef- ! with musters and others who giv en their attention
fective remedy in existence. It is harmless, it i o the matter, who all unhesitatingly say that not
only would a great sav ing be made to owners, but
i- reliable, and it is cheap.
many other advantages would be gained thereby.

There need be no

1

supply of Winter

GOODS before purchasing elsewhere, lor 1
ing goods at

At many
a

FI.M-.

wishing

by

[
is

A

*

-C

M \I.INI. .lulTIMis.

Brig Clara M. C-iodrich, «d' Portland, was reeent
lv lob days on the passage between Cadi/ and Clou

To Southern and Western travelers to tile
*
ntcnnial who intcn I visiting New York will
find the Grand Union Hotel, opposite the
Grand C entral Depot, one of the best Hotels
in New York to stop at. It is so near the depot that the traveloi is spared all annoyance
and expense of carriage, baggage and expressage hire, while its location is such that street
car and stage lines radiate from Ibis point to
all parts of the city. 11 lias elegantly furnished
rooms, lias all the latest improvements, and is
run on the European plan.
Travelers visiting
New York, or on their way to or from the
U ENTENNIA L, will find this hotel par escidG/zce in every respec t. It is under the. management of G. F. & W. I). Garrison, and has
become one of the most popular Hotels in the
1 yr
city of New York.

Castora

on

an

shelves, all the

Selling at 20 per Cent Loss man Cost- i ybeiu iiriiii\<;r!

-HOT II-

LADIES FURS,

Wit

to

1

A lb*vi rIv lisherman has returned home with
lib vessel from tin* Crand Banks, in consequence of the cable’s having become entangled
in tin* tail of a whale, which ran awav with the
ves.-v!, ar.d then •• arried otf tin* whole length of
it. A hundred and forty fathoms of cable were
carried away. Old fishermen declare they never
heard of such a thing.

ill.

-.i

schr Deorge
Belfast, hay hence to Boston,
Shattuck, ol Belfast, same, schr Karl, ot Belfast,
S.:
oi
same at
Belfast, same,
per ton; schr Fmpiro
#
per ton. also the following charters have been
madi elsewhere: brig Josie c lla reltine, <d Belfast,
New York to Bnstol. :,o0t» qrs wheat As, ud, and
Mi bbl
dour.
shillings; -hip Antelope, partially
owned in Belfast, Manila to Neu A'ork, sugar #lo
per ton and hemp #per -1 bale.-; bark Nicliola
1 bas er, oi ldioma-ton, lt-.uno ease reiined oil New
York to das u-to t; bny I.i na Tburlosv, ot PortA oik
land, 1,‘Jno bbl and l.O'io( a-i-• reiined nil N

The secretion of bile is promoted by these
pills, as will be seen by the altered color of the
stools, aii-l disappearing of the sallow complexion and cleansing ol the tongue.
Wrbtlel parti«*s are no\v a new kind ol evenAmple directions for u-e accompany cadi
ing amusement. The ladies furnish the wrist- |1
box of pills.
lei
ill numbered. Then they each pul mi one
B
re pa red only by d. 11. Sdienek A Son, at
ol a pair, and the mates are -old, hit or mbs, to
the gentlemen, and each man has to devote him- iheir principal oilice, inner Sixth and Arch
If for the ewning to the lady \vho*e wristlet Shvets, Philadelphia, and for sale by all druggists ami dealers. Price 25 cents per box. Iw22
b numbered tin* same as the out* In* has drawn.
.Monday night, oil
ape Cod, the schooner
llorteiisia ol Bo-Tm, Captain l.arrabee ran
down and sunk the schooner l.qllul of ItoeUiand, Chai'lcs B. TT:n- master. The liquid was
'■•»rn ladened from New
York to Winterport.
< i! it a ill Titus wa*« * I row ned ; remainder of crew
saved.

l.Si

sally lor the Jourmd.

Ki er.S~ per M

wick to Fall

the

I

i.

-|u

IJurlng the past few days lhe following engage,
Imu* been made at tin- port schr Caroline
kreisher, ol Buckspoi l, potatoes in bulk hence
New York, schr Arctic,-o Dockland, potatoes lienee
to a market, probably New York; schr B 1) Prince,
of Camden, potatoe; lienee to Philadelphia; Schr
Wingaersheek, of Ogunquit, Ale., potatoes lienee to
a market, probably Baltimore, all the nbo\ e at about
b ot- per bushel; sell .Mary Stewart, of Bangor, bay
and brick hi nee to Darien. Da., and back with him
bei to New Bedford, Ss. :?5 per M on the round ; schr
.Mark Pendleton, of Bangor, bay hence to Cle.rleton, #". per ton, then back with lumber ir on Bonn

scientific researches; and those who
tic*
Mandrake Bills will b»* fully satisfied that the
he-t medicines are those provided l»> nature in
1

We have taken from our
tli'M't lengths of Dress

Wt have a LARGE", line of these goods, and
every style manufactured, which we can
you { HE.AI’E.R than you can Ihiy.

men;

Mandrake Bill

certain vegetables compri-e all the virtues of
calomel without its injurious tendencies, i* now
an admit toil
fact, rendered indisputable bv

of

KNICKERBOCKERS!

AND

ii'

('mn|.ilod

mineral justly dreaded by mankind, and
acknowledged :o he destructive in the extreme
to the human system. That the properties of

i.
roek, weighing doOd pmuul
1> ai'ne thundering down a liiounlain side
into the city of i>en\« r. Colorado, barely mi
ing a liou-e and burying it-elf in a stable. Fortunateh no person wa
iniured. Tin igbl
wa
a fright In!
to tie* spectators.
mass

fresh

a

THOSE-

-AND

I

Bottom JPrioes.

and give a healthy tone to the entire system.
Indeed, it is no ordinary discovery in medical
science to have invented a remedy for these
stubborn complaints, which develop all the resub- produced by a heretofore free use of calo-

Minnesota ha »a nderapi
i..
1
sustaining the eon-tiHitionality oi
tin- inebriate a-vlum law, by which a la ; ol
id per annum is levied upon etu ii saloon keepa and traltiel.er in ii-pior for the maintenance
m an auvhim for inebriate-.
A
•■•-in

s

er,

court of

Overcoatings

BROWN COTTONS, PRINTS,

Caps

<

Will be found to possess those qualities necessary to the total eradication of all bilious attacks, prompt to start the secretions of the liv-

Tiie American, no mailer what may be bis
determined to rise, Tweed went
:ati m.
aw a
i
ommon schooner and returned in a
of the greatest nation the
tliegue-r
great -hip
in ei
*n lied.
[Washington Nation.
me

HENio K*

just received

-'

it \i:

>

in

avoided- in*

E very plain girl lias one consolation -though
a pretty voting lady. sin* will, il -die live*
be a pretty old one.

1

I

be

not

p .1 ll'i e I Was Oi
1;
11 ell ill;' -1 ilt* 11
ill
nilBails are built., on which lent: are
pin-hed. Hi.’ e ire paddled down the stream,
veral wed;-' good n liimr i -mured
and thubefore tin h e form

1

to

Has

nt e»t

)> I. E AC II ED

IN EV13HY STY i Al.

Linen &

A' ortnn

Large-t

Pvt-r >ho\\n in tin city, and we are Selling them
cheaper than they were over sold.

$1.25, $1.50 & $1.87 per yet.

At

Very large

Flannels, Blankets, Repellants,

•*

BLACK SILKS

HOSIERY!

Rich.

C. W. HAITE'X’

SASTKliS.

>

I'll** itch which commonly prevail- among
people of unclean habits and impure blood,
and usually defies the ordinaly expedients for
its removal, can be quickly expeled by a few
abulations with Glenn’s Silphbr soar. Sold
everyw here.

ale

n

is

A doctor*.-! motto is supposed to be ••patient
and lung suffering.'*

v.tM'-ties ol il-li which dNuppeared from Mobil bar during the war, an
H is thought the cannonading
now returning.
and i«'»n»edo \ p!o-ion drove them off,
'I

man

Ilarinoua,
a.

Schr Parau Elelclu -r, ol .Machia*, With coal from
New York for B"-;ton was dismasted o!f Province
town on the evening of Nov. •.Nth. 11m crew left tinwreck which was in a sinking condition, and were
shortly afterwards picked up by the schr Ague.-, el
Bath, and brought into Pm-. i mu-town -‘ mIi.
Schr Georgia, of Harrington, from Cadi for Bo
ton, put intoN.w \ ork : th uIt, for prov ioiw and
sails.
Schr Benjamin, ot Pembroke, from Hoboken lor
* n oit
( b irch.
1-land
So Newmarket, N H waNov goth in a direlict condition, having had main
in
boom broken, Hying jib torn, f ue-ail splii, ic.
was afterwaids towed to destination, discharged,
and taken thence to Portsmouth for n pairs.
P. 1 it us, coi n
Scbr 1 ijual, of Rockland, ( apt (
loaded from New Dirk for Winterport, wa ran
down and -ank oil cap.- Cod night of \thoi v
ember. The captain was E t and the n-maindei
the crew saved
Nantitket, Dim i. Schr Marv i.oui.m, of Buck-port, is on I uckeruuck Shoal--, lul. -d. She struck
Steamer Eland Hone* got up
t here to da v at IE M.
steam and went to her
i-ianCi-, but found her
i:m» vvu concerning her crew.
abandoned. Nothin.>

If you prescribe remedies yourself, se that
they are effective and will do no harm. “Forest Tar’ preparations ur.* of this character, for
the Throat and Lungs.
Ew2l

Iwo \eai old, son a Bi-maid
i«m,commificd -uieide bv -hooting bim-elf with
rev ol\ er.
mn

Ellsworth.
Dec 0th, -chrs Grape, Cousins, < irlaln!
Collins, City Point to load for Norfwik, \

gists.

>ln rill' Bam-del! am -I' d 1 r* d Baton "i \ as‘-alhoro u n \v day- sine- for forgery iliat he
eommitted our- eight imuith- ago in Skowhegan.
harie-

a

Straw."

buries ( overly, sd years old, committed
"Uicide oi Boston, Wednesday. by jumping
from a third story window of his lesidence.

hesitate before, consenting to a prostitution of
the forms of justice in the way proposed :
By tin* time our next issue reaches our readers the Electoral College will have met and
'« -I died as follows
voted, and the evident design of the Louisiana
.Jam**-. Stone, ot Warren; i didn’t do
My name
Keturning Board is to reserve its decision to the
am
out
of
head
last
any tiling
my
by latest possible moment. It is, therefore, not too
Wednesday,
'pel;-, and in my right mind sometimes; last Wed'* soon to ask Mr. Hayes, with the utmost reli'-'day I stopped at Miss Brawn’s in J Jncoluville;
spect, some questions which we make bold to
nt there fuesday night, left Wednesday and was
going to J.beii Flagg’s about three miles from Miss say arc to-day running in the minds of hundreds
of thousands of upright, patriotic and anxious
Brawn’s, don't know when I wa- arrested; did not
s* e this old
lady, she was on one road and 1 was on men of all parlies. They are these: You are an
another. 1 was on the Liucolnvilie road going to
honest man, in whose life not even the fierce
Beimout was on one road all tin* time; have been light of a Presidential
campaign has revealed a
*'• ,*ea most of the time thi
summer in sell. Klizaof reproach.
I'rom a tribunal, therefore,
beth, of st George, ('apt. .John Stone, got home speck
like
the
Louisiana
1
Keturning Board, composed
t»*-r last have been in Warren since then
left
Warren about ten days ago; Jive in South Warren;
exclusively of your friends and partisans,
so. to years old
whose .judicial integrity and capacity have
have been looking about for work ;
worked two weeks for.Joseph Kims last spring.
been already successfully impeached; which
refuses
to obey the direction of the law and
It i‘ •-aid that while living with Mr. Kims he atthe opposite party even one place on
give
tempted rape upon a girl, and there are other simi>Is bench: which deliberates in secret, and
lar charges against him.
gives no reasons for its decisions; which sees
>i vr.-'pMKi.
Penobscot lire Knginc Company
glaring frauds exposed in its presence without
manifesting either surprise or displeasure, and
gave their third annual ball on Thursday, Thauks
giving evening, at Colon Hall. Music and dancing, which notoriously enjoys not one iota ot confidence in any part of the Union—from such a
^aueed with a line oyster supper, gave rare enter
tribunal you would not accept the award even
tainment to the lovers of a good time.on Sunday of one hundred dollars
against the claim of the
the
new ship R. It. Thomas weighed her an
morning
humblest man in America, would you? We
chors and went to sea; long ere the dwellers on the
know you would not. Are you now prepared
land lifted their drowsy heads from their pillows and
to accept at its bands an office which equals any
crown in dignity and surpasses most crowns iii
rubbed their sleepy eyes to get a last look at the
and responsibility, which no man lias
good ship, she was plowing her way seaward and power
hitherto held with a stain or suspicion resting
the officers :*nd crew were
being rocked upon th e on his title? Can you encounter the terrible
billows of old ocean,.Recently some wild ani- ordeal of holding such a position for four years
mal, either ol the wild cat or wolverine species, lius in the face of the belie! of full half the voters
been
visiting this vicinity. Localities where the that you have obtained it through Judicial fraud
tarmer has killed bis pig have been subject to its and chicane? Would not your so holding it be
a new and great misfortune to the country, and
nocturnal visits.
a source of unending shame and repentance to
«

Our Stock of tiie above is
and Attractive.

o| Mack Cashmere

qualities

At 75e., 87e. &

Again!

Ralph Howes, Ryder, Philadelphia:
George Shattuck, Comery, Boston, Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, Charleston, S C; Sciota, Sadell,

■

Mill Id
w-i k. md
Mao. rtivet. .Ni.rt.Mi w

a

R ERR IT7. cl.Dins,
RAcKET CLOTHS
ASH SILKS.

(ilave ami Jewel I’mi's

Japanese

Good

Island.
Dec Oth, schrs

If he catch it, it will do him no good. Thousands of people, who have neglected colds and
coughs until they have become dangerous, will
rush to almost every nostrum for relief. This
is whv so many experiments are tried by the
sufferers. Go to your Druggist, buy a bottle
of W i.st a it's Balsam of Wild Cherry, and
use it with confidence.
It will benefit at once
and uniimately cure,
ii is no straw, it i- a cable well-tried, hold on to it and be saved.
oh cents and $l a bottle.
Sold by all drug-

erly.
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Miller sireet,
I'eirce,
disc.an lire. It originul
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hist week

Mis. Wilkin-on
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>u-

Generalities.

old fashioned hi ck oven,

an

-•

i.

Western paper, with peculiar standards of
value, -ays that potatoes are one cigar and a
drink of whiskey per bushel at Davenport.
A

>

work

■

S C; T li Seymour, llurd. Bangor; Clara.
Gross, Deer 1 le; Isabel, I a mum, Orland
Dec 4th, schrs Abbv Gale, Darby Boston; Earl,
Cunningham, do; Wm G Eadie, Ryder, Hurricane

•••

foundry, and on the four panels
■•■low ur
the tigures C
a monogram of the pron.-ioi
initials, and iunarms wielding sledge ham1 Hud;
a very j>retty show
mis, ai, done in gilt.

...

HRAR'DE'ETI',

BLACK GOODS!

F.bony Japanese Trays.

Nickel ami FIi.jiiv

>

ton,

houMe in Main Mi. t, opposite Congress
mk lire on Sunday but wuby Mn ii.
iuguisi'eil without the aid ol the lire department.
As*.

While

TAMISE,

POPUXff,

( loakiii“s and Shaw Is!

each.

on

DIARIES

•■■nee

tin.

MOHAIRS,
ORFToSSES,

/‘/AUOA .1 /’.d'i

GOODS !

«

.ugfrom

A I, RAC AS,

I'A'OIMEEI

FURNISHING

IS COMPIUE IN

I.INK

R.RII I.IA SEISES.

W OOI. YIUXONEH,

All.

PL Amy.,

•*

-•

le

DRESS GOODS

i- 1 loiisc;., i-Di
One Dollar Each-

BELFAST.

■

'..mm

!

|

Si :ui(ls,

-d

v ■

.<•1

I'HIS

CASHMERES.

a J’pops,

Travoliiny Baskets, SLOG
>

e

*

Variety.

Great

-1

:

-1

and Work Baskels,

Fancy
\V

1i

Black Hoods !

iu

C-
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I'hp attention of the

cacii.

Rockland,
Dirk,
the Hmida returning board has counted
Holloway's Pills and Ointment. For Wilson, Patterson, Bangor.
Sanborn
iDe Ed, schr. Clara, <.ro-- lm» r !-1«■ Isabel. Far
i Scurvy, Leprosy, and cutaneous di-eases they
in
the
electors
and
declared
the
ill*
.auk*_
Hayes
eveiitl.p. brought
! an* unrivalled. In places where these maladies
nuni, Orland.
Toilet Setts SiSJLOO cudi.
m
Dec 4th, schrs Helen M «’onden. McCarty, Bucks
n
llifee P a
i lie horse slipped
whole republican late ticket elected,
! are prevalent, the cures are marvellous, for the
and
Patter
Bosrhonianon;
ville.S
C,
Orion,
on,
j
i'1 I'lip
of
.jon
expulsion
bridge ir.-i'i and broke the
pimples, blotches, «fce., they are ton; Benj D Prince, Hall, Camden to load for PhilCEXTEXXIAL It I TTAX (UJOns,
iam m u.\
con 1 I1H NT.
ilt. I one.
unparalleled, and as a cosmetic the Ointment
P : kin- |
Wingacr-hoek, of
Oirsy KETTLES, ROSEWOOD WRirLXG
A W'.isiiington dispatch announces that
stands unequalled. Sold everywhere. 25 cents adelphia;to load for Baltimore; ngumjuit.
Sciota. .vulell, I dBangor
: building
v\ i..-d by Mrs. Thom
DESKS, Jirss/A WALLETS ,( BILL HOOKS,
worth.
the Democrats there are all eomidenee to- | per box or pot.
'•"d i.'-■'He lton,
wde-t.-nved by lire early
Dec th, schr Grape, Cousins, Roekpori.
“Keep 'em alive, keep'em alive,v said an old
Dec nth, schrs Gentile, Barter, Isle uu Haut; Ho.••ining’d i;.-! vv< •!.. i.'gather with luiy, day. and in high spirits.
for
Tuey are sure physician
to his young brother practitioner:
ward, Holt, do: Forest </;ii'eii. Robbins, Yiual Ha
I..
..u ui.d '•!her rutfJ•
Loss about ?7,000;
that iiiden will be the next President.
“dead men pay no bills."
Martha Emma, Burge.-s. do, bii_r Prince"
vein
Large Assortment.
-ur*-.I
.j:
:
in
lire
n
unkm
gin
llobbs, Granville. New York.
Their confidence alarms the Republican^.
Forty New Games for the children 115 ami 30 ceiil>
The best men in the country use Adamson's
i•
each.
a
Me-erve.v, of the urm oJ .J. < (ioJIVey
SAILED.
B ‘tonic Jia/sam. Governors, Bankers, Cleran* r.tirr.n: who .mlax- iu/sixess
You ne. or bought Goods so low. Price tin in and
<
h
hi .1 ut He
h.-arsarge Hmise,
gymen, Physicians. Lawyers, Merchants, MeNov doth, schr George E Young, Mason, >.» .niunah. judge Tor yourselves.
A
i democratic candidate tor elector in
-1..>• ut ii.
i
I.>e.
chanics, the high and low, Hie poor as well as
Dec dll, scars D K Arey, Curtis, Bath. P M Bon
j.urai v-i
aged -1«* year-,
WM. O. POOR & SON.
the rich, all testify to its remarkable curative
nie, Burgess, Carver’.- Harbor; Empire, Ryan, Bosu
Me-- a-v ua-•!! known in ibis city, which he
\ ermont cast his vote tor Tiiden
to-day, powers in Coughs,
IJeifast, Dec. 6, Kiro.—we.;
Colds and all Lung Dis- ton Oak Grove. Earrabeo, Searspor: : Fat oiia.
•it• ii 1 .-1Te i in t!..jut-'* of his business
Crockett, Rockland; Charlie Bucki, Foss, Charles
and will carry it to W ashington hansel!. eases. Price 25 ets.
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miss the opportunity to
in and
splendid assortment of
Xe\v and Desirable DKK88 GOODS for
Fall and Winter wear. Beautiful
Patterns, Great Variety and sell
ing VI K\ LOW !
not
sec our
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ju-e:

Ladies you should

Cassimeres and

A

that

lie
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$1.25

Ainm mi.
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For public speakers, siugers. and tor Son*
Throat, “Forest Tar Troches** are the best.

suspended,
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and
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at

65 Cents each.
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CroodLs!

CarpetingS

W eight

OVERCOATINGS
Ami
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Pills, Potions ami Pungencies.

AND

OVERCOATINGS

Mew Stoel£
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CALL A.\D >KE OUit

years.
In Sedgwick, \.
1th, < «d. Rowland Carl
>n,
3 earaged
In J iticolnx die, c,ov. ‘•i|h, M illiam .Mo nt
aged
year- and 10 mouth-.
in Rockland, Nr.v. •nth, Mr. Moody !
ThurJow,
aged on years, 1 month, ai day's.
In Rockland, Xov Xtli. Mr
Elizabeth, wife ot
doMah Orbeton, aged
v ears, s months,
d.i
In I homaston, Nov. -•'.th, Mi
Eli i, wife..! ii .a. ;
Beder bales, aged .<i yr:ie.
lu West Caiiideu. N'ov
'lib, Mr a I vdia, wife ,.|
•lame- Briggs, aged 7" v> :ti
At Green's Landing Deei I |e. net.
th, I li .1
only daughter ot .John and Su-'an 3b 1 lonald, aaed
If. > ear
11 months a. dav
In 1'anklin, Xov. 10th, John 31. ."1111111, aged
month
V.'dax
..11 cd John >
ami it. 31.
wars,
Srnit I
In
arh 1 i'ev.-r, I raukiin,
.aribnu, Jo,-. ; 1, «.f
d
ear.
Ollly "oil of Flo 'a S. .1 tul Ri! I.i I*. (i oud, a
and T moot In.

f irs

have been bought late in tlie season and
for CASH at a great reduction in prices,
they are now offering their F.XTIRF
STOCK at figures so low that the closest
buyers cannot help buying and go
A WA\ WKLL PI. LAS ID.

bought

comprise* all the LATI 1ST
Stylos „f SITTINGS.

Stock

Corporation.

If you Uvi not wish

Y

R

-A N T)-

Which

My

•'Hid

n oi !<.»%. .i.i
city, Nov. '1th, < airenc. 11.,
;li s amt » month
’onant, aged n
In Seal-; mo at N.u iith, Abraham Goodins
.-.1

..
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■

lowing questions

Aye

just received their I.AUGK STOCK of Fall
and Winter

Fall and Winter

X

in-amt

Have

Have Just Received their Full
Assortment of

petition.

>TOC’k Ifi >Li >KHS •!' the Belfast Foundry
npHK
A. < ompany are hereby notified to meet at the of

In this
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Better

a

that will defy Com-
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rand .Viilrul I Intel. New York, was iHo
tir-l leadin'! hotel to reduce and .schedule ils
rales according t the location of ils room
Il
ii 'W charges §J..'iO and jd.oo per day
The

hundred and

on*

Wtiiiicii

ium.

Wallace

I

111

Im Al.i.int.K

and the excitement is intense.

At the

if -.id of I allied laiitei

men,

pen bed in the il
hniTor stricken,
1

BELFAST, MAINE.
Particular attention given to (.'01,1.1:0 1 in«;
wrtM,.
Prompt attention given to
Communications by mail.
f»m52.

...

nl'the 1 rino-Gciiiial < M'gaiis.aro Ihorniighmired by Urx Cs Bkmuig aid the
-oil
iv-toivd to health.

h

]

trotn the ruins

ive.i<*<1

t:tilit*ii that, a:
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I have Just Received

81 Main Street,

Ek W. Burkett I Cs.

AT-

Street, (uver l'. ii. Sargent's Store,)

and Co.nvky

hi Sea: -tic, \ m, noth, by N. 1’. beau, IX.j., Mr.
William A. Knight and Eucv !'• l.ti--c']. both oi
Searsmont.
In Northporl, N " Dili, Mr. 1 !a\el n. 3 ouag ot
1 Jncolnville, and Miss Alma E. Heal ot Searsmont.
In Rockland, !>• v .>ih, at the ivshh-nci of I'heo
dore Simonton, E-.j
b\ Rex. .1.
blai.-, Mr. William .1. < 'olbnnt, of I oh uo, < »hi->, and 31 i
trit E.
Anderson, of Rockland.
in Ellsworth, Nov. \Mth, In John \\ Armstrong
and 3liss Maria A. Davis, both of Ellsworth.
in 3.1 r. Desert. Xov. Dotli, Mr. Winlieid >. Smallidee of Ml. De-. it, and 31Xs Clara
Tracy o:
Eden.
in Gonld-boro, Nov. id'll, Mr. Welch .Moore and
Miss Mary R. t’oi, both of Gouldsboro.
In Rockland Xov. ‘.'th, Manfred Fhillbr. >: ..1
Ida M. Lane, both of Rockland.
In Kockport, Xov. T-'d, 3Ir. Edward H. i’ipei
:.
Miss Hattie F. .Spear, both of Kockport.
in Brussels, Belgium, Oct. MM, Cupt. Edward t
Colley and Emma B. .'. tern both of Thomastin.

I >
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Fail ami W inter

port.
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In this city, 1 »ec. .\t, by Ke\.J. A. Ross, Mr. An
brey G. Spencer and Mr Sarah A. Eaton, both of
be hast.
In Northpnrt, < V.. “,oth. Mr. \ inal IE Richard- ot
Eincolnville, and A1 is Eovina Merchant of North

bright.
\

1

eiil \ li

|

Attorney I Counsellor at Law, GOODS !

M A KRi Ell

tie whole system i kept in a healthy condition by taking III si'
Ki .uuiv.
Dropsy,
Bright's l lisease, B iduey, Bladder and Glandular Complaints, 1 liiilicics, (i ravel, incontinence
and Reieulion oi l ine, Intemperance and Dis-

mi-sing.
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and children pen shed in the Games.
1 illy bodies have thus far been taken nut
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the great aelm Murdock
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citing Boston, cither

A day to .&s*enta canvassing for
Terms and outfit free. Hi nt &
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land, Mass.

spOmoslo

I lie Grand Central Hotel, New d ork inainlain: ils famous reputation as a model lirst class
Ml and
house. Its reduction from §4.011 to
c l.on per day make; il more popular limn ever.
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To all who an suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &e., I will send a recipe that will
cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Seoul a self-addressed envelope to tin? Ri;\ Jost-trii
T. Inman, Station Dt Bible House. Sen: York (it;/.

business or
pleasure, cannot lind better accommodations
limit at that long established and popular first
la-.s hotel, the •‘American.”on Hanover Street,
it is located in the centre of the city, and eoni.-iiicnt to all poiutsof interest.

inn | terrible c;ilaniily in
lby l:i. 11,n P.ronklyn TheaI Ire loo!; lav during the progress of a. play.
! lie I an! }\ the panic became Iearlnl.
The
(•.‘He
upon 1 lie street lo-d.iy are reported
aheartrending. Over one lint id red luen,
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next.

Postscript.

tile

i: t*

yourself? Should you allow eager aud unscrupulous politicians to over-ride your own nobler
judgment and thrust it upon you? Finally, do

you suppose that in an office so won, and needas
ing so much popular respect, if not popular support, to give it either dignity or authority, you
✓nrhe view from the top of Castle’s tall chimney, OJ 1 could exert any appreciable inlluence in behalf
of any of the causes which you and all good
f eet high, is very grand. You’ll have to take the remen have at heart.
port- r’- word for it, for lie- was the last one on the
^op previous to taking down the staging, Tuesday.®
A boy, writing a letter to his sister
Andrew !•;. Clark, Republican councilman from said
“Sarah Jane Gibbs is dead and tier
W urd one, previous to election made a bet of an
mother’s got twins. They are girls, and
oyst*
supper for the Belfast city government with
this is awful line weather l'or ducks
A. K. i\ Moore, Democratic councilman from \\ .ml
tiiivo, on the State election of New York. On the
Sown in the Mouth.
'urnmeut ol tin- Board on
Monday evening hist,
Where there is a continual dropping down inthey rrpare.I to the oilier anti- room of the Odd Felto tlie hack of the mouth, with irritation and iulows hall, and parlouk
the oysters at Mr. Clark’s
flammalion of the nasal cavities and throat,
expense.
with hawking, spitting, and a sense of fullness
about the head, be not deceived or fancy il a
A
the holidays draw near the more
enterprising
01 our local dealers
simple cold. Von are afflicted with that scourge
prepare for that event bv stock
of this climnic. atarrii, the forerunner of Conoig up, and announcing the same by advertising.
sumption. In its early stages a few bottles of
Of this number is the linn of \V. o. Poor & Son,
Ur. Sage's atarrii Remedy will effect an entire
who are always up with ihe lime
They have the cure. When continued. I>r. Pierce's Golden
t
Medical Discovery should be used in connection
assortment of hi.lidayjjoods to be found in
'.mp
with l lie
These standard medicines
tlo city, ol every tyb- and variet v.
People about have beenRemedy.
before the public many years, and
to purchase holiday gilts should give them a call, as
tii. 'r use lias been attended with the most gratthey sell among the cheap e-'t. \\ e also call attenifying success. A full discussion of Catarrh and
tion to the hat, o..j» and
lurmshingjgoods display by it rational treatment is contained in "The Peo1. VY. if miey. Mr. H. D a
young man just engaging ple':- ,million Sense Medical Adviser,’- a hook
in busine-, and takes the
right course to succeed of over nine hundred pages, illustrated with
two hundred and eighty-two engravings, bound
’ive liim a
all.
in clotli and gilt, price, post-paid, SlAO.
Address, Publishing Department. World' DDpen
-ary. Buffalo, N. J.
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itb most gone.

Monday evening
1 he stray baby, left on Mr. Bean’s
door-step,
narrated in another paragraph, died on
Tuesday,

ember ol the dying year.
retiring caller—“ shut the door.”

December—the last
1 ast word to

leap year, and

The next dance of the Young Folks assemblies

good soup?

a

Toilet Articles and Perfumes

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

To be found in the city, constantly on band.
McClintock Block, next door beyond Dr. Moody’s
A. A. HICKS.
Drug Store, up stairs.
Belfast, Nov. 22,1876.—4w2l

Hayford Block, Church St.,
BELFAST.

Buy

Your

Thick Boots!
—AT THE—

Hayford

Block Shoe Store.

The Belle of the Ball.
E\

W. ?l.

A Western editor met

a

well educated farmer j

Centaur

recently, and informed him th:;l lie would !:!.
to ha\e something from his pen.
Tim farmer
>ent him a pig and charged him £11.7.3 for it.

ril.VLD.

^ ears—years ago—ere yet my dreams
Had been of being wise and witty
Lie ! had done with writing themes,
< >;
yawn'd o’er this infernal C'hitt\ ;
V' .us. ear.' .ago, while all my jo\
Were in my fowling piece and tilly;
In short, white i was jet a boy,
I tel! in love with Laura Lilly.

T!ci i> the intelligent manner in which the
Loudon court Journal presents an American
item to its readers: ••The. girls of the Mo, in
Missouri, are so sweet that poets speak of them
as Mo-lasses.”

«•

A man in liiideford thought to head oil' a
running sheep the other day, and so threw a
broad axe at him. He was‘successful, for the
blade of the axe struck the sheep in the neck
and cut his head clean oil'.

I saw her at a country ball;
There v lien the sound of flute and liddle
have signal sweet in that old hall,
< >f hands across and down the
middle,
H ci s was the subtlest spell by lar
< >f all that sets
young hearts romancing
Sin* was our queen, our rose, our star
\ud when stic danced—oh,heaven,her dancing:

A

Kalamazoo woman being told, while in
church, that a divorce had been granted her,
begin to -mg, at the top of her voice, 4,My
country Mis of thee, sweet land of liberty.”

Hark w.i< her hair, her hand was whit;
Her voice was exquisitelv tender.
Her eyes were full ol liquid light,
1 never aw a waist so slender;
Her every look, her every smile,
> hot right and left a score of
arrows;
I thought ’twas Venus from her isle,
1 wondered where she'd left her sparrows.

lay pain,
Hi

larger

a

INCOKL’OKATKD 18:55.

Wo have

range of !

the 27

of the worst kind

by the

cured

are

White Centaur

Liniment.

destroy the pain and li«*ai without a
all ordinary Burns and Scalds. It will extract

For CATARRH

the

MEETS THE WANTS OF THOUSANDS.

Frozen

(ie/itlfinin, -We have sold >ANF<>1» DM It ADIDAI. Cl UK for nearly one year, ami can say candidly Thai \v«* never sold a similar preparation that

gear

leave Boston

poison of

Bites and

New & Fashionable Colors!

and the frost from

THE

PENOBSCOT,

Tongues

FALL

utiincoui

Lar-aciie,
Eruption*.

Mr. .Josiah Westake, of' Marysville, ib, writes
We have to learn
gave such universal sati-luetiop.
“For years my Rheumatism has been so bud that
llie lirst complaint yet.
1 hu\ e been unable to stir from the house. The first
We are not in the habit ol recommending patent j
three bottles of Centaur Liniment enabled me to
j medicine*!, but \our preparation meets the wants of walk without my crutches. 1 am mending rapidly.
j thousands, and we think those utllicted should be
1 think your Liniment simply a marvel.”
; convinced of it great merit, so that their .*• uttering
r 11. Bennett, Druggist, Rock Prairie, Mo., says:
\\
have been in the drug busines-.
I vv ill he r. liev d.
for the pu-i twelve years constantly, and sold ever;
“Centaur Liniment sells better and give the best
thing for Catarrh, hut yours leads all tin* rest. If
u‘.isiHction of anything in the market.”
> ou see proper you can use this letter or am pari ol
it that you wi-di.
\
What the Centaur Liniment has done for others
ry truly yours,
S. D. ISA X 1'WI.N X CD
a will do for you.
It is handy, it is reliable, and it
\\ holcsale and lletail Dealer-! in Drug
IPooks and
i'
cln-up.
.Stationery, Washington, Ind., 1 h. ; ]*•..

—a r, Si o—-

GREAT

| x

Plaid Dress Goods!

Dry Cod

'mis tlu* daughter ot a dean,
Kich, tat, and rather apoplectic,
he had one brother just thirteen,
Whose color was extremely hectic
Her grundmoth -r, lor many a year,
Had lid the parish with her bountv
Her second cousin was a peer,
And lord-lieutenant of the county.

■

6,000 FEET ABOVE

idie following ie-iinuml d-: are from Mi
i: ..Id).
liosAoiini X «'•»., Diver.
large and inihn-ntial
druggists. They report unprecedentedly large sales
and universal -ati-faction. X<> olln r disea a i- so
alarminglv prevalent in that region, i h* > peak of
tile tallowing gentiduen a- among heir be« t c\i i ;.• ns

But title* and the three pi r cents,
And mortgages, and great relations,
And India bonds, and tithe* and rent
< 'ii! what ;ire
they to love's sensation*
Black eye.-, fair forehead, clustering locks,
■'•itch wealth, such honor- ( 'lipid choos« ?;
U* cat e- as little for I lie -locks.
As Baron Bothschild for the muses.
J

SORELY
0.1, -swori
wmpled I.V a ft

And she was flatter'd, worsl.ipp'd. b..red.
Her teps were watch'd, her die- was
iipoodle dog was ijiiite adored,
Her sayings were extremely quoted
lie laugh d, and every heart whs glad
As if ilit- taxes were abolish'd.
tie frown'd, and « very look vvaA: it the i.pt a wen demolish’d.

1

lo\ e w as like most ot her lowlittle glow, a little shiver,
rosebud and a pair of glove-.
And “f ly .Not y t*i," upon tin* it r;
due jealou-y ot -ome one’s heir,
‘■••me hopes ol dying broken hearted,
miniature, a lock oi' iiair,
I he usual vowand then \\e parted.
A

\\

months and year- roll'd by
y\
met again four summers after;
*ur parting was all sob and sighnir meeting was all mirth and laughter.
t oi hi my heart’s most secret cell,
1 ht-iv bad been many other lodger-;
And she was not the ball room belle.
But only Mrs.—Something— Bogers.
•-

j
j

j

«

All the varieties of fresh ti-it

out

Demur,

The happiness of the human race depends
upon little acts of kindness in everv-day life.
They are the .seasoning of existence, and give
the flavor without which life would not In*
worth living.
When one sin is admitted il is generally found
that it has a companion waiting at the door;
and the former will work hard to gain admission for the latter.
pretty reply of a French mother: "Which
children do you love must!"
AI wav>
the one that i> absent."
A

y our

*•

Wealth, alter aP, i> a relative thing, since in
that has little and wants less j< richer than he
that has much hut wants more.
Kindness is the music of good will to men.
and on that harp the smallest linger may
play
Heaven's sweetest tunes on earth.
The Lord's prayer is never objected to. It
awakens skepticism. Ami so of tin* parable of the Prodigal soi;- in its spirit ami intent
it escapes criticism, and has the world'.', belief,
'he great npiest niut.i ve of ml pi v, Jv itig A grippi, confessed that Paul had almost persuaded
him to be a f'hristian. Vet Paul had made no
formal lutements as to what < hiislianily i-.
it was in the very air radiant in»m tin apostle's tone and bearing. |Pe\. it. li. Pullman.
never

Tin: lii u v nr rm. Sky. It is a strange
how little, in general, people know about
tile sky.
it
tin* part of nvalinn in which N' iture lias done more lor llie sake of pleasing
man, more lor the -ole and evident purpose ol
talking to him and teaching him, Ilian in any
other of her works, ali i it is ju-l tlie part ill
which we least attend l-i her. There are not
many of her other works in which some more
material or essential purpose than the mere
pk u-ing oi man i- not answered in evcrv part
ol llieir orgaoi/atioii; Inti every essentjai purp .sc ol the -ky might, as tar as we know, lie
answer! ’I. it uin-e in three days or (hereabouts,
a great, blank, ugly ruin-cloud was broken
up
over tin- bine, ami everything well watered,
and so ltd! blue again until the next time, with
perhaps a tilm ol morning and evening mist for
dew. But, instead of litis, there is not a moment ol any dav ol our lives when Nature does
not produce scene after scene, picture alter
picture, glory utter glory, working -still upon
such exquisite and constant principles of the
most perfect beauty, that it is quite certain ii
is aii done for us, intended for our
perpetual
pleasure in the Great Being who made all, ail
worlds.
Bui lew Christians reproduce Hitt feeling of
children towards a parent in respect to trust.
They believe in God upon visible evidence.
Prosperity makes them trustful. Trouble leaves
them without a ray of quiet light. .Men trust
in God when they are in health, in
strength,
when successful in their affairs, or when surrounded by all that heart can wish. When
sick, alone, baffled in their business, vexed and
troubled, hemmed in and shut up. they ta 1
away from eoulidence, and go into despair.
Vou can leave your affairs to God when they
go well; ran von when they go ill?
Volt can
rest quietly in God's bunds when you are in
health; can you when sick? You call trust
your family with God when you are comfortable and happy; can you when you arc perplexed how to get along, and your children are
sick, and longjjiek?
But what is a trust in God good foi lhat departs when you need it, and comes again only
when you can get along without it? H'hat is a
-hip good for that is safe in a harbor but unsafe
oil the ocean?
What is a sail good lor that is
sound in a calm, hut splits in the lirst wind?
What patience is that which only lasts when
there is nothing to hear? Courage, when there
is no danger; limitless, where is no pressure;
hope, when everything is before the eyes;
what are all these worth? But such is' Hie
trust which most Christians have in God.
!l
lias no virtue in it.
it is like a lighthouse that
burns only in daylight, and is extinguished at
sundown. 1 Beecher.
'1 he National Hoard of Fire Underwriters
lias undertaken to ascertain the losses by
lire caused by fireworks on the ;!d and 4th
ot July of flic present year.
The amount
of damages reported by insurance com-

panies is $164,674 16. Of the loss $73,204.09 was caused by fireworks, $48,127.86 by lire crackers and $33,242.22
by gun
wads. Tlie committee are of opinion that
it is nut tin extravagant statement that
every dollars’ worth oi lire crackers imported into this country lias occasioned a
loss by lire of more titan one hundred dollars.
They recommend that efforts be
made to secure from Congress a bill
prohibiting tlie importation of Chinese lire
crackers.
experienced lady observes that a
good way to pick out a husband is to see
An

iiow patiently tlie man waits for dinner
when it is behind time.
Her husband remarks that a good way to pick out a wife
is to see whether tlie woman has dinner

in time.

A bashful young man while out

driving

with the “dearest girl in the world,” the
other day, had to get out and buckle the
crupper, and hesitatingly explained that
the animal’s bustle had come loose.”

as

the

“My horse

in three

country in

following

lame for u year with a fetlock
wrench. AH remedies utterly Vailed to cure and 1
considered him worthless until I commenced to use
Centaur Liniment, which rapidly cured him. I hearts
lv re :ommend it.
“Kl V. GFO. W FF.KKIS.
“Mauorville, Schoharie Co., N. V
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| For CATARRH.
back

l!» effects

COLLINS'

no

are more

Ss

.1/1 .'■>•/•>*. JTri/.s
r;. ntii-tn n,— On.* tear
ago 1 was seized with a s«*\« r. attack ol‘ Rheumatism
in my right hip, to which 1 was subjected. 1 tried
tin* various liniments and rheumatic cures, but without the least benefit, when my son, a
druggist, suggested one of yoiirL'oi,i.i.\>' ’foi.i.ur Pj.astmks.
I he ‘‘fleet was almost magical, for, to inv grateful
surprise, I was almost immediately well again, and
was able to work upon my farm as
usual."whereas,
before the application oi the Plaster. 1 could do noth
mg, and every step gave me pain. A few week<
'Hire, one year from the first attack, the oisea-e re.
turned, and I am happy to say the second Plaster
proved as ellieacious as the tirsf, and ! am now well.
.My wife wishes me to add that one Plaster has caret!
of a very lame bark. \\
think there is nothing
in the world of remedies that ran
compare with the
<
>i.i.i\s* \ OI.I AF
IT.am Hi;- f,.r Rheumatism and
bniiie Hark, and cheerfully recommend t'n-m to tie
siitfering. Yours very respectfully.
Orlattd, Me., June f., ism. icon KIM rulTn\.
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READY rOH AGENTS-

f HE

CrHTtMNiAL £XPOSITION
DESCRIBED AMD ILLUSTRATED.

Men’s Youths’ &

Boys’

vJ.

non
o -JU

The Little Rock
and Fort Smith

*iutt<’r!rk\s Fat terns
login s free to all.

SALE

Tanning Lands, Crazing Lunds,
Lands, Coal Lands, Wood Lands,

Fruit Lands, N ine>ome Prairie Lunds
Bottom Land>, and 1.plands, on term* tomtit
file liiiriliMNei'. Nix per cent interest on deferred payments.
Ten per cent discount tor
cash. For full particulars,
maps and pamphlets, ap
pis to w. ■». ML At’I* Fund Commissioner, Little Pock, Arkansas.

il sells taster than any other book. One Agent sold
,1 copies in one day.
1 bis is tin* only authentic and
complete history published. Send lor our extra terms
to agents, .nation ai Pt'Blisiii.ng Co., Philadel
phia, Pa.

tivisii

No. 54 Main St.
I At the Old Stand of llersey & Woodard. |
it a T'h«* reports of Fashions regularly received and

Belfast, Sept, t'd,

UoubsellerR and Unitioaeij,,

& CO,
SLOTfi, WOODMAN
.fluniif.iiiiireTR,

R.R. HIGGINS & CO.
WholesaleDealers & Planters of

PROVIDENCE

ANOTHER

The

Baby Soap,

made

:tml steady work for one
two enterprising men
W
UVW I *1 ■ or women in each county.
Particulars tree. Send $.'{.00 for out lit worth
Address .J. LATHAM Sc C<-i Hi Washington street,
Boston, Mass.

ll 8 11111

I.oaued
1

fill

"i*

PROFITS FROM
contract in ‘JO

on one

RIVER

OYSTERS,

Ncs. 128 & 130 Court St., Boston.
W* arc selling our PROVIDENCE RIVER
from their beds every day, for
OYSTERS,
$1.20 per gallon, solid. Also, wo have a large stock
o»* NATIVE OYSTERS, by the barrel, at the
|0w
est rmaket prices. Norfolk and Virginia

Oysters

90 els. per

gallon

STOCK CONTRACTS
the privilege plan always ensures a good return ;
often ten times the investment in as many days.
Send for information and the “Hew Brcitona.’Tree.
coll at'd
, T. POTTER WIGHT &
Stock Brokers. )
:t5 \\ all Street, New York.
on

solid.

uic.i

is

Wanting Buaineia that will pay Nure, do
uof d«*lay, but send for our Hfew Circular*
of Work for 1877 before* engaging elnew liere,
Old and non- ageiitu will tiud it to their intrr••at to apply at once toll. L. (JU1CRNSKY, Pub.,
Concord, N. H.

STORY

Centrally
111,800
Is,Ido

.2/0010
20,U>0 00

no
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Straw, Felt Hats and Bonnets in every
Style.
Ribbons, Feathers, Flowers,
Wings, Velvets, Hlain amd Corded
in all Colors.

Silks

Mi

i

••

/b

I

*■

Very Nice,

l'l.AHK CAI L BKI Dili-

ITia il \■;i

c

iO /> (>X

s kt.

GEO.

...

I

TUT

BAILEY,

!
I

I lioiua.->
li mi.I.
James I'najuai)-,
11«*in*y \ S|i ;m.
Jolla II. (i tierw i.i.o,
.V Parker Sliormy.
A ndrew W laeor,
I liomas ( lydf
Samuel I..
William «lloultou.
F.dvvard 1 larlirigton,
11. Jones Brooke,
F.dward 1 afoui cade,
iacoh Hiegel,
1 hos. B. ‘-hot. s|jiir>.

Bi

Hast, October 3,

H. H.
Ls?u.

JOHNSON & CO.
till

til

K\

Cutlery, Window Glass,

l.'i I Hi

Nails, Carriage Stock, Agricultural Tools, Skates,

ATWOOD,

mi

tu

t

the

Ri Commercial Street, Huston,
are

selling

lar-e

PROVIDENCE RIVERS

Safe

coming

season, we

promise

97

daily, at $l.\‘o per gallon, solid.
VIRGINIAS Ht $1.00 per gallon. Also, PkOVI*
DENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS i»
our

the shell

work in 1'lllST Cl,ASS STYLE,

Hiikiii"

ess
Ladies

as

by the

1STo- 11 Ivlain Street.
ir.tr

Mrs. R. Sheldon

or

barrel.

lop. l.MPKOVINO

The

Complexion.

This preparation is the same used
by the Ladies of “Circassia,” whose
complexions are world-famed. It will
not injure the skin, but change the most swarthy to
whiteness.
lily
Prepared irom the Orignal Kecipe
by MISS MIKA WENTWORTH, Portland, Price,

Fifty Cents. Sold in Belfast bv U. II.
Poor and Rose Sheldon & Co., and
tfK*

generally.

Moody, W.

Miss
11A VIX (i

BOSTON
WITH A

New Lumber Yard

NICK LINK OK

Fall and. Winter

Foot of Main Street

near

.*

«

Swan,

o
IH

w

I
|
!

William F. Could,
William (L Davis,
W. H. Anderson,
|
L. D, M. Sweat,
)
Aimer Coburn, Skowhegan,
Anson P. Morrill, Keadlield,
Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

1

Depot.

FRANK
25

MILLER,

Albany Street, Boston, Mass.,
Opposil*- Album

Maine,

ln-pot.

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR

A. D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

sell at prices the very lowest,
Hemlock Timber, per M.,

as

t

below

$10.50
$10.00 to 10.50
$0.50 to 0.00
$8.00
$« 00 to lo.oo
1.75
and
1.00
$1.25, 1.50,
Good Spruce Shingles, per M.,
$1.50
to2l.00
$12.00
Spruce Clapboards,
4c to 10c
Gutters, per loot,
Boards,
Spruce Joist,
Plank,
Boards,
Cedar Shingles,

OYSTE RS

I have in stock. Ash Lumber (Planed and Jointed,) Hard Pine Flooring, Cedar Posts, 0, 8, 10 and
12 ft.. Laths, Cement, Lime, Hair, etc., which can
be sold at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
M. R. COOPER.
Stf
Belfast, August, 1870.
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Paints,OiIsOc

\ aniivlh

PUKE LEAD AND OIL
J. X. MAS l li V A S( >.V IS ;..|y .MaJc
Painting inl.-rior :,ml evtermr ,<i' 11«»n
before purGta-:,
Pence-, N;i. ( all an,!
wtif.
<

K. .1. MOE1SON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast,

...

1

1

la'iniia*

tin*

on

\aiur«‘.

I'reatmem, and ICadical cure of M ini
eakness, or Sj.enmitorrlnea, inby Self .Vlm.se, Involuntary l.m
issions, I mpotency, Nervous Debility, and Impedi
ments to Marriage general!} ; Con-umption, lij.il- |sv, and Fits ; Mental and 1'hv-ieal I ncapaeit ■. \.
liy IbHiF.i; I .1. ru.\ I'.IHVI I.I., M, D ;ni: h.M
t he “»ireen Hook," &c.
Tile world-renowned author, iu this admb-abbHectare, clearly proves from his own e\jieri--i:-'.

SOI KM’

that the awful con-e-jnenees ol S 11 A1 u
!-.
nia
ellVctually removed without medicine, and without
in-t runo ut
lings, or cordial-; pointing out a mode of cur. at
once certain ami effectual, by which e\er\ -ntlcrer,
no matter what Ids comlitiou may he, ma\
un
him
-elf cheaply, privately and radically.
t
U-tr This i.ertii/•/* n ili pron it />
t
mi</ thousmu/s.
Sent, under seal, iu a plain envelope, to .tie. ad
di
s, ,t|, receipt of-l\ cent-, or IU o J.o-|.i:-- -t.iliip
A ddress,
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March

dangerous,surgical operations, bougie-,

41 Ann St

St., Bostoi

Opposite Ruvm'© Ileus©.

Silllt lf l-.'i

1
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•.

1

This Hook also contains More than
Prescriptions for the above named
oilier diseases, each one worth more
the price of the ho t
At o, ttn.itln-r .al.i il>b .. »*1" »n.
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WADLIN& MERRILL’S
H8

ALT

MAIN

STREET.

I

know
ouch

tll**-«• U ho hill e tested the in. du ul
properties and recoinmeiuted theu-eot Adam-oirC’OUgh Haisam, are of the highe-i -t.Hiding iu tlu-uitieient ea.tr.iutee
community, and ought to I-ol this popular medicine
names ,,i

Druggists

and Dealers.

eOUt-UiOS

u>

TOWLE'S
PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
all tin inn si
Kni.i mv
1 IISI.A-I S
1 is \|
SAI 1 Kill-. I VI, (’A
nil
‘licenses
th<
and
the
umf
Skin,
if
greatest l’»i.o«*n
l‘i i'.n i-.i; ever discovt r« d.
A'utireh; I -/< tal>!.. I nMmn 0 Vet It run I ill III II
ternal and external list:.
rase of failure.
II. 1*. KOWI.K .Si (’*»., Montreal
and Boston. Sold everywhere, £ 1 a bottlr. <.n«l
tor Pamphlets
eo\\ i’.mos i j

WAKKANTKD u perfh
/onus ol 1'U.KS, LMM'.osv,

t curt

m

i;*»i « i..\,
A lilt II. K 1I».N I. 1
>

Belfast

Savings

Bank.

KKMOVKD to their new Banking Boom
in Custom House .Square, are prepared to r«eeive deposits, placing the same on interest ou tin
lirst days ol June, July, August andSept« mb*r, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, t he lirst Mondays *.t Julie
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,)from n L» 1-* A. AL, and g to 4 l*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at l .\ noon.
ASA FAUNCK, Prest.
John H. Qpimbv, Treas.
Belfast June8th 1874.
tf

Iron Ware!

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD,
Successor to Dr. 0. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand of
Dr. Moor**, corner of Church and

FOR SALE AT

D.

A.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

HOUSEKEEPERS.
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SOLICITOR

OF

PATENTS

For luvenlioiis, Trail** Marks
No. 7G State
an

!

H. EDDY

R

A IKK

i’ATI A

or

llrsii'iis,

St..opposite Kilby St.,Boot.-

extensive

practice of upwards

o.

Patents ii. tlie l
A years,continues to
States; also in Great Britain, France, ami other
secure

m

countries.
Caveats, Specifications, A
meuts, and ail papers for Patent s executed on r* »
able terms, with despatch. Kesearches made I.
termiue the validity and utility of Patents of 1 u
tions, and legal and other advice rendered n
the same. ( opi«*s of t he claim
matters
any patent furnished I remitting one dollar. A
signrnents recorded in Washington.
So Agency in the Vnitett States possesses snpei
facilities for obtaining I’ahnts or ascertaining
patentability of incentions.
All necessity *>t a journey to Washington to pi
cure a Patent, ami the usual great delay there,
here saved inventors.

touching

Spring Streets. Has all the latest
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in
eluding
TESTIMONIALS.
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
"I regard Mr. FMdy as one of the most capable a >
by which the process Is rendered much less painful
aiid tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert- successful practitioners with whom 1 have had i:
licial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer,
ComVr of Patents."
lie has the country right for the us** of
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors tlm
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
cannot
a
man
employ
more'competent amt tr"Particular attention given to making ami inserting they
worthy and more capable of putting their apple
tf46
artificial teeth.
tions in a form to secure for them an early andfu' >'
-—

J. D. TUCKER, Proprietor.
Coaches to convey passengers to anil from the cars
and bouts.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the

House.

Belfast, Sept. 23,1875.—tfl 3

Payers of Soarsmont

To the

Piano for Sale !

ATTENTION ! !
S. MILLER, Collector.
Soarsmont, Nov. 1876.—3wtff*

<•

eign

DE XT TISTRY!

Matthew 5th Chapter; Verses 25 and ‘-'(I.

>

UAVK

GRANITE

These flavors maintain the highest standard of ex’
cellence, and with the great care given to their manufacture, are guaranteed to be fully equal, if not superior to any in the market. For Sale by Grocers. Address orders to STETSON & WOOD, HOCommercial
.*lraos22
Street, lloston.

*•

<

l'»«fore purchasing your goods. There you will
lind General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Row.
tf42
April 20 1875.

Standard Fruit Flavors.
Warranted Strictly Pure &. Unadulterated.
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M. R. COOPER’S
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GEO. 0. GOODWIN, Sole Acjt., Boston.
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IMPORTANT CAUTION.
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by druggists
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HERRIMAN WARM1NGT0N&i

.None are .genuine unless tin- *ignatureot .J. 11 \ v
imm'k, as agent for the l nited States, *iirr.»umleaeh box of Pills, and ointment. A handsome r>-|
ward will be given to any one rendering such inbu !
niation as may haul to the detection of any party or i
parties counterfeiting the medicines or vending tiesame, knowing them to he spurious.
CASold at the manufactorv of Professor ILm i.
wav it Co., New York, and
by all re-j.ectal.b- dm.
gists and deal, rs in medicine thmughour tin-ei
i/.ed world, in boxes at ... cents, : cent and
:.oo
each.
-There i- considerable saving bv taking th
larger sizes.
N. B.
Directions tor the guidance of patiei.t- i.i
ev»-ry disorder are affixed to each ho\
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THE OULVERWfLL MEDICAL CO.,

OFFICE,
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diet.
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world tor the lollouing do.-a-e*
Ague, \ dim i.
Bilious Complaints, Blotehes oil tin- .‘-kin, Bowel
< 'onsmnption.
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Debility, I >n»psy Dysentei Ilas, female Irregularities, Pes ei s ol all kind-. Pit-,
flout, Headache, Indigestion, Intlammuti.-u, Jauu
dice, Liver Complaints, Lumbago, Piles, Bht-iima
1 n,
ti-m, Beteiitiou of urine, Scrofula or king
Sore 'Throats, Stone and Crawl, l ie I loulouive x,
l
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Paints, Oils,'Varnishes,

H. & R.

1876.

MILLINERY

Castings, &c.
Win. IT. Hutchings
No. CO Main Street, Belfast.
AGENT.

.lust u-turned Iroiu boston, solicit the attention ot their friends anti customers
to their lull line of

having engaged

1876.

Sled

A N J)

And

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Paints, Oil-', Class, lice. No. At Main
tf'H
Street, Belfast, Me.
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B. F. WELLS.
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Belfast, Feb. 15, l,s7d.
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ordered, also, that the SCI: 11* t KIM I KKliOKlIS ot I lit* Companv, for the
ending October ’ll, In.", be redeemed' in CASH,
.it tin office of the Company, on and after 1st he
ember proximo, all interest thereon to cease on
that day. 4.® Hv a provision of the charter, all ( ercrieate- of Scrip not presented for redumption within live year
after public notice that they will he re
deemed, shall be fafeiv. (and cancelled ee t/i, /loot: ;
Vi the Coitijhinif.
cert id, at, of i,rojii s? i -tied muter
tin Ac! <f fncor/n.ration,
\o (\ rt(finite yfuiil i*oi,
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New Hardware Store!

ADI i s please call and < xumine our Fail Slock.
i he best assortment in the city.
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Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good (bollard upon the premises. For further particulars ap
ply to the subscriber.
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
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H. JOHNSON & CO.
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ley, consisting of acres grass land
with House, 111. Wood-house and
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Estate

Sale!

.77

.”.'7,000

tie-

ol

Disorder of the

an an acre of land.
located, corner of Court

Valuable Real

l20,00ooo

/;

High

and Park Streets; has a small barn
in connection, also cistern, good
well of water, fruit trees, etc. The house has been
tilted to accommodate two families, and has all conveniences for such.
Person wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. V.i Court
Street.
ttd
2Belfast, duly *'0, kS7ti.

oo
oo
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on

Hoist: with

VTWO
quarter of
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They have also declared a SCIH1* hlYIhKNh of
l olM Y I'l l; CKN 1 on the KAlCM.D KUK.Mll MS
lor the year ending October ::l, ls.'il, certitieates of
which will be issued to the parties entitled to the
same, on and after He- 1st hecember proximo.

only one-hull' flic price they
In ! season, c tin I low•

Worth last

Invite their friends and the
CO,
public to call and see them at
,mt'
13 Phenix Row.

Men s Women

call wit

collaterals,
u (Mice,

tlou.-f

iuv

House for Sale.

j

Kll ll.AM I'll! A, November s, l>7f,.
1 he Hoard ul hi rectors have this dtiv declared a
CASH hi VI1 >1A 1) ,|| I'KN I*K1J CKM. on the
< AKIT.AL STOCK, and Sl\ l*Elt CI-iNT. Interest
on I he St IHI' of tin- ( Ompany, payable on and alter
(lie first of hecember proximo, free of State Tax.

Ever Offered!

1 Lot worth
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Goods!

Millinery

25
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days by the late decline in stocks.
The judicious management ot
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by Robinson Bros. & Co., Bos-
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Banks,

till

NEW

Cheapest

Which

New York.

WELL, THAT IS CUTE!

2!,4o0
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GARMENTS!

were

IBInnk Hook

119 and 121 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
0/"k FANCY CARDS, 11 styles,with name,loots,
LIU Post paid. C. Walker,Chatham Village, N.Y.
WI v*T Hum I'iue .fllx«»<l Ourilit, with name,
iJU lo Cts., post-paid. L. JUNKS &CO., Nassau,

1 ><* 11itt, Nov.

77,000 00

00

!

l.ltf

tivaivs

1 he only gummed page Scrap Book made; always
ready l'ur use without extra gum or paste.
No. 1 -Si/e', 1 J.xlo
in. Half Cloth, Paper, $• 1.16
No. 4 ->ize
lvfxlo
in. Full Cloth, Stamped,
No. x
Si/.e It) l-2.xlc 1 4 in. Hall Cloth, Paper,
l.ho
No. I f—Si/e In 1 L’x 1J 14 in. Full (.'lotli, Stamped,
Copies mailed on receipt of price. IFor Rule by

of Cincinnati Seven Per
Cent. Loans,
Pennsylvania it. IN f irst Mortgage Six Percent. Ponds,
Western Penn. U. It. Mortgage
Six Per Cent Bonds (Pi nna.
K. It. guarantee),
State ot Tennessee Six Per
Cent. Loan,
Penn.ILK. Co. :5S0 shares Stock
North Penn. 1L K. Company,
121 shares Stock,
American Steamship Co., six
Per Cent. Bonds ^Peiina. 1L
U. guarantee;,
Wm. Cram]) N Sons’ Dry Dock
Mortgage Loan, Seven Per
Cent.
Loans on Bond and Mortgage,
First liens on City Properties,

Balances Due at Agencies
Premiums on Marine Policies
Accrued Interest and
Other debts due the Coin’ll v,
Stock and Scrip, etc., of sundry Corporations, £21,217 Fs
timated alue,
('ash, on deposit in

1'or sale here.

PATENT SELE-PASTYNO

SCEAP BOOK.

City

LADIES MERINO

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
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74,000 UU

Real I.state at Philadelphia
and Pittsburg,
Bills Receivable for Insurances
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Disorders,

HOI.LOWAVS

House tor Sale.
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i'.»o,ooo Par Cost, $ 1 ,4V>/on ol Market
Value,
y 1,777,702

LINK OK
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Brooksvillelor Belfast on
Imr-dav, at '. o'clock A. M
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o.loooo
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Loans,

£2,774,4**0 71

New <loods received every
sold at Low Prices at

RAILWAY
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Main

Block,

BEEEAST. MAINE.
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H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

MADE

CLOTHING!

is rit|iliic iM ii-itit in p of iii- lai.ttory .grai.il
Building*, \« nu«l«*rfiil «*\hit»if*, curioii*
c»ea< day*,
t.
lkr«fu«plr illiotrat
i'*l. C: -r otiyhtj/ jit'ittilo,, and n«n
rlirajt. J '<!!- !
immT niiiy.
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LOW

Ladies' and Children's
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send lor lull pari iculur
i'hU i-ih«»
li.mu1" coin money fiisf.
100
«iet the mil >
• *-1i.altl«* histoi \.
11 TUBA I.*I> HUul ll]«;Rs,Puh.s.,
Spriuglield, .Muss.
K** “‘d ii<*t>ivi*il i.\ i»r«‘ina
\jnu
iui» tnn* bonks
assuming to In- “official,
and Jelling wind will happen in Aiigtiit ami N«*plenilier.
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UNDER
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HEADY

Fringes,

Handkerchiefs and Gloves.

LADIES

Tailor,

HKAU'.K

111.000
i.,o.*u

Trimming Braids, Buttons, Neck Ties
in all Colors, Collars and Cuffs,

HILTON,

Merchant

44.000

1)1

!",ooU

AT

E. C.

2o,oou
..non

Silk and Worsted

it, and it is having a
rapidly increasing sale. It is prepared with great
care aft-r the recipe of Dr. Samuel Pitcher, of Mass.,
at the Laboratory of,J. It. Kosc & Co.,
I >ev Street,
^ ork.

Cloakings.

FANCY GOODS

who have tried

nurses

7<*,ooo

Lartre Assortment of

a

2(0,

City of Poston six Per C.-nt.
Loans,
.70,000 ily ol St. I.oui- MX Per Cent.
Loans,
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It

and

recoin in emieii

W »•: II A\ 1; A

Pill
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iw

IN

.,

For Cutaneous
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I
uud 1

1 ue-d.t

lou.ooo
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And all

aidord Wharf, lor
Returning Leave BeRatt,
Broctksville on Moml.t\ at v o'clock P. M. on Mid
nesday uud suturda- at o o dock A. .\., .may lay
over for Boston Steamer until Id o'clock,
touching
at lslevboro and Castine each way.
Fare To I -le-horo or ('u*tine, or return, 7. « nt
to Brooksville, or return, si on.
Freight taken at
lair rate*.
Agents Mm. U :i -i.iii, Brook-ville: Bt-ni Ryder,
1 slesboro. Hooper &
h. ph rd, Catim, Howard
’onant, Bella !. S

November Lit, 187(5.

••nt.

Alden’s

...

d-

follow

1-4,OUu State ol Penns) Ivania si x per
('eat. I.ouih,
:.,ui»u City of Philadelphia Six Pei*
( vnt.Loumyexi-nipt from tax
2.70.000 State of New .Jel-u } Six Pel’
Cent. Loans, Iv-.o to loo
10.1.000 City of Pittsburg Seven Per
<

Hollow

|

Lelter-

“Your Pill are mm wlloa*end for aiiotiirr box, and
i,
m, a. in it,.hou-e.
“Dr. Hr.ll.iwa) ha
rtuvd un lo a.I ich- th.i;
chronic
*'l g»lW Idle id Soul Pill- I 111) l.al.c 1.
11.. i.
morbu
1 he il.-ar litll. iliui;. y..t wi ll in a d
“At \ I.. 4 w-u of II luorilillg i- li.o\ all,i
“Your box .0 Holloway
tintne-nt mind
luiUea.in tin* ht ml. I rubbed joine of your »>im i,,. ai
behind tin* ear and the noise ha* l.-it
‘■•'ellrl 1U>* t\\ a f.oxe
1 Want Dill- tor a I... ,| I ,1,0
‘•i enclos. a dollar; your prie.
..-nt-, i..«r tic
medicine to me is worth a dollar.
“Send me five boxes oi your 1M1-*
i.- t lie llav e three ho.xe ol y.air Pill I
r. run,
mail, for Chill, and 1". er
have over 100 -uch testimonialii,.
i.at
v- ant ol space compels me to concludi

Arraugemerit!
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ASSETS OF THE COMPANY,
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In-re.

appetite;

11"

1 uvari

y

day.

Bronksviiie

had

cry root

is,014 4.'

in all Colors very Low!

Ilepellants

lake

prevents feveii-hness, quiets the nerves
and produces health—then of course citi 1<Ireii
ran sleep in quiet and motlicr* can rent,
worms

NO QUACK NOSTRUM.

aiibrding

(ileasani

a>

hom y, ltjmver gripes. Ky regulating the stomach
and howles the Castoria cools ilie lilooil, expels

|“-r

</..//,'< hu h,
I hereby certify that for st-veral war.-,
pa -t I have used the \ «. I .'I IA« I'i. VMT i;s iu hi v prar
tir. and iiave never known lle-m t.. tail in
speedy relief itl t ll.ee cases for which they are re
commended. They are not a .piark nostrum, hut a
remedial agent ot
\
real \aim*.
truly .yours,
W. <\ ool.i I V-, m. i.
Uud;-poi t. ,M.- May *. !-, i.

certain than Castor Oii.

alcohol and i.-

iiik

GREER,

A.

v»i !'H

v

!

Belfast.
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Reinsurances
Agency Charges, Advertising, Printing, * re.

faxes—Titat
faxes.
Lxpen-f s,
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New
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mistake to

commended for them.
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to
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arc
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Lire l osses,
Return Premiums,

Finds!

tlmii tlnu

<

suppose that Castoria is not
adapted to grown pel ons a- well a- Children. They
‘•lily need to increa-e the quantity. Hut children
has e -o many complaint-lor which Castoria is adapt
d like It inti <’ollc, Sour stomach, Worms
I‘Her,
ami Croup that it is especially
i- a

Castoria is

RHEUMATISM

X«• \ i• r \\«re
ami
: a in i n<* I

l-urth-s

I.I.V-.

Testimony of tl.p Whole World.
>] A .OWA V S
1 > 1 1 ,1 s.
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State Roomat the oitice d

ISLESBORO
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Castine,
—a
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B. Rose a. CY>
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h. Di

* CLAMS a -|« dait>.
tarnished at liberal rates.
I HA.Mi (Hi
Hat. I, ls.u.
ltd

spirited

ntlonls,

n

hearty one.''

every

Nov. Id, 1

~

i.ossi

PRINTS.

.Maehiasport

CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent,

^--i.541 00

may i:

it>

,220,r. ;4 fee

i-.-.v-

Bleached i UnbleachedCotlons
11‘oUi

leave

ton & Maine and llastern Railroad-.
and Through Tickets can be secured

Losses,

W f:

tin* season

KslvncU from Vaiioii

M«»ni>.\i
Morning at
o'clock, touching as above, (except
Sear-port and Bucksport *, un it ing in Portland sunnnight, u ually connecting with Pullman Train, ami
early morning train* lor Bo ton and the West.
Through Tickets for sale at the Office* of th Bos

earn-

ul:uidRi~l.s.£ 7.4,; a.;

H

OEERINO,

Railroad
every l m

chiasport.
Returning will

70
s;

prices Also

(Ci

REMNANT

and warranted in

* 700/41

not

0.

-aim

id, the Steamer

Wharf, Foot of State street,
Portland,
livening at lo o’clock,
for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Senrsport, Buck
port, Castine, D.-er l ie, Sedgwick, So. W. arid Bar
Harbor, .Mt. Desert,VMillhridge, Jonesport and Mu

5

Premium Marked mi
ed from November

Trinta ju-t r»
a lot of

01

Will leave

--—

Premium- ou
in ark (1 ini ;

.'

LEWISTON,

provision ol

a

-.

Lfil.nr:it.ury

contains

Mew
ton.

Alpaca,

cast-

Wrench, Sprain, Poll-Evil, Kingboue,
v'Cratches or Lameness of any kind, the effects are
the aim
Liverymen, stage proprietors, Farmers,
&v
should never i.e without the Veilow Centaur

conformity with

Premiums Receivt d from N'm
ember 1st, 1—7 7, t-* October
■:m, 1-7*;.
<*n .Murine ami (uLnidiiisks.*?j u ,7u
On fire Risk-,
105,710 20

ami Taiiiisc.
.*T

On and after November

eluent of the affairs of the Com

J t.it

pan}’ is published in
the (.’barter

Klk. silk,

¥

THE

r
Greatest Cavalry le ader and Indian 1
A this countn ever produced. This wi
most exciting and thrilling book of tin* sea*
lustrated with a steel portrait of Den. < a-numerous oth* r
engravings. Mrs
and the parents <d Den. Custer will receive u
t the profits made on each book.
Agent'
now readv.
Send at once for terms and oir«
* ID H'K I II & s i llKNfA
Publish,
l*
Washington ‘-t., I;

I lie

Novembers, i-Co.

Klk. Koliaii.

whether it he

1 iniifi-

I be t ol low I n:

Kilt. Kiilliaiitiiie,

was

“ih- .u:
ii-,—1 have used your Centaur Liniment
in my family, and find it to be of great value. Please
send me two dollars'worth, one lur the muies and
horses.
KILFV SICKLE'-.
“Falls Syation, Wyoming Co., Pa."

1, !-.'...

SANFORD’S'

thing

ready

strong

s=

and

After a long experience of the world* 1 utlirni
before (*od that 1 never knew :i rogue who was
not unhappy.
{ Junki*.

ol

«».!.

""lame

At peace with all the world, hear l.ord, and thee,
No tears my soul's unwavering faith can shake;
All’s well, whichever side the grave for me
file morning light may break.

SipraisMMi.Sweeni-

anage. its effects are -imply wonderful.
We have thou and- upon thousands of certiiieate~

*■

I i' !i ji.ick :l!.'«•
illt .1 I,
iilol-.t' i 111 j.1«. .i Iiiilit!
mg 1 i'l.e, u illi lull direction-' Idr us.* mullra-.
I’f'iw .f'l.oij per package.
1 ..j* ■:.!.*
ali \\ hole-ah*
.m l retail
Inuggi- t-* 1 111• Mlgleait the t niled Mat.U I I K>* \ !*om l{, * •«-»!• ral -A-.-at- and \\ hole
al
H.,-t.m. .A k 'or an.I in
t -m i,a\
Driiggi-l
mg,

With loving kindness curtain thou my hed,
A no cool in rest my burning pilgrim feet
fhy pardon he the pillow’ for my head
So shall my rest he sweet.

more

boned and fWallcd

tow

t

FOR

pIIF.

always on hntnt.
OYSTERS
Belfast,

Puu. viui.i'UiA,

OK

Kilt.

of

season

F.

Itlk. CasIlllHKL

of horms and

AGENTS

LIFE OF GEN. GEO. A. CUSTER

Yarmouth Bloaters and

ONE Ti. 1P PER WEEK.

\ 1

<

~

day is ended. Ere I sink to .deep,
My weary -]»irit seeks repose in thine
Fattier, forgive my trespasses, and keep
This little life of mine.

to owners

than have all the Farriers in the

EVERY 1 HING.

arid Devotion.

1 !m-

1, King

o. a,.-worth
(\.l
Mr.i u-ii *d
V.\ 1 < M.D
l: A I >n A j. Cl I, f
A IIIIII, and it h.i given perfect >•at i t
turn.
1 ha. e tri< d almost e\.aytID.11;-, and il i- the
only thing that ha** given m« rein f. 1 the; lbi «• tolo
piea-ure hi ivi'uiinin ndiug n no- io all aillieted w nh
Catarrh ol my kind, and offer hi .t
t.r lei-moi,.
to ii
belieli!
\
ti ll!
\\
ti|p | p

•-

Thought

AFFLICTED.

\v*-ighi in gold

1 In- Liniment ha-cured
•

I/.

DM

I

parted

Jewels of

aid)

..

hir

A

r.

O. /. / nrot l o (
M
i> .ivcr
»
,ti
i take pieastire in recommending
AM DUD S I £ A
DP \ I
T Ki
Hit: ( A I A IfilM I,-, all Who are
*11 i:^ 1 1 with tins (b. e.iI u a
greatly niiiic* *d
with it lor a long tim -. and <*ur.- I it withtvvo boith-s
l!n
above
ot
Cl Mil
About a year aitenvards I was
again taken with Catarrh <piite severely, and im11n
tiatep -eiit tor another buttle, which in., d me all
right, giv ing int* relief trom Tin- ar.-i do e i am .■ u
1* lent that tin ri-m. dv will do all tbai
claimed for
t. and more, too.
M ishinii you :• 11.•:
j., it introI
\
\S
I ac 'i a, 1 am, very truly vo’ui-,
M1111
< id a, P
t ieii..
.a Mibi ii x Doll.

TRIED

worth ii*

*1

WANTED.

MARK THESE TACTS, Aduriin i'omisollnrat!

BLACK GOODS
l 'aiinot be Sui'jia-.stnl, \ i :

mules.

o

..

‘•he smil’d on many just lor Inn
1 knew that there was nothing in it
t v. as iiie iir-t, the only om*
Her heart had thought ot for a lninut
1 i new it. for sin* told me so,
In phra*e which was divinely moulded
>l,e wrote ;i charming hand, ami oh
How sweetly all her notes were folded'

A

/).

GREATLY

noteJ,

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

AFFi 10TED.

4

Ih
How leeling for the
aillieted with
« atanli. I
wish to old my te.-timony in behalf of
vAMhiiit-.s i;a!>I« vi. n i t mu
aiaium.
»i. 1, atiiiett d w ith 1 Iih fearful disease
i have been
tor tour years, and have tried every known
remedy
vitlumt av ail, until ! bought a bottle ol tin* abov e
» I 1£ 1
from you. which gave me almost instant rebel-.
It being a eon-Mituliouai as well u
a local
remedy, I believe it to lie ill that is claimed for it, a
i: ciieal » ure lor Catarrh. \ ei v truly yours,
wm. ami: t s i.,
i»en
r. :*ej,i.
With .Jenson, UlDs X Co.
-, 1 -.

a* h.
Ishe sketch'd ; t hi- vule, the- Wood, tie
i.irew lovelier from her pencil’- shading
She botaniz'd; Jnnvied euch
y ouug blossom in her boudoir lading
She warble,; llaudel; it was grand—
s!,:• made the Catalina jealous:
slo touch'd the organ ; 1 could stall t
for hour* ami hour? and blow the bellow*.

She kepi an album, too, at home,
Well till’d with ail an album's gloro
Pniuting.* of butterflies ami Borne,
Patterns for trimming, Persian stone.-:
soft song.* of dulia’.* cockatoo,
l-ierc odes to famine and to siaught ;
And autograph.' of Prim e Labo •.
And r**cipe* of elder vat

THE SFA.

LINE

Olil

ju-1

Committei

theJH igh.Scho"!

Saturday the g;»th iust., and December :<l,
| o'clock, 1’. M., for tie- purpose of examining a
intend
to teach in Belfast during the coming
|
Plait OltHEK s. s.
on

and Pollock.

first Lot of the

•.

School Notice.

Finnan Haddies.

A KEAXGEMEXT

<•

Sli.

1

Kippered Herring.

Ins. Co.

Safety

BARGAINS

CKAWFOISD S. FLUTillUK, late o!M„, i.
in the ('ounty of Waldo, deceased, by giving
as the law directs ; he therefore renut -t? nil
p,
who are indelded to said deceased's estate
immediate payment, and those who hav«
imtnds thereon, t<» exhibit the same for m m
to him.
1.. M. I’AKTKIl)

and Sounds.
received the

appoint*!.!

fast,

(Base
Telegraph Building.
Mackerel cf all grades, by the Bbl., Half
Bbl. or Kit.
Halibut's Heads, Fins and Napes.
Smoked Halibut, Salmon & Herring.
Prepared Cod and Cheeks.

leave Bo.-tou on the
1>. LANE, Agent.

Mt, Desert & Machias.

THE

DELAWARE MUTUAL

—

hereby gives public notin
h- h.t- In en duly
taken upon himselt the tru-t of Admini-tr it.,,
the estate of

1. Superintending School
rpil
will be in session at
A.

ment of old

lias

SUIT ALL.

HI AT WILL

subscriber
rpiIK
.A. concerned that

TiigTi Street,

it is very efficacious for

Limbs,

ache, Itch and (

booth

Stings,

on

FOR
—-IN ALL THEOF

Mondays
Thursdays and
Tuesdays and Fridays at o o’clock
on

No steamer of this line will
30th inst. or 2d of November.
Belfast, Oct. 25, ls:r>

1876

IX THICKS

further

Boston

OFFICE

I|

FISH

Collins" Market,

notice the steamer
th, until
AFTER
Cambridge instead of the lvatahdin, will leave
Belfast for
and

Full Line ol'

a

muscle ailments than any article ever

It will

j

PRICES!

LOWEST

years’ standing, Neuralgia, Weak
Buck, Fever Sores, Wec|iin»-*Niucn«, Sciatica,
Caked-Breasts, Distorted .Joints and Sprained Limbs

K A DM' A I. <11! £

Of

sunny .May, through sultry.June,
I loved her with a lu\ e eternal,
1 .'poke her praises to the moon.
1 wiote them for the .Sunday Journal
M> mother laughed; 1 soon touud out
1 hat ancient ladies have no leeling ;
Ai> lather ti own’d, but how should gout
f ind any happiness in kneeling/

Rheumatism and

cure

Co,, FISH !

A Choice Stock of Fish lor Fall and Winter Trade, just received at

before discovered.

til

through

healed and

INSURANCE

know

now

bone and

sh,

be

can

We

!5ggii

PROBATE NOTICED

u a uwEiu

from

Returned

niatihiii of many

SANFORD’S

hagg.-rs or ol dancing bears,
battles, or the last new bouuets;
By candle-!;ght, at twelve o’clock,
To me it matter’d not a tittle,
if those, bright lips had quoted Locke,
i might have thought they murmured Lit tie.

the wounded made
just what the Centaur Liniment will do. They will not mend broken bones or
cure Cancer, hut they will extract soreness, al- !
I'li*- lame

Marine Sanford’s
Steamship
-FOli—

Western Markets, aro prepared to Sell Goods at
the very

Liniments!

and

.Scientific skill cannot go beyond the efiects of
these remarkable preparations. Clirouic It lie»

aBOMBanRaBReDiaBM

-he talk'd of polities or prayers;
Of Southey's prose, or Wordsworth’s souuets:

L no & CO.,

jL

Having Just

whole.

Fire

excellent piano, of good make
and in tine order. Will be sold at a bargain.

An at the Journal Office.
Apply

Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870,

tf34

People

of

Searsport.

of the Rki.iast Main
hi.k Works, Clark Sc Fernald, Proprietors. Persons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any description can do so of me as cheap as they can buy
any where iu this State.
A. T. QUIMBY.
till
Searsport,Sept. Id, 1875.

Ill

AVK taken the

Agency

able consideration at the Patent Office.
KDMUN L) lUJ KK K, late ComVr of Patents
"Mr. K. II. F’.ddy has made for me over Till KI'
applications for Patents, having been successful i'1
almost every ease. Such unmistakable proof ot great
talent and ability on his part leads ineto recommend
ai.l

inventors to

apply

to him to procure their p<*

tent9, as they may be sure ot having the most faith
attention bestowed upon their cases, and at ery
JOHN TAGGART.”
reasonable charges.
Boston. Jan 1 1876.
Ijr27.
ful

